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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kemari Ihlenfeldt <kemariihlenfeldt@gmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:29 PM

Hi,

My name is Kemari Ihlenfeldt and I am a resident of Tampa, Florida. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of
the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was
unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows
clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I
was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now
passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension
increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards
that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each
person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were
zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they
finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I
still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being
transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed.
People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman
(a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING
HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked
if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how
long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the
officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice
was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4
times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no
clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home).
We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the
bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so
the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain
until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed
to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the
hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to
figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there.
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So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead.
But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final
wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No
conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just
one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. 

If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing
disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. 

Sincerely, Kemari 

-- 
Kemari Ihlenfeldt
(407) 760-3644
kemariihlenfeldt@gmail.com
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Alice Keller <alicekeller618@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:29 PM

Hi,My name is Alice Keller and I am a resident of Southampton, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Alice

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
6 messages

From: 'lafrugalista18' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:46 PM

Hi,My name is Amanda Dominguez and I am a resident of Brooklyn, New York. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Amanda Dominguez

Sent from my Metro By T-Mobile 4G LTE Android Device

1 / 6

From: 'Melissa Kingma' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:51 PM

Hi,My name is Melissa K and I am a resident of St.Louis, MO. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,

Melissa K

Sent from my iPhone

2 / 6

From: 'Krystelle Leano' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:57 PM

Hi,My name is Krystelle leano and I am a resident of San Francisco California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
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LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
Sincerely,krystelle 

3 / 6

From: 'Audrey Stanton' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:08 PM

Hi Eric Garcetti,
My name is Audrey Stanton and I am a resident of Los Angeles, Silverlake specifically. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
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were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. 

Sincerely,
Audrey Stanton

4 / 6

From: 'Patricia Picco' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:18 PM

Hi,

My name is Patricia Picco and I am a resident of Los Angeles/California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
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volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Patricia Picco

Sent from my iPhone

5 / 6

From: 'Ashlee Hamon' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:22 PM

Hi,My name is Ashlee Hamon and I am a resident of Tampa Florida. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
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MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Be the change. Sincerely,

Ashlee Hamon

Sent from my iPhone

6 / 6
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ashley Schlaifer <ashley.schlaifer@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:10 PM

Hi Mayor Garcetti,

My name is Ashley Schlaifer and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Ashley

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Angelina Moreno <aemoreno1210@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:08 PM

Hi,My name is Angelina Moreno and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
Sincerely,Angelina Moreno

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Andrea Perez <andreaperez175@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:54 PM

Hi,My name is Andrea Perez and I am a resident of Los Angeles California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Andrea 

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Amy L Moore <amy@mid-moddesign.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:53 PM

Hi,My name is Amy Moore and I am a resident of San Mateo, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Amy Moore

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sarah Farrell <sarahfarrell92@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:52 PM

Hi,
My name is Sarah Farrell and I am a resident of Portland, OR. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Sarah 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Tiera Conley <tieraklconley@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:50 PM

Hi,My name is Tiera Conley and I am a resident of Los Angeles California . I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Tiera Conley

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: emilie martin <emiliemmartin55@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:32 PM

Hi,My name is emilie and I am a resident of florida). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,

emilie

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Fiona Mansell <fcm02@live.co.uk>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:29 PM

Hi,
My name is Fiona Mansell and I am from England. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and
I think you should too. Especially since her story is spreading globally. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. 
"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."
Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police and I am from a different country; a group that is
supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. This was a huge violation of basic human rights and I believe it is
simply luck no one who shared this experience was seriously injured. 

Sincerely,
Fiona Mansell

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <marie.quintano@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:21 PM

Hi,My name is Marie Quintano and I am a resident of HOBOKEN, NJ. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Marie Quintano
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <heyalexxrixx@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:21 PM

Hi,My name is Alexandra Rix and I am a resident of Long Beach, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Alexandra Rix 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Laura Decker <slldecker@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:18 PM

Hi,My name is Laura Decker and I am a resident of Walnut Creek, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Laura
Decker
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sam Fernandes <samwiseirene@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:16 PM

Hi,
My name is Sam Chavez and I am a resident of Petaluma, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."
Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Sam Chavez

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lindsey Suson <lindsey.suson@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:13 PM

Hi, 
My name is Lindsey Suson and I am a resident of Houston, Texas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Lindsey Suson
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Melea Kanzler <meleakanzler@gmail.com>
To: mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org, Mayor.garcetti@lacity.org, ethics.commission@lacity.org, HRCinfo@lacity.org,
caroline.toren@lacity.org, CityClerk@lacity.org, "EmpowerLA@lacity.org" <EmpowerLA@lacity.org>,
communityrelationsoig@lacity.org, info@lappl.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:13 PM

Hi,

My name is Melea Kanzler and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too.

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles
for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading.

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now
passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased,
we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us
off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone
was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were
cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have
painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported,
the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a
homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic
attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING
HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus
had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if
we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming
from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I
got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out
what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is
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mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN
GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped
out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded
by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer
said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand
open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark,
still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could
borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but
I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they
abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't
worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a
stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did
we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a
taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A
fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing
face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of
complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is
supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,

Melea Kanzler
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Danielle Pellegrino' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:11 PM

Hi,My name is Danielle Pellegrino and I am a resident of Santa Clarita CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Danielle 

Danielle Pellegrino 
IU Bloomington 
Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sarah Ursini <scursini@comcast.net>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:02 PM

Hi,My name is Sarah Ursini and I am a resident of Carlisle, PA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Sarah
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Irving Garcia' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:43 PM

Hi,My name is Irving Garcia and I am a resident of RSM, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 2

From: 'Miluzmar Quispe' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:01 PM

Hi,My name is Miluzmar Quispe and I am a resident of Rockville, MD. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Miluzmar Quispe.
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Alex Woog <alexandra.rose.woog@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:57 PM

Hi,My name is Alex and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Alex
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Christin Gray <christingray@live.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:50 PM

Hi,My name is Christin Gray and I am a resident of Venice, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Christin Gray

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Valerie Ropelato <zeldagirl213@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:48 PM

Hi, my name is Valerie and I am a resident of Sacramento, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. 
"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. 

Sincerely,
Valerie Ropelato
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sophie Graham <sophiergraham@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:46 PM

Hi, 

My name is Sophie Graham and I am a resident of Santa Barbara County. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Sophie Graham

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Violet Tessel <violettessel20@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:43 PM

Hi,My name is Violet Tessel and I am a resident of Sherman Oaks, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Violet Tessel
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Teddy Ganesky <ganesky.teddy@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:41 PM

Hi,My name is Teddy and I am a resident of Chicago, IL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
Sincerely,
Teddy Ganesky
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
6 messages

From: 'K Wilson' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:51 PM

Hi, 

My name is Kelsey Wilson and I am a resident of Milpitas, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Kelsey Wilson 

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'APRIL Wyatt' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:56 PM

Hi,My name is April and I am a resident of
Ventura, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla
is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She
was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action
and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story
below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people
tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) &
police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that
cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful,
getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next
was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and
without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were
so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later
I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even
pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was
ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of
her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get
medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were
too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and
threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even
wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
April 

Sent from my iPhone

2 / 6

From: 'Mallory Maupin' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:18 PM

Hi,My name is Mallory Maupin and I am a resident of Sacramento, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
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California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Mallory 

Sent from my iPhone

3 / 6

From: 'Ariadna Moreno' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:21 PM

Hi, 

My name is Ariadna Moreno and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
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Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Ariadna Moreno

4 / 6

From: 'Quinn Fergusson' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:23 PM

Hi, 

My name is Quinn Fergusson and I am a resident of Santa Barbara, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
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illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Quinn Fergusson

Sent from my iPhone

5 / 6

From: 'Tanya Sanchez' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:37 PM

Hi, 

My name is Tanya Sanchez and I am a resident of Hillsboro, Oregon. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
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with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Tanya Sanchez

Sent from my iPhone

6 / 6
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: elliot fox <elliot.fox@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:37 PM

Hi,My name is Elliot Fox and I am a resident of LA County. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Meha Shah <mehashah@email.arizona.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:36 PM

Hi,
My name is Meha Shah and I am a resident of Phoenix, AZ and I have recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Meha Shah
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jamie B Norgaard <jamiebnorgaard@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:33 PM

Hi,

My name is Jamie Norgaard and I am a resident of California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,

Jamie Norgaard
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Elveena Fareedi <elveena.fareedi@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:33 PM

Hi,

My name is Elveena Fareedi and I am a resident of Chicago, Illinois. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Elveena 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sachin Kamboj <sachinkkamboj@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:32 PM

Hi,

My name is Sachin Kamboj and I am a resident of Los Angeles CA.  I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Sachin Kamboj

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kendall Wapner <kdallwapner@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:22 PM

Hi,

My name is Kendall Wapner and I am a resident of Portland, Oregon. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,

Kendall Wapner
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Alix Tyler <alexandratyler@sbcglobal.net>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:21 PM

Hello, my name is Alexandra Tyler and I am a resident of Oakland, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and was appalled. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and
has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA
on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She
posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. (@tiaratortilla https://www.instagram.com/p/CBBNXXkJs0a/?
igshid=t1jnuuduly5s )

She details how the LAPD corralled and forced a group of young, peacefully protesting women onto a bus. They not only
neglected to inform them if they were facing charges they didnt tell them where they were being taken.... they also maliciously
zip tied them to the point of pain/bruising.... and at the end of the ordeal, dumped them off in the middle of nowhere, with zero
regard for their safety (or providing them any resources to call someone to pick them up).

This is horrifying to hear especially against the backdrop of tension and anger happening across the nation. This is just one
example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. You are in a position to make a
change and fix this broken system. I am so very saddened and tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group
that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. We are counting on you. 

Sincerely, Alexandra Tyler

Sent while walking around and multitasking.
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Shelby Barnes <shelbyba@usc.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:10 PM

Hi,
My name is Shelby Barnes and I am a resident of Los Angeles County and a recent alumni of the University of Southern
California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is
a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was
unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and
emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story
below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people
tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) &
police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that
cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful,
getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next
was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and
without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were
so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later
I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even
pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was
ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of
her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get
medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were
too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and
threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even
wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Shelby Barnes
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jenny Hoffman <jennykayhoffman@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:07 PM

Hi,

My name is Jenny Hoffman and I am a resident of Encino, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Jenny Hoffman
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kaitlin Hollinger <kaitlin.hollinger@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:02 PM

Hi,

My name is Kaitlin Hollinger and I am a resident of Boston, MA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. 

Please continue reading.

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Kaitlin Hollinger 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Fabiola Bailey <fabiolambailey@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:02 PM

Hi, My name is Fabiola Bailey and I am a resident of Nevada. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Fabiola

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Becca Lantz <rebeccalantz15@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:59 PM

Hi,My name is Rebecca and I am a resident of Corona, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,Rebecca

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Raquel Mendez <rockymendez95@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:50 PM

Hi, my name is Raquel Mendez and I am a resident of Santa Monica, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Raquel Mendez
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sarah Kirby <sarahaki@usc.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:49 PM

Hello,

My name is Sarah Kirby, and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

“I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks.”

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,

Sarah Kirby
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Rick Singer <ricklsinger@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:44 PM

Hello. My name is Rick and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Rick Singer

Sent from the very core of who I am as a person 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Elizabeth Auvil <elizauvil@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:38 PM

Hi,My name is Elizabeth and I am a resident of Portland, OR.  I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Elizabeth

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Lyssa Murray' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:32 PM

Hi,My name is Lyssa Murray and I am a resident of Lawrence, Kansas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Lyssa Murray
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From: 'Nashya Sadono-Jensen' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
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Hi, My name is Nashya Savino and I am a resident of West Covina, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Nashya Sadono 

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S7, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Chelsie Miller <camiller2988@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:36 PM

Hi,

My name is Chelsie Mathis and I am a resident of Seattle, WA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Be the change.

Sincerely,
Chelsie Mathis

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Shannon Barnett <shannonabarnett@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:35 PM

Hi,My name is Shannon Barnett and I am a resident of Los Angeles, Ca. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,

Shannon Barnett 

From my iPhone to you. 

Shannon Barnett 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Siena Taylor <smarietay@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:35 PM

Hi,

           My name is Siena Taylor and I am a resident of Pasadena, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD, and I think you should, too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

                    Sincerely,
                    Siena Taylor

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Amanda Breen <breenamanda93@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:29 PM

Hello,

My name is Amanda Breen and I am a resident of Olney, Maryland. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Amanda Breen
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kelly Collier <kellc92@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:24 PM

Hi,My name is Kelly Collier and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA.  I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,Kelly
Collier. 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Claire Hernandez <clairehe@usc.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:22 PM

Hi,My name is Claire Hernandez  and I am a resident of Los Angeles CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Claire 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Annabella Fritts <a.c.fritts17@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:21 PM

Hi,My name is Annabella Fritts and I am a resident of Chicago. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely, 
Annabella Fritts 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Manolya Zeynep Özdemir <manolyazeynep@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:16 PM

Hi, my name is Manolya and I am a resident of Freiburg, Germany. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Manolya Özdemir
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Cynthia Ni' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:15 PM

Hi,

My name is Cynthia and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading:

“I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Cynthia Ni

______________
 
Carla Ni
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Samantha Archer <smarchiee@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:15 PM

My name is Sam Archer and I am a resident of Sandy, UT. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 
Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 
"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. 
We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to
a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. 
There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I
stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun
and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than
my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even
wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ella J <ella.jaravata@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:07 PM

Hi,My name is Ella Jaravata and I am a resident of Point Pleasant Beach, NJ. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,

Ella Jaravata
Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sarah Jones <sejones154@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:06 PM

Hi,My name is Sarah Jones and I am a resident of Danville, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal and
unconstitutional actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do
so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s
way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Sarah Jones

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Emilie Mentrup <emiliementrup@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:04 PM

Hi,My name is Emilie Mentrup and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it
herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this
point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it
out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch
of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really,
it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to
keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By
no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of
the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others
and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring
this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions
taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing
disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

THIS IS NOT OKAY. I do not want to live in a city where I have to be afraid to interact with the police. 

All the best,
Emilie J. Mentrup
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Rebecca Morandi <rebemorandi@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:03 PM

Hi,
My name is Rebecca and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Rebecca

_ _

Rebecca Morandi
Filmmaker
MILAN ·  LOS ANGELES
_________________________
www.rebeccamorandi.com
US +1 (747) 2220196
IT +39 338 9413318
rebe.morandi@gmail.com

http://www.rebeccamorandi.com/
tel:+1%20(747)%202220196
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mailto:rebe.morandi@gmail.com
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Dacia nunez' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:02 PM

Hi,My name is Dacia Nunez and I am a resident of Los Angeles, Ca. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Dacia Nunez 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Corey Ramirez-Gomez <coreyramirezgomez@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:02 PM

Hi, my name is Corey Ramirez-Gomez, and I am a resident of Culver City, California. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too.

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram.

The story below her word-for-word testimony:
"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks.”

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way.

Be the change.

Sincerely,
Corey Ramirez-Gomez
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Magdalene Dobkowski <magdobkowski@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:01 PM

Hi, My name is Maggie and I am a resident of NJ. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and
I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los
Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st.
Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Maggie
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Gnar Tapes <gnartapes@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:00 PM

Hi, myname is Erik Gage l and I am a resident of LA, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Erik Gage

Sent from my iPhone
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The actions of the LAPD
1 message

From: Kelsey Ledford <kelsey.d.ledford@gmail.com>
To: cityclerk@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:59 PM

Dear Holly Wolcott,

My name is Kelsey Ledford, and I am a lifelong resident of Los Angeles. I am writing to express my horror at the actions of the
LAPD towards protesters in the past two weeks, and demand that immediate action be taken. The officers involved must be
reprimanded to the fullest extent of the law, and the LAPD must be more fully defunded.

Peaceful protesters are having their civil liberties denied on a daily basis. They are being physically harmed by rubber bullets,
teargas, and physical acts of violence by police officers. They are literally running people over in the streets of downtown.
They are locking people in police buses for hours and telling them "You have no rights." They are cornering protesters to
prevent them from peaceful dispersing before curfew, just to have an excuse to arrest them. There are videos of cops
laughingly encouraging white women to tag buildings with "BLM" and "Floyd." This may be a joke to them, but it is certainly
not a joke to the residents of your city.

These horrifying acts are being conducted in the name of the city of Los Angeles, and we cannot stand for it. You must
immediately reprimand any officers who are caught on video committing these atrocities. You must end the practice of
detaining protesters in buses and denying them access to food, water, toilets, or healthcare for hours at a time.

Furthermore, you must move to immediately begin defunding the LAPD. I commend you for deciding not to increase their
budget, but that is only the smallest of steps in the right direction. The LAPD has shown exactly who they are and how little
they respect the rights of the citizens of this city. Choosing not to increase their budget is barely a reprimand. They must be
further defunded in order to make it clear that we will not stand for this.

Please do the right thing. History is watching us right now. How will you choose to be remembered? Will you bow down to
those who conduct violence and violate our constitution? Or will you take a true stand and find a better path forward?

Thank you for your prompt attention to these important issues.

Sincerely, 
Kelsey Ledford
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Paige Fockler <paigefockler@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:57 PM

Hi,

My name is Paige Fockler and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Paige Fockler

Sent All the Way from Space 🚀
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
3 messages

From: 'Denver Woodruff' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:27 PM

Hello, 
My name is Cole Woodruff and I am a resident of Chicago, IL (and a former North Hollywood resident). I recently became
aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the
University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while
peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical
abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word
testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest,
as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased,
we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks.
Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their
knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only
unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling
us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that
when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have
painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted
they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing
themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from
the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with
BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had
attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical
attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many
people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said
he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even
though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be
exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the
bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile
& I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY
LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a
girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by
laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. 

Sincerely, 
Cole Woodruff

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Jason Lee' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:49 PM

Hi,

My name is Jason Lee and I am a resident of Atlanta, GA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Jason Lee

2 / 3

From: 'Valeria Maldonado' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:56 PM

Hi,My name is Valeria Maldonado and I am a resident of Los Ángeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
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California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,

> Valeria Maldonado
> 
> 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Aishwarya Iyer <ashiyer7897@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:48 PM

Hello,

My name is Aishwarya Iyer and I am a resident of Dallas, Texas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should be too.

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

“I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police, a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way, being the perpetrators of violence and harm towards those same people. Please, I implore you, be the change.

Sincerely,
Aishwarya
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Elise Fetzer <efetz789@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:44 PM

Hi,

My name is Elise Fetzer and I am a resident of Oak Lawn, IL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Elise Fetzer

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Veronica Roy <veronicaroy@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:43 PM

Hi, My name is Veronica Roy and I am a resident of Fontana, Ca. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely, Veronica Roy

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Erin Dean <erinmariedean@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:40 PM

Hello Mayor Garcetti,

My name is Erin Dean and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Erin Dean 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Joe DuBuque <dubuquejohn@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:39 PM

Hi,My name is John DuBuque and I am a resident of Chicago, IL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too.

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in
DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew
from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and
national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood
& hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
John
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Mia Lewis <mmlew3649@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:36 PM

Hi,My name is Mia Lewis and I am a resident of Corpus Christi, TX. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Mia
Lewis

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Hannah Isenberg <hannahfisenberg@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:30 PM

Hi,My name is Hannah Isenberg and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way.

Be the change.

Sincerely,
Hannah Isenberg

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Alex Goodwin <abgoodwin280@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:28 PM

Hi,
My name is Alex Goodwin and I am a resident of Corvallis, OR. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Alex Goodwin

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Alexis Alonzo <alexisalonzo24@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:23 PM

Hi,

My name is Alexis Alonzo and I am a resident of Portland, Oregon. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Alexis Alonzo
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lashley Schulingkamp <lschulingkamp@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:23 PM

Hi,
My name is Lashley Schulingkamp and I am a resident of Pacific Palisades, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Lashley Schulingkamp 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jenny Ervin <253jenny@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:23 PM

Hi,

My name is Jennifer Ervin and I am a resident of Seattle, WA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,

Jennifer Ervin
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Robyn DoCanto <rtdocanto@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:20 PM

Hi,My name is Robyn DoCanto and I am a resident of Marina, CA and formerly Glendale and Monrovia, CA. I recently
became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of
the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested
while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and
physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-
word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the
protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension
increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for
blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on
their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not
only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without
telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight
that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still
have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even
pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was
ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of
her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get
medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were
too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and
threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even
wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Robyn DoCanto

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Emily Uhler <emilymaeuhler@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:16 PM

Hi,
My name is Emily and I am a resident of Virginia Beach, VA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely, 
Emily Uhler 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ann Fernandez <ann.fernandez@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:14 PM

Hi, 

My name is Ann Fernandez and I am a resident of Sunnyvale, CA. I was born in LA in 1990 and am a proud to have grown up
in Southern California. I have many family and loved ones who still call Los Angeles home. I recently became aware of some
shocking news when I heard of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a
recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. 

She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal
action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The
story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading below:
"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. As someone
who is in a position of power, you are in a position to make a change. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police;
a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. I would love to hear what actionable steps you are taking
to hold  LAPD officers accountable in order to ensure the humane and legal treatment of your constituents moving forward.

Sincerely,
Ann Fernandez

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT LAPD Sexual Assault: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Cheyenne Schneider <cheyenne831@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:14 PM

Hi, 

My name is Cheyenne and I am a resident of orange county (a los angeles native with family still living there). I recently
became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. My own sister wants to attend the
black lives matter protest in a peaceful manner to show our support and I’m too scared based on stories like this. That is not
right and you know it. 

HER VAGINA WAS CHECKED FOUR TIMES. VAGINA. ARE YOU KIDDING ME?! COME ON - THIS IS SO DISTURBING
THE MISTREATMENT OF WOMEN AND SEXUAL ASSAULT CONTINUES. DISGUSTING. YOU ARE SUPPOSED TO
SERVE AND PROTECT. NO BAD APPLES ALLOWED. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 
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If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Cheyenne (by the way, I am disgusted not only as a human, a LA native, a woman, but also a lawyer). 

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jenna Torrisi <jenna.torrisi@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:14 PM

Hi,

My name is Jenna and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,

Jenna 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kristin Torrence <kristintorrence@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:13 PM

Hi,My name is Kristin Torrence and I am a resident of Irvine, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Kristin Torrence
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: melaniemissig via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:13 PM

Hi,
My name is Melanie Bathgate and I am a resident of Phoenix, AZ. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading:
"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."
Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Melanie Bathgate

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Sydney Wilson' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:11 PM

Hi,My name is Sydney and I am a resident of Alrington, Virginia. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely, Sydney

1 / 2

From: 'Jesenia Lopez' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:11 PM
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Hi,My name is Jesenia Lopez and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,

Jesenia Lopez 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Carlie Corse <carliecorse@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:09 PM

Hi,My name is Carlie Corse and I am a resident of Ventura, Ca. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Carlie Corse

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Katie Wright <katiesuewright@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:09 PM

Hi,

My name is Katie Wright and I am a resident of Burbank, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. 

Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Katie Wright
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Paige Ashlyn' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:05 PM

Hi,

My name is Paige and I am a resident of Oakland, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Paige
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Cassandra Chambers' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:04 PM

Hi,My name is Cassandra Chambers and I am a resident of Lakewood, CA I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Cassandra Chambers

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Carmen Elena Santiago <santiago.carmen75@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:02 PM

Hi,
My name is Carmen Santiago and I am a resident of LA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
 Sincerely,
Carmen 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ila Rose <ilabila12@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:01 PM

Hi,My name is Ila and I am a resident of Ithaca, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter your name)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Amanda Van Duren <vanduren.amanda@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:01 PM

Hi,My name is Amanda and I am a resident of Culver City, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Amanda Van Duren 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: jeffrey Gonzalez <jeffdltd@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:00 PM

Hi,My name is (insert your name) and I am a resident of (insert your city/state). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Craig Lewis-Wacks <craiglewiswacks@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:58 PM

Hi,

My name is Craig Lewis-Wacks and I am a resident of Brooklyn, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so.

I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way.
Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Craig Lewis-Wacks
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Leni Sinke <lenisinke@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:53 PM

Good Afternoon,
My name is Leni and I am a resident. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you
should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for
the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story
shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on
her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully
protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed
the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of
cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and
tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood
& hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of
the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change
and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to
keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Leni Sinke
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Heidi Brown <heidieats@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:53 PM

Hi,

My name is Heidi Brown and I am a resident of Los Angeles CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Heidi Brown

Heidi Brown
HeidiEatsALot Consulting
p. 415-298-8244
heidieats@gmail.com

@heidieatsalot on Twitter and Instagram
Facebook and LinkedIn

http://heidieatsalot.com/
tel:415-298-8244
mailto:heidieats@gmail.com
https://twitter.com/heidieatsalot
https://instagram.com/heidieatsalot
https://www.facebook.com/heidi.brown.14
http://www.linkedin.com/pub/heidi-brown/16/b46/35b/en
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Andrea Gomez <andreamarie005@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:52 PM

Hi,

My name is Andrea Gomez and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Andrea Gomez

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Brenna Pollard' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:46 PM

Hi,My name is Brenna Pollard and I am a resident of Selden, New York. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Brenna Pollard
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: devon palladini <devonpalladini@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:45 PM

Hi,My name is Devon Pallasini and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Devon Palladini

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Dana Bakich <danabakich@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:43 PM

Hi,My name is Dana Bakich and I am a resident of Los Angeles.

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. 

Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. 

There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully
were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to
show compliance. 

Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied
and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery
parking lot and left us there for five hours.

 My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right
hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. 

When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in
the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. 

We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street)
began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING
HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. 

The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After
20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least
know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. 

There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I
stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun
and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than
my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)

 We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? 

When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and
phone-less. 

My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there.

So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they
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wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely,"
from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one
was kidnapped that night. 

By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste
of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others
and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. 

Please bring this to other people’s attention. 

This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a
position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a
group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Dana Bakich

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: mallory layne <mallorylayne228@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:38 PM

Hi,My name is Mallory Layne and I am a resident of Winters California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
Sincerely,Mallory Layne

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: duru erkan <duruerkan2000@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:38 AM

Hello,

My name is Duru Erkan and I am a resident of Fayetteville, Arkansas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely, 

Duru 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Andrew Genser <genser@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:37 AM

Hi,My name is Andrew Genser and I am a resident of Los Feliz. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Andrew Genser

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: JAYLINE VENTURA <jayventura20@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:37 AM

Hi,My name is Jayline Ventura and I am a resident of Levittown, New YorkI recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely
Jayline Ventura. 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Linda Lor' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:35 AM

Hi,My name is Linda Lor and I am a resident of Lakewood,CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,

Linda Lor

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Gloria Huynh' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:37 AM

Hi,My name is Gloria Huynh and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely, Gloria Huynh 

Sent from my iPhone
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Regarding Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD and LAPD funding
1 message

From: 'Mitzi Young' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org, councilmember.cedillo@lacity.org, councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org,
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org, councilmember.blumenfield@lacity.org, councilmember.Krekorian@lacity.org,
councilmember.huizar@lacity.org, councilmember.lee@lacity.org, councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org,
councilmember.price@lacity.org, councilmember.wesson@lacity.org, councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org,
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org, councilmember.bonin@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:36 AM

Hello Mayor and City Council Members,

My name is Mitzi, and I am a resident here in L.A. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and
I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los
Angeles for the past four years. She was arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story
shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on
her Instagram. 

I’m sure you have received similar emails recently with the full details of this experience so I won’t repeat them here.
However, this is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police, not
just in the past few weeks. 

If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am assuming you all became leaders in
the LA community to help make it better. Police dominating the citizens with illegal actions and extreme force does not make it
better. It does not make anyone feel safe nor empowered. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group
that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. I urge you to take this story and others to heart and please
seriously discuss reallocation of city revenue away from a dangerous police force and into programs that will create safer local
communities. 

Sincerely,
Mitzi Young
she/her
-----
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Joy Home <homejoycollections@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:36 AM

Hi,My name is Jennifer Jones McIntyre and I am a resident of Simi Valley, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. 

Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. 

If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories
about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Be the change. 
Sincerely,
jennifer jones mcintyre
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Mercedes Brianna <mercedesbriannaa@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:36 AM

Hi,My name is Mercedes and I am a resident of Upland, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was UNJUSTLY arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA
on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She
posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

- Mercedes Zavala 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Cory Laflin <quarryalexis@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:34 AM

Hi,
My name is Cory Laflin and I am a resident of California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Cory Laflin 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Aimee San Jose <aimeesanjose@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:34 AM

Hi,My name is Aimee San Jose and I am a resident of Irvine, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Aimee San Jose

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Jennifer McKiernan' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:32 AM

Hi,My name is Jennifer McKiernan and I am a resident of Duarte, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 2

From: 'Joanie Gogliettino' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:34 AM

Hi,My name is Joan Gogliettino and I am a resident of Connecticut. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Joan
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Emily Gordon <emilygordon95@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:33 AM

Hi, My name is Emily Gordon and I am a resident of New York, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Emily Gordon 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Jo Lise Lara' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:32 AM

Hi,My name is Jo Lise Lara and I am a resident of San Antonio, TX. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Jo Lise Lara

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Timothy Rissel <timothyrissel@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:30 AM

Hi,My name is Timothy and I am a resident of Philadelphia. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,

Best regards,

Timothy Rissel
timothyrissel@gmail.com

Sent from my mobile device. Please excuse any brevity or typos.

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <twadzita@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:30 AM

Hi,

My name is Tori Wadzita and I am a resident of Seattle, Washington. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should, too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way.

 Be the change.
 Sincerely, Tori

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
5 messages

From: 'Xiomara Monterrey' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:23 AM

Hi,My name is Xiomara Monterrey and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Xiomara Monterrey
Sent from my iPhone

1 / 5

From: 'nina brito' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:25 AM

Hi,My name is Nina Brito and I am a resident of nashville, tn but just moved here two years ago from being born and raised in
California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is
a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was
unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and
emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story
below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people
tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) &
police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that
cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful,
getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next
was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and
without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were
so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later
I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even
pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was
ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of
her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get
medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were
too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and
threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even
wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely, Nina 

Sent from my iPhone

2 / 5

From: 'Kara Almasi' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:26 AM

Hi,My name is kara almasi and I am a resident of canada ontraio. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
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her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,kara
almasi 

Sent from my iPhone

3 / 5

From: 'Felicia Reuter' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:27 AM

Hi, 

My name is Felicia Reuter and I am a resident of Pittsburgh, PA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
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were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Felicia Reuter

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Chloe Godard' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:30 AM

Hi,
My name is Chloé Godard and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA.  I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
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hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Be the change. 

Thank you,
Chloé Godard
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Theresa Baughman <tlbaughman@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:30 AM

Hi, 
My name is Theresa Baughman and I am a resident of Pittsburgh, PA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

SINCERELY, Theresa 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Naomi Grace <gnomelepoisson11@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:29 AM

Hi,My name is Naomi Wilson and I am a resident of St Louis, MO. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Naomi Wilson 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Destinee Davis <ddavis2@trinity.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:29 AM

Hi,My name is Destinee Davis and I am a resident of Louisiana. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Paula Salazar <pc.salazar@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:28 AM

Mayor Garcetti,

My name is Paula Salazar and I am an LA resident. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. The story below is her
word-for-word testimony. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully
were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to
show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane.
We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut
off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were
never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They
turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't
see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even
though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4
times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers.
When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was
ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point
my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were
finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so
the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and
phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call
someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully
find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the
black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD.
No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they
weren't even wearing face masks."

This is just one example of the thousands of complaints of violative and illegal actions taken by the LAPD against our
community. You are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system; you must do so. Taxpayers demand that the
LAPD be held accountable for the brutality they inflict so casually.

Sincerely,
Paula Salazar
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Danielle Renzi <damrenzi@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:28 AM

Hi,
My name is Danielle Renzi  and I am a resident of Winston-Salem, NC. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. 

We were never read our Miranda rights. 

When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in
the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a
homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer
came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music
was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes
they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where
we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Danielle 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Barbra Mwangi <barbramwangi@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:28 AM

Hi,My name is Barbra Mwangi and I am a resident of Claymont, Delaware. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 
Barbra Mwangi.
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Elizabeth Kaufman <elizabethkaufman87@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:28 AM

Hi, My name is Elizabeth Kaufman and I am a current resident of San Francisco, CA. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Elizabeth Kaufman 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Beth Brown <bethap0324@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:28 AM

Hi, 
My name is Elizabeth  and I am a resident of Albany, OR. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Enough is enough. Be the
change. 

Sincerely,

Elizabeth 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Claudia Weill <claudiaweill@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:28 AM

Hi,My name is Claudia Weill and I am a resident of LA and a former professor at USC. 
I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-
for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the
protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension
increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for
blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on
their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not
only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without
telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight
that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still
have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even
pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was
ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of
her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get
medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were
too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and
threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even
wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter your name)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Britney Logan <britney.logan@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:28 AM

Hi, my name is Britney and I am a resident of Little Rock, AR. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. 

She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal
action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The
story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. 

There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully
were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to
show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane.
We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to
a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. 

My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right
hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being
transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started
having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't
even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. 

An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC.
The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After
20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least
know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. 

There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I
stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun
and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than
my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? 

When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. 

She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. 

I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced
& faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No
conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face
masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
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please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely, Britney

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Carolina Castaneda <carolina0903g@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:28 AM

 I am a resident of Texas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too.
Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in
DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew
from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and
national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood
& hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, A Texas Resident

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: mars.luna67 <mars.luna67@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:27 AM

Hi,My name is Marla and I am a resident of Houston, Texas . I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Marla

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Dayne Lathrop <daynelathrop898@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:27 AM

Hi,My name is Michael Dayne Lathrop and I am a resident of Houston, Texas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Michael Dayne Lathrop

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jessica Carlson <jessiebcarlson@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:26 AM

Hi, 

My name is Jessica Carlson and I am a resident of NY, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Jessica Carlson

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Stephanie Valencia <stephanievalhen11@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:25 AM

Hi,My name is Stephanie Valencia and I am a resident of Austin, Texas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Stephanie Valencia
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Breyana Newton <beenewt7802@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:24 AM

Hi,My name is Breyana and I am a resident of Massachusetts. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Breyana 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Brooke Mckeen <Brooke.Mckeen@uvm.edu>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:24 AM

Good morning,
My name is Brooke McKeen and I am a resident of Weathersfield, Vermont. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. These officers are in no way
doing their job of protecting citizens and are in fact doing just the opposite  and they must be held accountable. I am tired of
hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the
change. Sincerely, 
Brooke McKeen
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: DeAnna Butler <deannarbutler@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:24 AM

Hi,My name is DeAnna Butler and I am a resident of Los Angejese.I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
Sincerely,DeAnna
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
3 messages

From: 'Elisa Simoes' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:22 AM

Hi,My name is Elisa Simoes and I am a resident of Miami, Florida. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Elisa Simoes
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From: 'Jacqueline Yencik' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:23 AM

Hi,My name is Jacqueline Yencik and I am a resident of New York, New York. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police.

 If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories
about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Jacqueline Yencik

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Charisse Brimmer' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:23 AM

Hi,My name is Charisse Brimmer and I am a resident of Riverside, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
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California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Charisse Brimmer 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
3 messages

From: 'Bianca Paonessa' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:22 AM

Hi,My name is Bianca Paonessa and I am a resident of Costa Mesa, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,

Bianca Paonessa 
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From: 'Ayana Cofer' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:22 AM

Hi, My name is Ayana Cofer and I am a resident of Atlanta, Georgia. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Ayana Cofer

Sent from my iPhone
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Hi,My name is Lynette Briones and I am a resident of Highland Park, LA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. And cut the shit.
Enough is enough. 

With disgust, 
Lynette Briones

Sent from my 📲
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a MESSAGE from PORTUGAL for Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: mariaines r <mariainesr48@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:22 AM

Olá, 

My name is Maria Inês. I am from Lisbon, Portugal and I've never been to the USA. Nevertheless, I'm a human being, a
woman, and a world citizen and that's why it is my right AND DUTY to demand respect for the Universal Human Rights and
CONDEMN ANY SHAPE OR FORM of INHUMAN PRACTICES by WHOEVER towards all women and man. 

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-
for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the
protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension
increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for
blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on
their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not
only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without
telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight
that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still
have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even
pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was
ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of
her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get
medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were
too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and
threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even
wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

THE WORLD IS WATCHING! 

 Sincerely,
Maria Inês Rêgo
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Katelyn Nosek <kenosek18@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:22 AM

Hi,
My name is Katelyn Nosek and I am a resident of Pittsburgh. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. PLEASE, be the change. Put an
end to this abhorrent behavior.

Sincerely, 
Katelyn Nosek 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Arleth Verastegui' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:22 AM

Hi, 

My name is Arleth Verastegui and I am a resident of Las Vegas, NV I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Arleth Verastegui

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Opeposi Adetunji' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:18 AM

Hi,
My name is Opeposi Adetunji and I am a resident of Piscataway, NJ. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Opeposi Adetunji

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Hendrik Koenen' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:21 AM

Hi,My name is H. Koenen and I am a resident of Germany. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Hendrik Koenen.
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: ashley jones <cravinsomesush@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:22 AM

Hi,My name is Ashley Jones and I am a resident of Knoxville, Tn. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Ashley Jones

Sent from my landline
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Savannah Gaucher <savannahgaucher@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:20 AM

Hi, 

My name is Savannah Gaucher and I am a resident of Santa Rosa, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Savannah Gaucher

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jillian Garretson <jillian2882@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:20 AM

Hi,My name is Annie Garretson and I am a resident of Park city Utah and I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. With sincere
anger, frustration and disgust, Annie Garretson. 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ryan Johnson <behm1820@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:20 AM

Hi,

My name is Ryan and I am a resident of Jersey City, New Jersey. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. 

Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. 

Sincerely,
Ryan Johnson

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: AnnaGrace Hurst <aghurst2002@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:19 AM

Hi,
My name is AnnaGrace Hurst and I am a resident of Lexington, Kentucky. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her
story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA.
When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm)
& police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us
off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their
knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary
and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going,
they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving
us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a
homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening
and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we
asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there.
There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me.
Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be
exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small
black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her
cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only
managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still
cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood &
hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones
dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I
pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces
daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A
fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal
actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing
disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
Sincerely, AnnaGrace Hurst
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: n.m.photography22 <n.m.photography22@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:18 AM

Hi,My name is Maura and I am a resident of Georgia. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Maura

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S8 Active, an AT&T 5G Evolution capable smartphone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Melissa Shafer <melissashafer9@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:18 AM

Hi,My name is Melissa Shafer and I am a resident of New York, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Melissa
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: grace garbe <gracegarbe01@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:18 AM

Hi,My name is Grace Garbe and I am a resident of Chicago. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Grace
Garbe
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jessica Bell <belljess04@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:18 AM

Hi,My name is Jessica Bell and I am a resident of Boston, MA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Jessica Bell
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Megan Kelly <meguita@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:18 AM

Hi,My name is Megan Kelly and I am a resident of Singapore. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Megan Kelly

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: alyssa ideis <alyssaideis75@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:18 AM

Hi,My name is Alyssa and I am a resident of Ohio. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and
I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los
Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st.
Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Alyssa
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD and others!!!!
1 message

From: Sarah Cohn <sarahcohn14@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:17 AM

Hi,My name is Sarah Cohn and I am a resident of Everett WA. 
I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's (AND OTHERS) experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. 
Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. 
Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.
 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! 
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."
Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.
The use of force in this story has been reiterated, in worse scenarios involving aueer and non binary genders being
dehumanized and mis gendered to the lilting delight of the officers calling them an "IT". Please defund the LAPD. Please do
not continue to allow the demunitive power of the FORCE to deminish the lives of those they are paid BY to protect. 

Sincerely, Sarah Cohn
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Molly Hippolitus <mollyhippolitus@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:17 AM

Hello, 

My name is Molly Hippolitus and I am a resident of Washington DC. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Mayor Garcetti, is this how your department “protects and serves?” Defund the LAPD. We will not stop fighting. 

Now is your chance to say enough is enough. Will you make the right choice? How will history judge you in this moment?

Sincerely disgusted, 
Molly
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kristin DiMarco <kdimarco17@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:16 AM

Hi,My name is Kristin and I am a resident of Torrance, CA and proud  wife Of a Trojan alumni. I recently became aware of
Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. 

I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way.
Be the change.

 Sincerely,

Kristin DiMirez
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Bailey Truitt' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:16 AM

Hi,My name is Bailey Truitt and I am a resident of Cincinnati, Ohio. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Bailey Truitt

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Robert Eddy <bobbyheddy@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:15 AM

Hi, 

My name is Robert Eddy and I am a resident of New York, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Robert Eddy

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Catherine <ccarroll224@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:15 AM

Hi, My name is Catherine Carroll and I am a resident of Lombard, IL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police, a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Catherine Carroll
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Alex D'Angelo <dangelo715@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:15 AM

Hi,

My name is Alexander D’Angelo and I am a resident of Hillsborough, NJ . I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 

Alexander D’Angelo
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Darren Barnes <darrenwbarnes@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:15 AM

Hi,My name is Darren Barnes and I am a resident of San Diego, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Ann Crowley' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:15 AM

Hi,

My name is Ann Vanderperre and I am a resident of Malden,MA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,Ann 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Christina' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:15 AM

Hi,My name is (insert your name) and I am a resident of (insert your city/state). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

C. Lara
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <arielgibbs17@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:15 AM

Hi,My name is Ariel Gibbs and I am a resident of North Port, FL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks.

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Ariel Gibbs
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sneha Deb <snehadeb45@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:14 AM

Hi,My name is Sneha and I am a resident of Edison, NJ. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Sneha 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Dionea' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:14 AM

Hi, 

My name is Dionea Orcini and I am a resident of Miami Beach FL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Dionea Orcini

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
3 messages

From: 'KAYLA GAJEWSKI' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:10 AM

Hi,My name is Kayla Shea and I am a resident of Van Nuys, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Kayla
Shea. 

1 / 3

From: 'Alison Ryan' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:11 AM

Hi,
My name is Alison and I am a resident of Houston, Texas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Alison

Sent from my iPhone

2 / 3

From: 'musicjen91' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:14 AM

Hi,My name is Jennifer Monterroza and I am a resident of Ling Beach,  California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
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Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Jennifer Monterroza

Powered by Cricket Wireless
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Paige Davis <paigeddavis0@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:13 AM

Hi,
My name is Paige and I am a resident of Napa, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
 Sincerely,
Paige 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Marisa Hurlbert <marisahurlbert@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:13 AM

Hi,My name is Marisa and I am a resident of Portland, OR. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 
Angered and wanting to see change,
 Marisa

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jenelle Garbarino <jenellegarbarino@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:12 AM

Hi,My name is Jenelle garbarino and I am a resident of Denver, CO. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely, Jenelle 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kylie Manning <manningkylie@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:11 AM

Hi,
My name is Kylie Manning and I am a resident of New York.  I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. 

The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA.
When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from
6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and
national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood
& hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Kylie Manning

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Alejandra Estrada <aliestrada411@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:10 AM

Hi,My name is Alejandra Estrada and I am a resident of Chicago, Illinois. 

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-
for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the
protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension
increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for
blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on
their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not
only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without
telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight
that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still
have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even
pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was
ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of
her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get
medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were
too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and
threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even
wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Alejandra Estrada
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Elizabeth Hillery <ehillery322@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:09 AM

Hi, 

My name is Elizabeth Hillery and I am a resident of Medway, MA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Elizabeth Hillery 

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Lacey Bredsguard' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:08 AM

Hi,
My name is Lacey Bredsguard and I am a resident of Rancho Santa Margarita, California. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 
Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrong doings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Lacey Bredsguard

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Mac McLean <mac.mclean22@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:08 AM

Hi, My name is Mac McLean and I am a resident of Lexington, Kentucky.  I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: adriana zyskowski <adriana.zyskowski@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:08 AM

Hi,My name is Adriana Zyskowski and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Adriana Zyskowski

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
3 messages

From: 'Bridgette' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:05 AM

Hi,My name is Bridgette and I am a resident of Dallas, Tx. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Bridgette Hernandez 
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From: 'James Danner' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:07 AM

Hi,

My name is James Danner and I am a resident of NY, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. 

What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. 

We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to
a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. 

We were never read our Miranda rights. 

When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in
the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a
homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer
came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music
was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. 

After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At
least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered
to ask the officer for us.

 As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood
up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me
they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. 

When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was
ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point
my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? 

When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. 

She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. 

My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. 

So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. 

But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find
a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. 
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By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste
of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others
and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

James Danner

2 / 3

From: 'Bailey Ornelas' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:07 AM

Hi,My name is Bailey and I am a resident of los angeles Ca. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Aspasia Chrones <aspasia.chrones@pop.belmont.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:07 AM

Hi,My name is Aspasia Chrones and I am a resident of Nashville, TN. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Aspasia Chrones 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Michelle Tomblin <mdtomblin@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:07 AM

Hi,My name is Michelle Tomblin and I am a resident of Chicago, Illinois. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Michelle Tomblin 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Xandra Mercedez <xandramercedez@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:06 AM

Hi,My name is Sandra Peinado and I am a resident of Miami, FL.,  I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD and
SEXUAL ABUSE TOO. THEY TOUCHED HERE VAGINA 4 times. AS A VICTIM OF SEXUAL ABUSE I KNOW HOW
TRAUMATIC THIS SINGLE EVENT IS AND THE LIFETIME REPERCUSSIONS THAT COME WITH THIS TYPE OF ABUSE.
She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.
"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Julissa Romero <julissa.romero716@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:06 AM

Hi,
My name is Julissa Romero and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Julissa Romero

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Gloria Beltran <miss.gloria22@hotmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:06 AM

Hi,My name is Gloria Beltran and I am a resident of San Pedro, California . I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely, Gloria Beltran

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Shawna Dewing <smdewing43@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:06 AM

Hi,My name is Shawna and I am a resident of Minneapolis, MN. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Katelyn Swan <kmarieswan@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:06 AM

Hi,

My name is Katelyn Swan and I am a resident of Wilmington, NC. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,

Katelyn Swan

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <ayotte.liz@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:05 AM

Hi,My name is Elizabeth Ayotte and I am a resident of Portland, Maine. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Elizabeth Ayotte 

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT. You need to do something about this. Laura Montilla's Vile Experience
with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lauren N Rosenberg <lnrosenberg@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:05 AM

Hi,

My name is Lauren and I am a resident of San Francisco. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested.

What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus
separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for
five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or
feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. 

There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I
stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun
and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than
my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? 

When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and
phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call
someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully
find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones
dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope
you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. 
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Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Lauren

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Melissa Haas' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:04 AM

Hi,My name is Melissa Haas and I am a resident of San Francisco California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
Sincerely,Melissa Haas

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
6 messages

From: 'Cait Gossert (US - Tax)' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:56 AM

This woman’s story is absolutely UNACCEPTABLE.

Hi,My name is Cait Gossert and I am a resident of Philadelphia, PA. I
recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and
I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the
University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles
for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD.
She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below
her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested
for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the
protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed
the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we
were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national
guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully
were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful,
getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance.
Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only
unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in
cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we
were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were
cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my
right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported,
the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off,
leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks,
even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a
homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the
street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to
"help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL
& ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more
girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off.
After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1.
Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know
where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many
people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us.
As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't
see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than
my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time
with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got
off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from
home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm
still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were
finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop
responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the
point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too
far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed
to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to
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remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this
point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to
call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but
I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a
safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an
unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they
wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off
with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from
someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger
who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that
night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect.
No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power.

This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face
masks."Please share her story.

Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one
example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal
actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change
and fix this broken system, please do so.

I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group
that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the
change.

Sincerely, Cait

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________________________________
The information transmitted, including any attachments, is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and
may contain confidential and/or privileged material.  Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of, or taking of
any action in reliance upon, this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited, and all
liability arising therefrom is disclaimed.   If you received this in error, please contact the sender and delete the material from
any computer.
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From: 'ANDREA THORPE' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:57 AM

To Whom It Should Concern

My name is Andrea and I am a previous resident of Monterey, CA, now residing in Mount Airy NC. I recently became aware of
Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and you should too. 
Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. 
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. 
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We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to
a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. 
We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street)
began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING
HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we
begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for
those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people
speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he
couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even
though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my VAGINA more than my pockets) (4 times to
be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off
the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant
pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I
SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? 
When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and
phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call
someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully
find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones
dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope
you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. 
By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste
of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others
and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks.”

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Andrea 

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Perla Gomez' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:59 AM

Hi,My name is (insert your name) and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
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cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,

Perla Gonzalez 

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Esperanza Kemp' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:00 AM

Hi,My name is Esperanza kemp and I am a resident of  Moreno Valley ,CA . I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
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read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. These people
are animals !Sincerely , Esperanza kemp 

😋❤ 
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From: 'Darinka Acevedo' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:01 AM

Hi,My name is Darinka Acevedo and I am a resident of Maryland. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
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voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Darinka Acevedo 
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From: 'Liana Grobstein' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:04 AM

Hi, my name is Liana and I am a resident of NYC. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and
I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los
Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st.
Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
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the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Liana Grobstein

Sent from my iPhone

6 / 6
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <rosalinda.torres22@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:04 AM

Hi,My name is Rosalinda Torres and I am a resident of Denver,CO. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jenny Park <jennypark1121@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:04 AM

Hi, My name is Jenny Park and I am a resident of Downtown Los Angeles. 

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-
for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Jenny Park
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lieke Samath <lieke_samath@live.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:04 AM

Hi,My name is Lieke Rajapaksa and I am a resident of Olds, Alberta, Canada. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Lieke Rajapaksa
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kaitlyn Buza <kbuza9@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:04 AM

Hi, my name is Kaitlyn and I am a resident of Bel Air, Maryland. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Kaitlyn Buza

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Randi Brookman Harris <randi@brookmanharris.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:03 AM

Greetings, Mayor Garcetti,

My name is Randi Brookman Harris and I am a resident of Brooklyn, NY, but am moving to LA this summer or fall for my
husband’s job. 

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. 

She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading:

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. 

Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal
actions taken by the police. 

If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories
about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 
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Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Randi Brookman Harris
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Margaux LaFave <margauxlafave@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:02 AM

Hi,My name is Margaux LaFave and I am a resident of East Islip, NY - born and raised in LA and an alumni of your alma
mater Harvard Westlake. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too.
Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in
DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew
from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and
national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood
& hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter your name)

Margaux LaFave 
(310) 488-0154
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Samantha Al-Badanie <samantha.a.albadanie@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:01 AM

Hi,My name is (insert your name) and I am a resident of (insert your city/state). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <jebilberry@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:01 AM

Hello,

My name is Jane Bilberry and I am a resident of Lexington, Kentucky. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Jane Bilberry

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Rachel Hofer <rachelariannehofer@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:01 AM

Hi,My name is Rachel Hofer and I am a resident of Washington, DC. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Rachel Hofer 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kaitlyn White <kaitlyn.nicole.white@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:59 AM

Hi,My name is Kaitlyn White and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Kaitlyn White
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Chrissy Makariou-Pikis <chrissy.mpikis@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:59 AM

Hi,
My name is Chrissy and I am a resident of Bethesda, MD. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Chrissy 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Molly Hennessy <mollyhennessy7@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:58 AM

Hi,

My name is Molly Hennessy and I am a resident of Clarksville, MD. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Molly

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <nicole.herrera1028@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:58 AM

Hi,My name is Nicole Herrera and I am a Previous Resident of Northridge, California now in Perth Western Australia,
Australia, I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is
a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was
unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and
emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story
below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people
tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) &
police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that
cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful,
getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next
was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and
without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were
so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later
I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even
pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was
ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of
her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get
medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were
too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and
threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even
wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Nicole Herrera

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: aslan dn <allsndunn4@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:57 AM

Hi,My name is Allison Fenby and I am a resident of Berkley, Michigan. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Allison

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Allie Franklin <allisoncfranklin@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:57 AM

Hi, 

My name is Allie Franklin and I am a resident of San Diego, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Allison 

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Merina Gorman <merinagorman0511@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:17 AM

Hi, 

My name is Merina Gorman and I am a resident of Tallahassee, FL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Merina Gorman

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Shannon Pepper <shannon.pepper78@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:15 AM

Hi,My name is Shannon Pepper and I am a resident of Minneapolis, Minnesota . I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Shannon Pepper

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sachiko Nuila <sachiko.nuila@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:14 AM

Hi,My name is Sachiko Nuila and I am a recent resident of Mesa, AZ. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. 

Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Sachiko

Sachiko Tiana Nuila
m: 949.329.5255
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Dana Aiken <aiken.dana27@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:13 AM

Hi,My name is Dana Aiken and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Dana
Aiken 

Warmest Regards,
Dana Aiken 
Sports Medicine B.S. | Pepperdine University ‘16
Emergency Medical Technician | UCLA ‘17
Medical Assistant | Bella Skin Institute 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Natalia Morris <nataliaamorris@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:13 AM

Hi, My name is Natalia Morris and I am a resident of Stony Point, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Natalia Morris 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Hanna Åstrőm <hannaastrom2001@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:13 AM

Hi,My name is Hanna and I am a resident of manhattan beach, california. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Hanna A
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lilianna Giaume <liliannagiaume@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:02 AM

Hi, 

My name is Lilianna Giaume and I am a resident of Connecticut. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Lilianna Giaume

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Meredith Schehl <mschehl@g.clemson.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:12 AM

Hi,My name is Meredith Schehl and I am a resident of St. Louis, MO. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, MEREDITH SCHEHL 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lexie Lipham <lexie.lipham@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:12 AM

Hi,

My name is Lexie Lipham and I am a resident of Nashville, TN. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Lexie Lipham

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Tori Rose Velarde <toriroseflores@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:12 AM

Hi,My name is Tori Flores and I am a resident of Los Angeles County. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Tori
Rose Flores 

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Johanna Fabre <johanna83500@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:10 AM

Hi,My name is Johanna and I am a resident of New York City. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Johanna

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Dianna Chaves <chavesdianna@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:09 AM

Hi,
My name is Dianna and I am a resident of Toronto, Canada and previous resident of San Diego, California. I recently became
aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the
University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while
peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical
abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word
testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. 

We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to
a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. 

They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. 

There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I
stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun
and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than
my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. 

When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was
ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point
my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? 

When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and
phone-less. 

My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. 

By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste
of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others
and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
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please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Dianna Chaves 

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Lisa Henderson' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:09 AM

Hi,My name is Lisa Henderson and I am a resident of Saint Louis, Mo I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Lisa
Henderson 

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jessica D. <jdinh.iet@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:08 AM

Hi,My name is Jessica Dinh and I am a resident of Georgia. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. 

Be the change. 

Sincerely, Jessica

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Andrea Marban <marbaand000@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:08 AM

Hi,My name is Andrea Marban and I am a resident of Houston, TX. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Laura Jimenez' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:08 AM

Hi,My name is Laura Jimenez and I am a resident of Los Angeles County. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Laura Jimenez

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Meghan Burke <megburke77@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:08 AM

Hi,

My name is Meghan Burke and I am a resident of West Hollywood, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Meghan Burke
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Haley Montgomery <haleycm4@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:08 AM

Hi,My name is Haley Montgomery and I am a resident of Orlando, Florida. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Haley
Montgomery 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
3 messages

From: 'Patricia Sanchez' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:01 AM

Hi, My name is Patricia Sanchez and I am a resident of Highland, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Patricia Sanchez 
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From: 'Savanah Nickells' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:03 AM
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Hi, My name is Savanah and I am a resident of Dillon, CO. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even peeing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Savanah
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From: 'Caitlin McDonnell' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:07 AM

My name is Caitlin McDonnell and I am a resident of Phoenix, AZ. 

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-
for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
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jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. 

What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus
separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for
five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or
feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. 

After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At
least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered
to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was
coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had
no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the
entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in
Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny
pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? 

When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and
phone-less.

 My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. 

By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste
of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others
and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

This is unacceptable. It is clear that these officers sole purpose was to terrorize and traumatize these people. They broke no
laws, they merely  exercised their constitutional right to protest peacefully. I am appalled at the Los Angeles Police
Departments actions. They must be held accountable. They need to be defunded now. You have the power to change how
things are done right now. Do better for your city. 

Sincerely,
Caitlin McDonnell 

3 / 3
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Anna Mathias <amathias96@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:06 AM

Hi,My name is Anna Mathias and I am a previous resident of Los Angeles and a current resident of Brooklyn, New York. I
recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-
for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the
protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension
increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for
blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on
their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not
only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without
telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight
that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still
have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even
pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was
ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of
her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get
medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were
too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and
threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even
wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. We demand change. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Anna Mathias 

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Darby Harmon <darby.n.harmon@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:06 AM

Hi,My name is Darby Harmon and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Darby Harmon

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Macie Rogers <macie@champagneandglitterevents.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:06 AM

Hi,

My name is MaCie Rogers-Hollie and I am a resident of Richmond, TX. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken
system, please do so. 

I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way.
Be the change. 

Sincerely,
MaCie Rogers-Hollie 
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Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile, Unjust Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Mae Rodriguez' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:06 AM

Hi,

My name is Mae Rodriguez and I am a resident of Los Angeles—a native Angeleno. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police, and horrific
abuse of authority and force. You are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of
hearing disturbing stories about LAPD; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
Do better. 

Sincerely,
Mae Rodriguez
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lauren Borgia <borgia21@terpmail.umd.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:06 AM

To whom this may concern,

My name is Lauren Borgia and I am a resident of College Park, Maryland. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading:

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. 
When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in
the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a
homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer
came on board to 'help' by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music
was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes
they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where
we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? 
When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and
phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call
someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully
find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones
dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, 'hope
you find a way home safely,' from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. 
By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste
of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others
and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Lauren Borgia
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Katie Hammon <hammon.katie@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:06 AM

Hi,My name is Katie Hammon and I am a resident of Carlsbad CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Rory Mohon <rorymohon@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:06 AM

Hi,My name is Rory Mohon and I am a resident of L.A. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience w the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter your name)

Rory Mohon
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Alexis <alexhbrian@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:04 AM

Hi,My name is Alexis Brianand I am a resident of Brooklyn, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely and with great anguish,
Alexis Brian

- Alexis Brian
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Christine Ackermann <cscackermann@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:03 AM

Hi,My name is Christine Ackermann and I am a resident of Livingston New Jersey. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. Sincerely, Christine Ackermann
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sydney Rynn-Mason <sjrm517@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:03 AM

Hi,My name is Sydney Rynn-Mason and I am a resident of Laguna Beach, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Sydney Rynn-Mason
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kaitlyn McGee <ktmcgee14@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:03 AM

Hi, My name is Kaitlyn McGee and I am a resident of Austin, TX. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Thanks,
Kaitlyn McGee

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Christine Veltri <veltri7@msn.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:02 AM

My name is Christine Veltri,
a concerned citizen who  ecently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should be
aware too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below is
her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could get medical attention for those who needed it and
atleast know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered
to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was
coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. and
has no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets,
4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When
I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours
from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my
head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were
finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the
cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it
went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her
to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has
been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me
no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So
they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they
wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely,"
from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one
was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced and faces
daily. We only experienced a taste of the mockery and displays of inhumanity. We experienced the EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. 

p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
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Christine Veltri
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Josie Ledesma <jledesma15@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:02 AM

Hi, 

My name is Josie Ledesma and I am a resident of Pomona, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Josie Ledesma

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Anna Lynch <hello.annalynch@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:01 AM

Hi,My name is Anna Lynch and I am a resident of San Diego, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Anna Lynch
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Emma Del Vecchio <edelvecchio17@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:00 AM

Hi,My name is Emma and I am a resident of Boston, Massachusetts. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Emma 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: hannahbryonstaples <hannahbryonstaples@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:00 AM

Hi,My name is Hannah Bryon-Staples and I am a resident of New York. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Hannah

Hannah Bryon-Staples
New York
hannahbryonstaples@gmail.com
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: johanna Shapiro <josieshap@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:00 AM

Hi,My name is Johanna Shapiro  and I am a resident of HlGlendale, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Johanna Shapiro

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Anna Fatlowitz <fatlowitz.anna@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:00 AM

Hello,

My name is Anna Fatlowitz and I am a resident of Santa Monica, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Anna Fatlowitz
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Christine Castro Hughes <christine@maganda.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:00 AM

Hello,

My name is Christine Hughes and I am a resident of Glendale. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Christine

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Rebecca Phyle <rebeccaphyle@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:00 AM

Hi,My name is Rebecca and I am a resident of Detroit, MI. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. BE THE CHANGE.

Sincerely,
Rebecca

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Grace Schweizer <gvschweizer@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:00 AM

Hi, my name is Grace Schweizer and I am a resident of St. Petersburg, Fl. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 
Grace Schweizer 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Krystyn Slack' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:58 AM

Hi, 

My name is Krystyn and I am a resident of Santa Ana, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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Krystyn Slack 

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Lindsay Dutch' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:00 AM

Hi, My name is Lindsay Dutch and I am a resident of Denver, Colorado. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change and stop encouraging this abuse of power and behavior. 

Sincerely,

Lindsay
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Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: Sarah Castro <sarahmccastro@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:57 AM

Hi,My name is Sarah and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Sarah

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Sarah Castro <sarahmccastro@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:58 AM
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Hi,My name is Sarah and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Sarah

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Tory Ciminelli <tciminelli@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:59 AM

Hi,My name is Tory Ciminelli and I am a resident of Buffalo, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Mr. Tory P. Ciminelli 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Belleza Sahir' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:59 AM

Hi,
My name is Belleza Sahir and I am a resident of Queens, NY. 

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story, just one of many, shows clear illegal
action, emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. 

If you have not heard her story, please visit her instagram @tiratortilla to read more about it. I am sure that you are aware of
her experience as of now. 

Please listen to her story, just one of thousands of stories in recent times today as police brutality has only become exposed.
If you are in a position to  hold each and every cop accountable for every inhumane act they incited amongst our people,
please do so. It is so disturbing to hear such stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Please do not just let this slide. 
Train better cops and fire these cops.  

Sincerely,
Belleza Sahir

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Claritza <batista4claritza@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:59 AM

Hi,My name is Claritza Batista and I am a resident of Port Chester, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Claritza Batista
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Brandy Bateman <bnbuchan@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:58 AM

Hi,My name is BRANDY and I am a resident of Cary, NC. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Brandy
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Olivia Di Giulio <olivia.n.digiulio@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:58 AM

Hello,

My name is Olivia and I am a resident of Portland, Oregon. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Olivia

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sarah Federman <safederman@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:58 AM

Hi there,

My name is Sarah Federman and I am a resident of NEW YORK CITY, currently residing in Philadelphia, PA. I recently
became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of
the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested
while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and
physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-
word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the
protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension
increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for
blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on
their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not
only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without
telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight
that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still
have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even
pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was
ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of
her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get
medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were
too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and
threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even
wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. 

This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. 

If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories
about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Sarah
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Shubha Rao <snrao1586@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:58 AM

Hi,My name is Shubha and I am a resident of Costa Mesa, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Shubha
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Gaby Mueller <gmueller100111@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:57 AM

Hi,My name is Francisca Mueller and I am a resident of Compton, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Francisca Mueller

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: brandi glenn <blglenn12@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:57 AM

Hi,My name is Brandi Glenn and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Mr. Garcetti, I assume you enjoy
the perks of your job and as such may I remind you, that you are a public servant. Meaning: If you don't start listening to your
constituents and representing their best interests and keep letting yourself get bullied by LAPD  you will no longer have a job
come election day. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Brandi Glenn  
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Yaneth Rodriguez <yanethlrodriguez@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:57 AM

Hi, My name is Yaneth Rodriguez and I am a resident of the City of LA and also a USC alumn and current staff member. I
recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. 

There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully
were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to
show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane.
We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to
a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. 

My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right
hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. 

When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in
the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. 

We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street)
began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING
HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we
begged for them to turn it off. 

After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At
least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered
to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was
coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had
no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the
entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. 

When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was
ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point
my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were
finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the
cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it
went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her
to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has
been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me
no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So
they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they
wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely,"
from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one
was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily.
But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A
fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. 

If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories
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about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Yaneth Rodriguez 

4125 S Figueroa St #201, Los Ángeles, CA 90037 

Work: ylr@usc.edu
Personal: yanethlrodriguez@gmail.com

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Aileen Sagara <afesagara@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:55 AM

Hi,My name is Aileen Sagara and I am a resident of Altadena, CA. . I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. 

This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Aileen Sagara 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Delaney Joyce' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:55 AM

Hi,My name is Delaney and I am a resident of oceanside, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Delaney.
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Poppy ODowd <alexandra.poppy.odowd@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:55 AM

Hi,My name is Alex and I am a resident of Wellington/New Zealand. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too! Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name) 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Theresa Fernandez <trheafernandez@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:54 AM

Hi,My name is Theresa Fernandez and I am a resident of San Francisco, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Theresa Fernandez 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Emory Lay' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:54 AM

READ THIS LISTEN AND DO SOMETHING!!!!!!

My name is Emory Lay and I am a resident of Orlando, Florida. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

BE. THE. CHANGE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Emory Lay.

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Marlen Saarma <marlen.saarma@gmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:54 AM

Hi,

My name is Marlen Saarma and I am a resident of LA, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 

Sincerely,

Marlen

Sent from Mail for Windows 10

 

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: David Shiriwastaw <shiriwastaw@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:54 AM

Hi,My name is David Shiriwastaw and I am a resident of studio city . I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, David
Shiriwastaw 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Chloe King <king.chloe.s@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:54 AM

Hi,

My name is Chloe King and I am a resident of New York, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Chloe King

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: sigmaalumniscribe via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Fri, Jun 5, 2020 at 3:00 PM

Hi,My name is KF and I am a resident of New Brunswick, NJ. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: DeMaria, Samantha <Samantha.DeMaria@cbs.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:53 AM

Hi,My name is Samantha DeMaris and I am a resident of Los Angeles CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Samantha DeMaria 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'neondria cullom' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:51 AM

Hi,My name is (Neondria) and I am a resident of (Muskogee, Oklahoma ). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
(Neondria)

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 2

From: 'Siobhan Quinlan' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:53 AM

Hi, My name is Siobhán Quinlan and I am a resident of Brooklyn, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,

Siobhán Quinlan 

Sent while multitasking 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Marisol Contreras <solcontreras1@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:52 AM

Hi,My name is (insert your name) and I am a resident of (insert your city/state). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Marisol Contreras-Rico

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Amy Nguyen <amyhnguyen@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:51 AM

Hello,
My name is Amy Nguyen, and I am a resident of Canoga Park, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. 

She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal
action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. 

She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.
"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Amy Nguyen

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lauren LeMoine <laurenlemoine86@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:51 AM

Hi, 

My name is Lauren LeMoine and I am a resident of New York, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Lauren LeMoine

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: iris diaz <irisdiaz1995@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:51 AM

Hi,My name is Iris Diaz and I am a resident of Northridge, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Iris Diaz
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Aimee Patterson <aimeepat24633@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:51 AM

Hi,My name is Aimee Jensen and I am a resident of St. Petersburg, Florida. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Aimee Jensen, PharmD
aimeenjensen@gmail.com
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Will Cooper <wcoop824@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:50 AM

Hi,My name is Will Cooper and I am a resident of Hoboken, NJ.
I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-
for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,

Will Cooper
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Hannah Pitts <hannah.pitts@tvbyfox.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:50 AM

Hello Mayor Garcetti, 

My name is Hannah Pitts and I am a resident of Studio City, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. 

Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. You are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change.

Sincerely,
Hannah Pitts

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <hnicholas32@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:50 AM

Hi, 

My name is Hayley and I am a resident of Northampton, MA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Hayley 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: kirsten Cooke <kirstenpcooke@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:50 AM

Hi,My name is Kirsten and I am a resident of CANADA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,

Kirsten 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
5 messages

From: 'carter linares' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:45 AM

Hi,My name is Michelle linares and I am a resident of Santa Barbara, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Michelle Linares.

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Greg Thompson' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:48 AM

Hi, My name is Greg Thompson and I am a resident of Marina Del Rey, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. I am sickened to learn how her and these other young women were
treated. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California, as am I, and has been living in Los
Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st.
Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Greg 

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'maryanne tolentino' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:48 AM

Hi,My name is Maryanne and I am a resident of Jersey City, NJ. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
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living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
Sincerely,Maryanne

Sent from my iPhone

3 / 5

From: 'Taylor Ahearn' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:49 AM

Hi,My name is Taylor and I am a resident of New York. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
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put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Taylor Ahearn 

4 / 5

From: 'Gabriel Alcoset' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:50 AM

Hi,My name is Gabriel Alcoset and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
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and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Gabriel Alcoset 
DO THE RIGHT THING 

5 / 5
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <fichtingerpia@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:49 AM

Hi,
I am a resident of Germany. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too.
Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in
DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew
from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and
national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood
& hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter your name)

Von meinem iPhone gesendet

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kaylee Rochelle <rochelle.kayleelinn@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:49 AM

Hi,My name is Kaylee Rochelle and I am a resident of Raleigh, NC. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Kaylee Rochelle

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Courtney Gray <courtlyngray@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:48 AM

Hi,My name is Courtney Gray and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA.  I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Courtney L. Gray

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Stefani O'Sullivan <stefani.o'sullivan@modaoperandi.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:48 AM

Hi,My name is Stefani OSullivan and I am not even a resident of your city / state. I live in NYC And thanks to social media I
was able to view the abhorrent, disgusting and disgraceful treatment of Laura Montilla and the group she was “arrested” with.
I put arrested in quotes because she wasn’t actually arrested. She was tormented  I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change.

If you read until this point. Congratulations. Please change. This is despicable behavior and the LAPD and the
individuals / offices that support them should be ashamed.  

Stefani 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <enurse8@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:47 AM

Hi,

My name is Elizabeth Nurse and I am a resident of Denver, CO. 

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-
for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the
protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension
increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for
blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on
their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not
only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without
telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight
that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still
have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even
pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was
ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of
her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get
medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were
too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and
threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even
wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Elizabeth
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Stephanie Espinoza <steffie.espinoza@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:46 AM

Hi,My name is (insert your name) and I am a resident of (insert your city/state). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: James Frichner <jamesfrichner@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:46 AM

Hi,My name is James and I am a resident of NYC, but I grew up in Temecula. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I am horrified and disgusted. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks.” If you want the rioting to stop please do
something about this. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the
police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
James Frichner

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Victoria Sabater <vmsabater@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:46 AM

Hi,My name is Victoria and I am a resident of Washington DC. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Victoria Sabater 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ryan Adams <ryanadams1225@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:45 AM

Hi,My name is Ryan Adams and I am a resident of Mansfield, Massachusetts. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
I want names and badge numbers immediately. Legal action is already underway. 

 Sincerely, 
Ryan Adams
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Victoria C Daly <victoriad@utexas.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:45 AM

Hi,

My name is Victoria Daly and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

“I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Victoria Daly
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Stacy Wright' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:39 AM

Hi, My name is Stacy and I am a resident of San Jose, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 
Stacy Wright 

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Kiara Batista' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:44 AM

Hi, My name is Kiara and I am a resident of Massachusetts. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Kiara

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: Andrea Lora <andrealora001@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:42 AM

Hi,My name is Andrea Lora and I am a resident of Silver Spring, Maryland. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Andrea Lora
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From: Andrea Lora <andrealora001@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:43 AM
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Hi,My name is (insert your name) and I am a resident of (insert your city/state). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Best,
Andrea Lora

2 / 2
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Erin Callahan <erincallahan18@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:43 AM

Hi,

My name is Erin Callahan and I am a resident of Boston, MA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. 

What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus
separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for
five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or
feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. 

When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in
the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a
homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer
came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music
was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes
they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where
we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. 

There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I
stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun
and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than
my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. 

When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was
ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point
my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? 

When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and
phone-less. 

My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. 

I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did
we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery.
The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing
power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."
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Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Erin Callahan

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Amanda Dillmore <adillmore@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:43 AM

Hi,

My name is Amanda Dillmore and I am a resident of Columbus, Ohio. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. 

We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to
a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. 

People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman
who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to
"help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening
and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. 

There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I
stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun
and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than
my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) 

We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? 

When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and
phone-less. 

My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. 

So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they
wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely,"
from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one
was kidnapped that night. 

By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste
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of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others
and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Amanda Dillmore

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Justin Goldstein <justinzgoldstein@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:43 AM

Hi,

My name is Justin and I am a resident of Austin, TX. Before that I was a student at Columbia University. You spoke at my
graduation.

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her
word-for-word testimony:

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. 

By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste
of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others
and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. You are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system.
Please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Justin 
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Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Khauri Williams <20williamsk1@aseschool.net>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:42 AM

Hi,My name is Khauri Williams and I am a resident of Fort Worth, TX. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Khauri

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <rjking03@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:41 AM

Hi,My name is RJ and I am a resident of NYC. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I
think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los
Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st.
Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

RJ
Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ryan Murphy <ryan.mary.murphy@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:41 AM

Hi,My name is Ryan Murphy and I am a resident of Manhattan Beach, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Ryan
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <saradefibaugh@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:41 AM

Hi, My name is Sara and I am a resident of Austin, TX. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely, Sara

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <hannahrose1018@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:41 AM

Hi, 

My name is Hannah Burns and I am a resident of Royal Oak, Michigan. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Hannah Burns

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Raylene Paris <parisraylene@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:41 AM

Hi, My name is Raylene Paris and I am a resident of Fontana, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Raylene Paris

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: Kira Dunsmoor <kirad7320@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:40 AM

Hi,My name is Kira and I am a resident of Seattle. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and
I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los
Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st.
Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Kira. 

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Kira Dunsmoor <kirad7320@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:40 AM
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Hi,My name is Kira and I am a resident of Seattle. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and
I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los
Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st.
Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Kira. 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: CaliforniaNatives <pinkellifants@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:40 AM

Hi,My name is Elizabeth J. and I am a resident of California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Elizabeth J.
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Morgan Lane <lane.morgan15@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:39 AM

Hello,

My name is Morgan Martin and I am a resident of San Antonio, Texas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Morgan Martin
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Tori Creighton <tori.creighton18@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:39 AM

Hi,My name is Tori Creighton and I am a resident of Largo, Florida. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Tori Creighton
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From:  Irene Stroppa  <stroppaire@gmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:38 AM

Good morning,
My name is Irene and I am a resident of Florence, Italy. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
The whole world is watching you. 
Sincerely,
Irene. 

Inviato dal mio telefono Huawei
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lauren Smith <smith.s.lauren33@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 7:38 AM

Hi,My name is Lauren and I am a resident of Nashville, TN and I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely Lauren Smith
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sandy Carbajal <sandyoh21@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:49 AM

Hi,My name is Sandy Carbajal and I am a resident of Orange County, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Sandy Carbajal
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <brian.baylor14@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:49 AM

Hi,My name is Brian Baylor and I am a resident of Pontiac, Michigan. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Brian Baylor

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Vivian Figueroa <vivfigueroa1030@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:48 AM

Hi,My name is Vivian Figueroa and I am a resident of Downey/California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Vivian
Figueroa 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jaime Naranjo <janaranjo0224@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:48 AM

Hi,My name is Armando Naranjo and I am a resident of Long Beach, Ca.  I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Armando Naranjo
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <phagan93@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:48 AM

Hi,
My name is Patrick Hagan and I am a resident of Lancaster, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Patrick Hagan
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Reilly Carey <reilly.carey@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:48 AM

Hi,My name is Reilly Carey and I am a resident of Boston, MA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Reilly Carey

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Alixandra Macmillan-Fiedel <amacmillanfiedel@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:48 AM

Hi,
My name is Alixandra Macmillan-Fiedel and I am a resident of Santa Barbara, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and
has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her
detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at
4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men
and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus
separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours.
My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand.
Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing
themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street)
began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At
least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the
officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood
up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they
checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We
received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out
what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just
point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were
finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop
responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far.
They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to
remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this
point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into
an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be
sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a
stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of
brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the
LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks.

"Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I
am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the
change. 

Sincerely,
Alixandra Macmillan-Fiedel 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Maya Holzman <mbellaholzman@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:47 AM

Hi,
My name is Maya Holzman and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Maya Holzman 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
3 messages

From: 'Destinee Camacho' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:46 AM

Hi,My name is Destinee Camacho and I am a resident of Austin Texas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
Sincerely,Destinee Camacho

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 3

From: 'Austin Armstrong' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:46 AM

Hi,

My name is Austin and I am a resident of San Diego, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Austin 

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'schr1289 University of Minnesota' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:47 AM
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Hello,

My name is Jennifer Schroepfer, and I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you
should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for
the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story
shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on
her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully
protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed
the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of
cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and
tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood
& hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of
the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change
and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to
keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Jennifer Schroepfer 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Gina Martinez <gina.mac.martinez@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:46 AM

Hi,

My name is Gina Martinez and I am a resident of Martinez, CA but I grew up in Altadena. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 
Gina Martinez
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Hannah W. <wallassssssss@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:45 AM

Hi,

My name is Hannah Wallace and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Hannah
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Melissa Hunt' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:45 AM

My name is Melissa Hunt and I am a resident of New York, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in
DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew
from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and
national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood
& hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Melissa Hunt

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Gabriela Trejo' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:45 AM

Hi,My name is Gabriela and I am a resident of Tampa, Florida. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Gabriela Trejo
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Catherine Baker <catherinemjbaker@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:44 AM

Hello -

My name is Catherine Baker and I am a resident of Atlanta, Georgia. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets; 4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "Hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. P.S. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Catherine Baker
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Cynthia Illescas' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:44 AM

Hi,My name is Cynthia Illescas and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Cynthia Illescas

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Michelle Munoz <michellefrankiemunoz@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:44 AM

Good morning,

My name is Michelle Munoz and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA.

I was born and raised in the City of Angels. To be honest, the LAPD has never made me feel “safe.” The reasons are directly
related to their abuse of power and inefficiency and I know that many Angelenos feel the same way.

 I had my car broken into many times and one time the thief was still inside, but I chose to confront him myself rather than
have the police show up and shove a gun in everybody’s faces or come 3 hours later to take a statement. The truth is, you
have a police force running around uncontrolled and its both dangerous and inefficient. It’s time to change, create proper
solutions that carry punishment to re-establish the trust in the organization. 

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-
for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the
protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension
increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for
blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on
their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not
only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without
telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight
that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still
have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even
pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was
ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of
her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get
medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were
too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and
threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even
wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
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 Sincerely,
Michelle Munoz
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Natalie Kellogg <kelloggnatalie@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:43 AM

Hi,My name is Natalie Kellogg and I am a resident of Santa Barbara, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Natalie Kellogg
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Hana Bauman-Lyons <hanabaumanlyons@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:43 AM

Hi,My name is Hana and I am a resident of LA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I
think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los
Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st.
Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Hana
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Vitha Chintam <itsvithac@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:43 AM

Hi,My name is Anvitha Chintam and I am a resident of Leesburg, Virginia. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Anvitha Chintam
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Vanessa Castro' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:43 AM

Hi,My name is Vanesa Castro and I am a resident of Fresno, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Vanessa Castro. 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Ash Evans' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:43 AM

Hi,My name is Ash Evans and I am a resident of Albuquerque, New Mexico. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Ash Evans

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
3 messages

From: 'Kelsey Anderson' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:41 AM

Hi, 

My name is Kelsey Anderson and I am a resident of Phoenix, AZ. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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From: 'Kristenelle Coronado' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:42 AM

Hi, my name is Kristenelle and I am a resident of Seattle, WA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Kristenelle

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Jane Farmer' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:42 AM

Hi,My name is Jane and I am a resident of Phoenix Arizona. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Jane
F

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Matthew Nielsen <deckernielsen@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:42 AM

Hi,

My name is Matt Nielsenand I am a resident of Seattle, WA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 
"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 
Matt Nielsen
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Stewart Kingdon <akingdonkid@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:41 AM

Hi, 

My name is Stewart Kingdon and I am a resident of Sacramento CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Stewart Kingdon

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Angel Cupp' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:41 AM

Hi,My name is Angel and I am a resident of Vallecito, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Angel
Cupp

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Casey Dienel <whitehinterland@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:41 AM

Hi,My name is Casey Dienel and I am a resident of Brooklyn, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. 
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way.”

This is undemocratic. This is unacceptable. I demand change. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Casey Dienel

Sent from Outer Space
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kripa Shah <kripakshah@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:41 AM

Hi,My name is Kripa Sha and I am a resident of Charlotte, NC. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Kripa Shah
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Amya Downs <amya.a.downs@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:41 AM

Hi,My name is A’mya Downs and I am a resident of Suffolk, Virginia. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, A’mya
Downs.

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Katherine Ellis <kaellis118@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:41 AM

Hi,

My name is Katherine and I am a resident of Los Angeles in Silver Lake. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way.

 Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Katherine Ellis

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jessica Carter <jjcarter1191@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:40 AM

Hi,My name is Jessica Carter and I am a resident of Atlanta, GA . I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,

Jessica Carter

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Shruthi Shivkumar <sspt9731@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:40 AM

Hi,

My name is Shruthi Shivkumar and I am a resident of Pittsburgh, PA. I was actually born in LA, so this story was even more
harrowing, as I wondered if this could have been me had the timeline of my life worked out differently.

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-
for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

“I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. 

What is the point of purposefully cornering protestors who were just trying to leave? Does that really “dispel the protest” or
does it just lead to cops arresting peaceful people and throwing them in jail, inhumanely treating them for a night for literally
no express reason? 
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IMAGINE: if this was your daughter, your son, your child, your spouse, your sibling. How angry would you be? Would you, too,
not demand justice? Does any of this police treatment make sense to you?

It is not a matter of bad apples anymore. If a group of protestors were treated like this, by multiple officers imagine how many
others are treated the same way, by how many police officers overall. It is your job to look long and hard at the system that
remains in your city and say, “Is this really what I want for the citizens of LA?” Look at it. Look at it. Look at the stories.

Is it really what you want?

Be the change.  Be the change. Be the change.

Sincerely,
LA born, Pittsburgh raised, justice-aligned,

Shruthi Shivkumar

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Amanda Castilone <amcastilone@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:40 AM

Hi,

My name is Amanda Castilone and I am a resident of Redondo Beach, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should be aware, too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. 

She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. 

Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Amanda CastilonE
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <mehill1522@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:40 AM

Hi,My name is Maria Hill and I am a resident of Boston, MA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Maria Hill
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: ima_twista21 via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:39 AM

Hi,My name is Lana Sydenstricker and I am a resident of Nashville, TN. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Lana Sydenstricker 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lara B. <lara.buhler@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:39 AM

Hi,

My name is Lara and I am a resident of Juneau, Alaska. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Lara

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Annessa Guevara' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:39 AM

Hi,My name is Annessa Guevara and I am a resident of Santa Paula, Ca. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely, 
Annessa Guevara 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Michelle Matos <michelle.matos32@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:39 AM

Hello,

My name is Michelle and I am a resident of Long Beach, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. 

“We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no
idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves.
We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street)
began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING
HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we
begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for
those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people
speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he
couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even
though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be
exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. 

“When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was
ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point
my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were
finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the
cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it
went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her
to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has
been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me
no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. 

“So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they
wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely,"
from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one
was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily.
But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A
fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. You are in a
position to make a change and fix this broken system, so please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and is instead causing harm. 

Sincerely,
Michelle Matos

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lila Albizu <l.albizu89@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:38 AM

Hello,

My name is Lilliam Albizu-Campos and I am a resident of San Francisco, CA. 

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-
for-word testimony. Please continue reading:

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Lilliam 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Erika Alex <elynnalex@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:38 AM

Hi,My name is Erika Alex and I am a resident of Culver City, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Erika Alex
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Mayibel Ruiz <hiippiechick789@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:38 AM

Hi,My name is Mayibel Ruiz and I am a resident of Riverside, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Briana Juarez <bcjuarez@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:38 AM

Hi,My name is Briana Juarez and I am a resident of Los Angeles/CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely, Briana Juarez
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Katharine Stevens <katharinelaurenstevens@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:37 AM

Hi,

My name is Kate and I am a resident of WA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I
think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los
Angeles for the past four years. 

She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal
action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. 

The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks.”

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. 

If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories
about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Kate
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Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Meggie Borich' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:35 AM

Hi, My name is Meggie and I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too.
Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in
DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew
from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and
national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood
& hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely, Meggie 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Julia Marshall <224jbm@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:37 AM

Hi,
My name is Julia Marshall and I am a resident of Seattle, Washington. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Julia Marshall
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Alessandra Mikic <alessandra.mikic@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:37 AM

Hi, My name is Alessandra Mikic, and I am a resident of New York, New York. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police, a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Alessandra Mikic

Alessandra Mikic, LMSW
225 Broadway, Suite #1570
New York, New York 10007
(917) 524-9104
TherapyWithAl.com

DISCLAIMER: The information contained in and accompanying this communication may be confidential, subject to legal
privilege, or otherwise protected from disclosure, and is intended solely for the use of the recipient(s). If you are not the
intended recipient of this communication, please delete and destroy all copies in your possession, notify the sender that you
have received this communication in error, and note that any review or dissemination of, or the taking of any action in reliance
on this communication is expressly prohibited.

https://www.google.com/maps/search/225+Broadway,+Suite+%231570+New+York,+New+York+10007?entry=gmail&source=g
https://www.google.com/maps/search/225+Broadway,+Suite+%231570+New+York,+New+York+10007?entry=gmail&source=g
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To my patients: By choosing to use e-mail to communicate with me, you understand and agree to the following: The use of e-
mail poses risks to the confidentiality of your health information. The Internet is an open network and provides no inherent
protection for confidential information. E-mail must not be the primary means of communication with me. In particular, you
must contact me by telephone or in person about critical or time-sensitive issues. There will be times when I will not have
access to e-mail. Be sure to contact my office by telephone when necessary. Thank you. 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Megan Keane <megankeane716@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:37 AM

Hi,My name is Megan Keane and I am a resident of New York, New York. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Megan 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jenny Kuhnau <jennykuhnau@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:37 AM

Hi,My name is Jenny Kuhnau and I am a resident of Buena Park, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.

Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention.

This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police.

If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories
about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Jenny Kuhnau
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Mallorie Mendoza <malloriemendoza29@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:37 AM

Hi, 

My name is Mallorie and I am a resident of Washington State. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Mallorie Mendoza

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Darcy Whitten <dwhitten12@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:37 AM

Hi,
My name is Darcy Whitten and I am a resident of Brunswick, Maine I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Darcy Whitten 

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
5 messages

From: 'Yahoo' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:33 AM

Hi,My name is DeeDee Zamarippa and I am a resident of Houston, Texas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

DeeDee Zamarippa

1 / 5
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From: 'Cinthia Carlos' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:34 AM

Hi,

My name is Cinthia Carlos and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Cinthia Carlos

2 / 5

From: 'Rachel Salcito' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:34 AM

Hi,My name is Rachel Salcito and I am a resident of Raleigh, North Carolina. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
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California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Rachel Salcito

Sent from my iPhone

3 / 5

From: 'Dominique Lobato' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:35 AM

Hi,My name is Dominique Lobato and I am a resident of Sacramento, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
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inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Dominique Lobato 

4 / 5

From: 'Cristian Ramirez' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:37 AM

Hi,My name is (Cristian Ramirez) and I am a resident of (New York City). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
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volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone

5 / 5
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <emmatgardner@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:36 AM

Hi,My name is Emma Briscoe and I am a resident of Louisville, KY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Emma
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Tara Perez <nikequeen81@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:35 AM

Hi Mayor Garcetti,

My name is Tara Perez and I am a resident of Burbank, IL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
TARA PEREZ 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Savannah Ellis <savannahelizabethellis@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:35 AM

Hi,My name is Savannah Locke and I am a resident of Nashville, TN. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Savannah Locke

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Julie Cruz <juliecruzzz98@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:35 AM

Hi, My name is Julie Cruz and I am a resident of Boynton Beach, FL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Julie
Cruz
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Isabel A <isabelkochuz@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:35 AM

Hi,My name is Isabel and I am a resident of New York. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Isabel
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Molly Cummins <molly.cummins@outlook.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:34 AM

Hi,My name is Molly and I am a resident of Adelaide, South Australia. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely, Molly
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sean Guerrero <seanxguerrero@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:34 AM

Hi,My name is Sean Guerrero and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Sean
Guerrero
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Eric Jerome <esjerome911@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:34 AM

Hi, 

My name is Eric Jerome and I am a resident of Salt Lake. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Eric Jerome

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Delaney Sager <delaneysager@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:33 AM

Hello, 

My name is Delaney Sager and I am a resident of Torrance, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Delaney Sager
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ethan Schutte <ethanschutte555@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:33 AM

Hi, My name is Ethan and I am a resident of Omaha. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,

Ethan Schutte
402-525-5915
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Nicole Wozniak' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:32 AM

Hello, 
My name is Nicole Wozniak and I am a resident of Las Vegas, Nevada. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and would like to know what action is being taken from your office to address this. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting
in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew
from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and
national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood
& hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks." 

You are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system and I urge you to do so. Please be the change. 

Sincerely,
Nicole Wozniak 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
5 messages

From: 'GUILLERMO BENITEZ' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:20 AM

Hi,My name is Guillermo and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 5

From: 'Paolo Sintobin' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:23 AM

Hi,My name is Paolo Sintobin and I am a resident of Santa Monica, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Paolo Sintobin

Sent from my iPhone

2 / 5

From: 'Dana Schwartz' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:24 AM

Hi,My name is Dana Schwartz and I am a resident of Bend Oregon currently; after living in LA for 14 years. 

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. 
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She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. 

Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Dana Schwartz 

3 / 5

From: 'silma ben salah lopez' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:31 AM

Hi,My name is Silma and I am a resident of Toulouse, France. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
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compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Enviado desde mi iPhone

4 / 5

From: 'Дарья Горина' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:53 AM

Hi, My name is Dan Janter and I am a resident of Samara. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
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ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 
Dan 

5 / 5
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kasandra Ahumada <kasanddrraa@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:32 AM

Hi,My name is Kasandra Ahumada and I am a resident of Santa Ana, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Kasandra Ahumada

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Meg McDermott <meghan.mcdermott27@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:32 AM

Hi,My name is Meghan McDermott and I am a resident of Philadelphia, PA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Meghan McDermott
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jenna Capelle <jennamcapelle@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:31 AM

Hi,

My name is Jenna Capelle and I am a resident of Rochester, MN. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Jenna Capelle

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Chelsea Thurlby <clthurlby@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:31 AM

Hi,My name is Chelsea and I am a resident of Costa Mesa, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Chelsea
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: David Johnson-Igra <djohnsonigra@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:31 AM

Hi,My name is David Johnson-Igraand I am a resident of California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, David
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <tobonc@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:30 AM

Hi, My name is Catherine Tobon and I am a resident of Chicago, Illinois. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. 

Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal
actions taken by the police. You ARE in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of
hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the
change. WE DEMAND IT.

Sincerely,

Catherine Tobon
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Gmail - Heftler <jaclynheftler@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:29 AM

Hi,My name is Jaclyn Heftler and I am a resident of Wayne, New Jersey. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Jaclyn Heftler

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Regan Meinking <rmeinking.3@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:28 AM

Hi,My name is Regan Meinking and I am a resident of Cincinnati, OH. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Regan Meinking

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jessica Johnson <jessicarosejohnson317@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:28 AM

Hi,My name is Jessica Johnson and I am a resident of Milford, NJ. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Jessica

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <annahs2000@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:28 AM

Hi,My name is Anna and I am a resident of Oslo, Norway. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Anna
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Robin Fritzsche <Robin.Fritzsche@gmx.de>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:28 AM

Hi,My name is Robin Fritzsche and I am a resident of Germa y. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Robin
Fritzsche
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ghazal Yadav <ghazalsuhani@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:28 AM

Hi,My name is Ghazal Yadav and I am a resident of Frisco, Texas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Ghazal
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jemima Asidi <jemaasidi@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:28 AM

Hi,My name is Jemima Asidi and I am a resident of the UK. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Jemima Asidi
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lauren Penfold <lpenfold86@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:28 AM

Hi,My name is Lauren Penfold and I am a resident of Toronto, Ontario in Canada. I I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Lauren Penfold

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: CJ York <mscjyork@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:27 AM

Hi,My name is Chelsea York and I am a resident of Brooklyn, New York. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. 
"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. 
This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a
position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a
group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 
Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Chelsea York 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Dhara Maji <alliebenz@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:26 AM

Hi,My name is allie benz and I am a resident of austin, texas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, allie
benz 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Elsa Salazar <salazar.elsa96@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:26 AM

Hi,My name is Elsa Salazar and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely
- Elsa Salazar
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Matthew Goldman <mattfgoldman@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:24 AM

Hi, My name is Matthew Goldman and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely, Matthew Goldman

____________________
Matthew Goldman

Sent from the road
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Horrific Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: carla perez <carlaperez435@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:24 AM

Hello -  

My name is Carla Perez and I am a resident of District 1 in Los Angeles County. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading to see how horrifying the LAPD has been behind closed doors.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. This could be your children, nieces and nephews violated and abused. 

 Sincerely,

Carla Perez
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<no subject>
1 message

From: Esme van Campen <esmevancampen@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org, Kcbstvinvestigations@cbs.com, jhess@burbankca.gov, haregawi@cbs.com,
SLaChasse@burbankca.gov, PPrescott@burbankca.gov, HRCinfo@lacity.org, caroline.toren@lacity.org, pr@abc7.com,
president@usc.edu, botchair@usc.edu, sspringer@burbankca.gov, mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org, info@lappl.org,
CityClerk@lacity.org, schiff.constituent@mail.house.gov, controller.galperin@lacity.org, communityrelationsoig@lacity.org,
eyewitnessnewsmakers@myabc7.com, councilmember.cedillo@lacity.org, eyeonla@myabc7.com, EmpowerLA@lacity.org,
contact.lapdonline@gmail.com, councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org, publicaffairs@myabc7.com, paul.koretz@lacity.org,
uscprovost@usc.edu, david.ryu@lacity.org, councilmember.blumenfield@lacity.org, ethics.commission@lacity.org,
councilmember.martinez@lacity.org, klazar@cbs.com
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:23 AM

To whom it may concern,

    My name is Esmé van Campen-Cramer and I am a resident of Montebello, New York. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. 

    Please continue reading. 
"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."
    Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of
complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken
system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe
and out of harm’s way. 
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Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Esmé
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Chantal Dietzen' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:23 AM

Hi,
My name is Chantal Dietzen and I am a resident of San Diego, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. 
Please continue reading.

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Chantal Dietzen 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Mary Kathryn Wells <marykathrynwells@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:23 AM

Hi, My name is Mary Kathryn Wells and I am a resident of Nashville, TN. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. You are in a
position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a
group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. This must change. 

Sincerely,
Mary Kathryn Wells

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: MG Wilcox <mary.grey.wilcox@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:22 AM

Hi, my name is Mary Grey Wilcox and I am a resident of Pasadena, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. 
We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to
a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. 
We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. 
After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At
least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered
to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was
coming from. 
When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no
possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire
time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in
Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny
pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? 
When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and
phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call
someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully
find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones
dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope
you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. 
I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did
we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery.
The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing
power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Mary Grey Wilcox

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Rebekah Ramirez <rvramirez8@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:22 AM

Hi,My name is Rebekah Ramirez and I am a resident of Bethesda, Maryland. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,

Rebekah Ramirez 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Katherine Preston <kpreston1823@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:22 AM

Hi,

My name is Katherine Preston and I am a resident of Providence, Rhode Island. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Katherine Preston
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kristel Araujo <kristel.araujo@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:22 AM

Hi,My name is Kristel and I am a resident of Riverside,Ca. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,

- Kristel Araujo
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Christine Saraceno' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:20 AM

Hi, 

My name is Christine Saraceno and I am a resident of East Setauket, New York. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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Christine Saraceno
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Shane Broughton <4shanebroughton@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:21 AM

Hi,
My name is Shane Broughton and I am a resident of Redmond, WA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely, Shane Broughton
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <marilla.lautenbach@gmx.de>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:20 AM

Hi,My name is Marilla and I am a resident of Hanover, NH. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Marilla 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: kcshaws . <kcshaws@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:20 AM

Good Morning,

My name is Shawna Shaw and I am a resident of Leawood, KS.

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her
word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

I would be grateful for a reply letting me know how each of you will be responding to this incident.  

Sincerely,
Shawna Shaw
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Katherine Brown <kbrown23@colby.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:20 AM

Hi,My name is Katherine Brown and I am a resident of Boston, Massachusetts. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Katherine Brown
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Samia Khan <samia14khan@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:19 AM

Hi,My name is Samia Khan and I am a resident of Newark, New Jersey. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Samia Khan
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Tiffany Rotrekl <tiffanyrotrekl@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:18 AM

Hi,My name is Tiffany Rotrekl and I am a resident of Fort Collins, Colorado. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Tiffany Rotrekl
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Emily Hansman <ejhansman@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:18 AM

Hello,

My name is Emily Hansman and I am a medical student at UCLA and a constituent in Los Angeles. I recently became aware
of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University
of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word
testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. You are in a
position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a
group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Emily Hansman
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kerry F <kayafly@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:18 AM

Hi,My name is Kerry and I am a resident of Clayton, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. IT SHOULD NOT BE THIS
WAY!! Be the change. 
Sincerely, 
Kerry Friedman 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: liana krakirian <li.krakirian@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:17 AM

Hi,My name is Liana Krakirian and I am a resident of Palo Alto, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks. Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way.

Sincerely, Liana Krakirian
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
3 messages

From: 'Anna LeClair' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:11 AM

Hi,

My name is Anna and I am a resident of New York. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely, 
Anna LeClair
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From: 'Amina Fofana' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:13 AM

Hi,My name is Amina and I am a resident of Bronx, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Amina
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From: 'Marie McCarty' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:17 AM
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Hi,My name is Marie McCarty and I am a resident of San Diego California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

In solidarity,
 Marie 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: carmella furio <furiocarmella@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:17 AM

Mayor Garcetti,

Hello. My name is Carmella Furio and I am a resident of Saint Charles, Illinois. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. 
Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. 
The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. Her story is important.
 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks.”

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Carmella Furio
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Allison Lilly <alilly07@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:27 AM

Hi,My name is Allison and I am a resident of San Francisco. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Allison 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: ERIKA ARIZABAL <erikaarizabal92@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:26 AM

Hi, My name is Erika Arizabal and I am a resident of Las Vegas, NV. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely, 
Erika Arizabal

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Roger Lee <rogerrrlee@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:26 AM

Hi,

My name is Roger House and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st.

 Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony: 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. 
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. 
We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. 
An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC.
The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After
20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least
know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask
the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from.
When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no
possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire
time with my possessions removed) 
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? 
When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and
phone-less. 
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! 
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. 
By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste
of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others
and abusing power. This is unacceptable; they weren't even wearing face masks.” 

This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. I am tired of
hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Fire Michael
Moore. If only to save your job. Be the change. 
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Do Better,
Roger Lee House
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'kiersten tanopo' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:26 AM

Hi,My name is Kiersten Tanopo and I am a resident of Rancho Cucamonga, California . I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. Sincerely, Kiersten Tanopo 

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: mary peffer <marypeffer@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:25 AM

Dear Mayor, 

My name is Mary Peffer and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I also voted for you. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD among many others where I witnessed video footage of LAPD’s unlawful and inhumane violence
towards peaceful protest which includes sexual, psychological and physical abuse along with the denial of basic human
rights. Let’s dive into just one instance. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in
DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew
from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and
national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood
& hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change or you won’t get my vote again. 

Sincerely,
Mary 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jae Chang <jaehachang@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:24 AM

Hi,My name is Jae Chang and I am a resident of Pasadena, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Jae
Chang

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Shelby Mader <smader112@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:24 AM

Hi,

My name is Shelby and I am a resident of Houston, TX. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. 

Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Shelby 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kristen Halim <kristenhalim@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:24 AM

Hi,My name is Kristen Halim and I am a resident of Arcadia, California and I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Kristen
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Clare Pehrsen' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:23 AM

Hi,My name is Clare Pehrsen and I am a resident of Garden Grove, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
 Sincerely, Clare Pehrsen

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jessica McCool <jessica.mccool101@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:23 AM

Hi,

My name is Jessica McCool and I am a resident of Solvang, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,

Jessica McCool
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jacqueline Gomez <jackiegomezn@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:22 AM

Hi,My name is Jackie Gomez and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,

Jackie Gomez

Sent from my iPhone

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Emilee Ensko <egensko@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:22 AM

Hi,My name is Emilee and I am a resident of Boston. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Emilee 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Chloe McGuckin <clomoe99@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:22 AM

Hi,My name is Chloe and I am a resident of Utah. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I
think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los
Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st.
Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Chloe M. 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Alejandta Vivas <alejandravivasroyet67@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:21 AM

Hi,My name is Alejandra Vivas and I am a resident of AMAgansett,New York. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Alejandra Vivas

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lauren Iezzi <lauren.iezzi@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:21 AM

Hello,

My name is Lauren Iezzi and I am a resident of Chicago, IL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds- HUNDREDS- of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Lauren iezzi

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jackie Wertheimer <jwert713@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:21 AM

Hi,

My name is Jaclyn Wertheimer and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

Best, 
Jackie Wertheimer 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Hailee Lombardo <haileelombardo@live.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:21 AM

Hi,My name is Hailee Lombardo and I am a resident of Dallas, TX. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Hailee Lombardo 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Rebecca Johnson' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:20 AM

Hi,My name is Rebecca  and I am a resident of Long Beach, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Rebecca 

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 2

From: 'Amber Mullen' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:20 AM

Hello,

My name is Amber and I am a resident of Dayton, Ohio. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too.

 Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Amber 

Sent from my iPhone

2 / 2
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Robert Walsh <hopeswake@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:20 AM

Hi,My name is Robert Walsh and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Robert Walsh
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Analise Rios <analise.rios@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:20 AM

Hi, 

My name is Analise Rios and I am a resident of the Bronx, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Analise Rios

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Levon Lkafafian <lkafafian@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:20 AM

Hi, 

My name is Levon Kafafian and I am a resident of Detroit, Mi. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Levon

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Amanda McCloskey <amccloskey525@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:20 AM

Hi, My name is Amanda McCloskey and I am a resident of NY, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Amanda 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Jozi Villalva' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:18 AM

Hi,My name is josephine Villalva and I am a resident of Yakima, Washington. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lydia B <13ilovetowrite@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:18 AM

Hi,My name is Lydia and I am a resident of Cincinnati. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Lydia 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Caro Banu <banucaro@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:18 AM

Hi,My name is Carola and I am a resident of Orlando. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Carola
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Anchal Jain <anchal314@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:18 AM

Hi,

My name is Anchal Jain and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds, HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane.

We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to
a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed.

People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman
who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to
"help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening
and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. 

There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I
stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun
and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than
my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers.

When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was
ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point
my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were
finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the
cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it
went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her
to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. 

My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. 

By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste
of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others
and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
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please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Anchal Jain

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: alejandra godinez <alejandra.godinezz@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:18 AM

Hi,My name is Alejandra Godinez and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Alejandra Godinez

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Regina Belangue <belangueregina@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:17 AM

Hi,My name is Regina Belangue and I am a resident of Santa Clarita, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Regina Belangue
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Diana Donohue <dldonohu@g.cofc.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:17 AM

Hi,My name is Diana Donohue and I am a resident of Brooklyn, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Diana Donohue

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Rachel Fracassini <rachelfrac@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:16 AM

Hi, my name is Rachel Fracassini and I am a resident of Middletown, CT. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 
Rachel Fracassini

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Taylor Vila <tnvila1@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:16 AM

Hi, 

My name is Taylor Vila and I am a resident of Austin, TX. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,

Taylor Vila 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Enith Reyes <enithr91@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:16 AM

Hi,My name is Enith Reyes and I am a resident in Altadena California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely ,
Enith Reyes
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Chelsei Brown' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:16 AM

Hi,My name is Chelsei and I am a resident of Houston, Texas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Chelsei Brown
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Maria evelyn Bellacosa' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:15 AM

Hi,My name is Maria Bellacosa and I am a resident of Philadelphia, PA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 
Maria Bellacosa

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kiersten Overdahl <kmoverdahl@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:15 AM

Hi,My name is Kiersten Overdahl and I am a resident of Seattle, Wa). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
Sincerely,Kiersten 

Sent from my iPhone-- Please excuse typos 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: denai fearon <fearondenai@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:14 AM

Hi, My name is Denai Fearon and I am a resident of St. Catherine, Jamaica.I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. If you would like
more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in contact with Laura
and can provide additional details. 

 Sincerely,
Denai Fearon 

1 / 1

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Emily <emilybruza@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:14 AM

Hi, My name is Emily Bruza and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too because it is disgusting and shameful!!

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in
DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew
from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and
national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood
& hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change!

Sincerely,
Emily Bruza

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
5 messages

From: 'Azelia Talosig' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:09 AM

Hi,My name is Azelia Talosig and I am a resident of Stockton, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Azelia
Talosig

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 5

From: 'Dehia Lomeli' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:10 AM

Hi,My name is (Dehia Lomeli) and I am a resident of (Santa Clarita, Ca). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone

2 / 5

From: 'Teresa Veliz' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:10 AM

Hi,My name is Teresa Veliz and I am a resident of El Paso, Texas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
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arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Teresa Veliz

Sent from my iPhone

3 / 5

From: 'Sydney Stokes' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:12 AM

Hi,My name is Sydney Stokes and I am a resident of New York, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
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Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Sydney Stokes

Sent from my iPhone

4 / 5

From: 'Rebecca Wilkins' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:13 AM

Hello, 
My name is Rebecca Wilkins and I am a resident of LA County. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
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turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. Please do something. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Rebecca

5 / 5
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sharon Tang <shaarontang@gmail.com>
To: Mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:12 AM

Hi,My name is Sharon and I am a resident of Orange county. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sharon 

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Victoria Clifton <vic.clifton@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:11 AM

Hi,My name is Victoria Clifton and I am a resident of Houston,TX. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Victoria Clifton

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Brittney Bobbitt <brittneybobbitt@live.ca>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:11 AM

Hi,My name is Brittney Bobbitt and I am a resident of Ontario, Canada. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Brittney Bobbitt

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Erika Hansen <erika.hansen08@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:11 AM

Hello,

My name is Erika Hansen and I am a resident of Minneapolis, Minnesota. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Erika
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Erin Doty <cnhdoty4@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:11 AM

Hi,My name is Erin and I am a resident of Clackamas, Oregon. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Erin

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ciara Gonzalez <gonzalez.ciara.1122@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:10 AM

Hi,My name is Ciara Gonzalez and I am a resident of Staten Island, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, 
Ciara Gonzalez 

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Miranda Small <miranda.small9@gmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:10 AM

Hi,My name is Miranda and I am a resident of Dallas, TX. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the
University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was
unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows
clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now
passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension
increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards
that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each
person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were
zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they
finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I
still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being
transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed.
People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman
(a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING
HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked
if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how
long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the
officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice
was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4
times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no
clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home).
We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the
bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so
the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain
until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed
to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the
hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to
figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there.
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So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead.
But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final
wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No
conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. 
P.S. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to
make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Miranda Small
-- 
Miranda Small
M.S. CCC-SLP

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Haley Mostofi <haleymostofi@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:10 AM

Hi, my name is haley Mostofi and I am a resident of Santa Ana, ca. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Haley Mostofi 

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Grace Rosus <grace.rosus@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:09 AM

Hi,

My name is Grace Rosus and I am a concerned resident of Los Angeles, California.

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla just
graduated from USC & has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was arrested while peacefully protesting in
DTLA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action as well as emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD.

She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony:

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA.
when people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm
to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. 
There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully
were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested.
What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane.
We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to
a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. 
My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right
hand. Days later I still have painful bruises.
We were never read our Miranda rights.
 When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves.
We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street)
began having a major panic attack.
An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC.
The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After
20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least
know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there.
There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us.
As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up
to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they
checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions
removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from
home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask
which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS
READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it
tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point
where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only
managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the
dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
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please do so. 

I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way.

I demand action & change. Immediately. 

Sincerely,

Grace Rosus

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Renee Crisps <crispy.coconuts@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:15 AM

Hi,My name is Renee and I am a resident of Australia. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Renee.

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
3 messages

From: 'Paris Calvin' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:07 AM

Hi,My name is Paris Calvin and I am a resident of Oregon. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,

Paris Calvin

1 / 3

From: 'Mishaun Christian' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:09 AM

Hi,My name is Mishaun and I am a resident of Berkeley, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

“I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. 

If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories
about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Mishaun

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Katy Clawson' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:09 AM

Hi, My name is Katy Clawson and I am a former resident of Burbank, California. 
I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-
for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the
protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension
increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for
blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on
their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not
only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without
telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight
that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still
have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even
pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was
ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of
her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get
medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were
too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and
threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even
wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely, Katy Clawson

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <jordynroyal@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:09 AM

Hi,My name is Jordyn and I am a resident of Las Vegas m, Nevada. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Jordyn 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Matthew Marvin <mbm07251@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:09 AM

Hi, 

My name is Matthew Marvin and I am a resident of Summit, New Jersey. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Matthew Marvin

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: April Martini <mzaprilmartini@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:08 AM

Hi,My name is April Hester and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely, April Hester 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Danielle Savitsky <ds.antoinette@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:08 AM

Hello,

My name is Danielle Savitsky and I am a resident of Pittsburgh, PA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too.

 Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. 

Be the change.

Sincerely, 

Danielle Savitsky 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Beth Brenneman <bethbrenneman4@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:07 AM

Hi,
My name is Beth and I am a resident of Ladera Ranch, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

You are better than this. You are just people. You have families. ⬇  This is not the way to treat people and it’s just going to
perpetuate these heart-breaking issues. Open your eyes and SEE people. Look within your own heart. Find a safe place to
process all that you are feeling. Things have to CHANGE. And it starts with each of us.

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. 
The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm!!!!!!) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered.
There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully
were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to
show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane.

We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to
a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. 

After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At
least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered
to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was
coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had
no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the
entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. 

When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was
ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point
my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were
finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the
cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it
went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her
to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has
been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me
no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So
they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they
wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely,"
from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one
was kidnapped that night. 

By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste
of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others
and abusing power. 
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This is unacceptable. 

p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks.”

Sincerely,
Beth ✝ 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Eunice Miranda <eunicemiranda@alumni.usc.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:07 AM

Hi,My name is Eunice Miranda and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in
DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew
from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and
national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood
& hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Justice for all of these peaceful protestors. This detention  was cruel, illegal and a violation of our rights! 

Sincerely,

Eunice Miranda

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Corina Rodarte' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:07 AM

Hi,My name is Corina Rodarte and I am a resident of Pico Rivera, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Corina Rodarte 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jessica Drossner <jdrossner4@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:07 AM

Hi,

My name is Jessica Drossner and I am a resident of Denver, CO. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Jessica

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Chiara <cma3979@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:06 AM

Hi,My name is Chiara Astriab  and I am a resident of Las Vegas, NV. i recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,

Chiara M Astriab

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lauren Jones <leb5284@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:06 AM

Hi,

My name is Lauren Jones and I am a resident of Chicago, IL and a former resident of Dublin, CA. I recently became aware of
Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Lauren 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: AmiLin McClure <amilin.mcclure@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:05 AM

Hi,
My name is AmiLin McClure and I am a resident of Brooklyn, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
AmiLin McClure
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Martha <mjwalchuk@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:05 AM

Hi,

My name is Martha Walchuk and I am a resident of San Francisco, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too.

 Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. 

Please bring this to other people’s attention.

 This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a
position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a
group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Be the change. 
Sincerely,
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Martha 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 프린스 에단 18 <firelight.461@outlook.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:05 AM

Hi,My name is Ethan and I am a resident of Boston. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,Ethan
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Claire Dragich <cadragich12@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:04 AM

Hi,My name is Claire Dragich and I am a resident of Chicago, Illinois. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Claire
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Maroon 5 <jamshed1999aliev@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:04 AM

Hi,My name is John  and I am a resident of Moscow. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, John
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <yaileneiscrazy@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:04 AM

Hi,My name is Yailene Perez and I am a resident of San Jacinto, California . I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Yailene I. Perez
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Anna Quirk <annakquirk@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:04 AM

Hi, my name is Anna Quirk and I am a resident of Huntsville, Alabama. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely, 
Anna Quirk
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: cailin o'brien <cailinob2@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:04 AM

Hi,My name is Cailin Obrien and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California . I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Cailin
Obrien 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Hannah Muerhoff <hkmuerhoff@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:03 AM

To Whom It May Concern — 

My name is Hannah, and I am a resident of Chicago, IL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's horrifying experience
with the LAPD, and I think you need to be aware as well. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story is below in her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

A swift and just response to these sting abuse of powers and unlawful action is critical. The police need to know this is NOT
acceptable. Those who participated MUST be held accountable to the full extent of the law. This is abhorrent.

Laura’s story is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please take action immediately. 

Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Hannah
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Hannah Muerhoff
She/Her/Hers
262.308.0914
hkmuerhoff@gmail.com
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kyarra Sumners-Daniels <kyarrasumners@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:03 AM

Hi,My name is Kyarra Sumners and I am a resident of Toronto, Ontario, Canada. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Kyarra Sumners-Daniels
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Carly Shaul <littleawesomeness@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:02 AM

Hi,My name is Carly Shaul and I am a resident of Thousand Oaks, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Carly Shaul
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Haley Saunders <haleyrsaunders@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:02 AM

Hi,My name is Haley Saunders and I am a resident of Centreville, VA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. 

We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to
a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. 

When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in
the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a
homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer
came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music
was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. 

After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At
least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered
to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was
coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had
no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the
entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. 

When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was
ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point
my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were
finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the
cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it
went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her
to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. 

My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. 

I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did
we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery.
The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing
power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
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 Haley
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
7 messages

From: 'Stephanie Nowlen' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:52 AM

Hi,My name is Stephanie Nowlen and I am a resident of San Jose, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Stephanie

Stephanie Nowlen
PwC | Core Assurance Associate 
Mobile: (408) 607-9865
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From: 'adriana gonzales' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:52 AM

Hi,My name is adriana Gonzales  and I am a resident of Arlington, Virginia. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Adriana gonzales 

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Stephanie Morris' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:54 AM

Hi,My name is Stephanie Morris and I am a resident of New York, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
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Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21pm they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Stephanie Morris
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From: 'Christine Hops' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:54 AM

Hi,My name is Natalie and I am a resident of Long Beach, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
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even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 
Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Natalie Hops

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Jennifer Moise' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:01 AM

Hi,My name is Jennifer and I am a resident of Brooklyn, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
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ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Jennifer Moise

Sent from my iPhone

5 / 7

From: 'Jennifer Casey' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:01 AM

Hi,My name is Jennifer Ennis and I am a resident of Calgary, Alberta. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
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cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Please. 

Sincerely, Jennifer Ennis. 

Sent from my iPhone

6 / 7

From: 'Timothy Cheng' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:02 AM

Hi,My name is Tim and I am a resident of LA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I
think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los
Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st.
Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
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the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter your name)

7 / 7
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Deanna Moreno <deanna.moreno@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:01 AM

Hi,My name is Deanna More o and I am a resident of Bakersfield, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. AND IT IS UNACCEPTABLE!!!!! If you are in a position to make a
change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is
supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Deanna Moreno

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Xóchitl <xxsochixx@hotmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:01 AM

Hi,My name is (Sochi ) and I am a resident of (Van nuys/ CA). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(sochi)

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Shantell Saucedo <shansaucedo@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:01 AM

Hi,My name is Shantell Saucedo and I am a resident of Santa Maria, Ca. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Shantell Saucedo

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Mackenzie Wyman <wymanmackenzie2@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:01 AM

Hi,

My name is Mackenzie Wyman and I am a resident of Denver, CO. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely, 

Mackenzie Wyman
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kayti Bartel <kaytibartel@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:00 AM

Hi,

My name is Kayti Bartel and I am a resident of San Diego, originally from Minneapolis. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. 

We are requiring you to take action, and prosecuting these officers for their sick, inhumane behavior.

Sincerely,
Kayti Bartel
763.355.4965
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Atlee Feingold <hello@atleefeingold.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:00 AM

Hi,My name is Atlee Feingold  and I am a resident of Brooklyn, BY.I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,

Atlee Feingold
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Aliza Small <aliza.small@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:59 AM

Hi, My name is Aliza and I am a resident of Brooklyn, NY and about to move to LA. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks.”

This is disgusting. Defund the LAPD

Sincerely,

Aliza

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Courtney Silverberg <tentmuse@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:59 AM

Hi, My name is Courtney Silverberg and I am a resident of Irving, Texas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. 

Be the change.

Sincerely,
Courtney Silverberg 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Michelle Perez <michelleperez917@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:58 AM

Hi,My name is Michelle Perez and I am a resident of Burbank, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Michelle Perez
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Karina Matos <karina_matos@emerson.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:58 AM

Hi,My name is Karina Matos and I am a resident of Malden MA but I go to college in La Mirada CA. I recently became aware
of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University
of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing masks.” This is just one
example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make
a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is
supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
   Sincerely, Karina Matos 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Tiarra Sorte <tiarrasorte@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:56 AM

Hi,

My name is Tiarra Sorte and I am a resident of Kirkland, Wa. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too! 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in
DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew
from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and
national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood
& hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Be the change! Demand a change! 

Sincerely a very concerned citizen! 

_________________________________________

TIARRA  SORTE
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Taylor Morales <taylorsheamorales@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:55 AM

Hi,My name is Taylor Morales and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter your name)

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Victoria Colbourne <vcolbourne10@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:55 AM

Hello,

My name is Victoria Colbourne and I am a resident of Phoenix, Arizona. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks.” Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely, Victoria Colbourne
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kristen Martinez <martinezkr9@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:54 AM

Hi,My name is Kristen Martinez and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Kristen Martinez
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Shannon Wessel <shannonlwessel@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:53 AM

Hi,
My name is Shannon and I am a resident of Lawndale, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Shannon Wessel

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Bridget Ghelli <bridglghelli@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:53 AM

Hi,My name is Bridget and I am a resident of Boston, Massachusetts . I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Zoë Rose <zoegrose@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:53 AM

Hi,

My name is Zoë Rose and I am a resident of NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I
think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los
Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st.
Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Zoë 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lee Thomas <leepaynethomas@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:52 AM

Hello, 

My name is Lee Thomas and I am a resident of West Hollywood, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Lee Thomas 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: College Email <cassiefennell14@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:52 AM

Hi,My name is Cassie Fennell and I am a resident of Novato, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Cassie Fennell 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Meg <theculturalattache@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:52 AM

My name is Megan Davenport, and I am a resident of the other LA, Louisiana. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely, 
Megan Davenport 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sierra Hernandez <smhdez000@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:52 AM

Hi,My name is Sierra Hernández and I am a resident of Pittsfield New Hampshire. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Sierra
Hernández.
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Andrea Ventura <andrea@kaleorealestate.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:51 AM

Hi,My name is Andrea Ventura and I am a resident of Lake Forest, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Andrea Ventura 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Rachel Joy <rjharper636@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:51 AM

Hi,

My name is Rachel Harper and I am a resident of Boston, MA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

The system must chabge and you have to be a part of it,
          Rachel Harper
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Joel Chua' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:51 AM

Hi,My name is Joel and I am a resident of Brooklyn, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Joel

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: maria bartelli <mariabartelli@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:51 AM

Hi,My name is Maria Bartelli and I am a resident of Old Bridge, NJ.  I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Maria Bartelli
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
4 messages

From: 'Ashleigh' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:47 AM

Hi,My name is Ashley Cheshore and I am a resident of Beverly Hills, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Ashley Cheshore 

1 / 4

From: 'Jaime Almache' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:47 AM

Hi,My name is Jaime Almache  and I am a resident of 1209 w 8th st Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone

2 / 4

From: 'Christopher Bruno' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:48 AM

Hi,

My name is Christopher Bruno and I am a resident of West Hollywood, CA.  I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
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Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram story which is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks.

 Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their
knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only
unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane.

 We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to
a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. 

We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street)
began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING
HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we
begged for them to turn it off. 

After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At
least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered
to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was
coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had
no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the
entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. 

When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was
ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point
my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were
finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the
cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it
went too far. 

They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out
how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead
for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I
had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. 

So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they
wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely,"
from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one
was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily.
But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. 

The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Love & Light,

Christopher Bruno
323.600.5223
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CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message is intended only for the use of the Addressee and may contain information that is
PRIVILEGED and CONFIDENTIAL. If you are not the intended recipient, dissemination of this communication is prohibited. If
you have received this communication in error, please erase all copies of the message and its attachments and notify us
immediately. All information within is PRIVILEGED and CONFIDENTIAL and may not be disclosed without written consent
from the author.
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From: 'Mayzielle Tolentino' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:51 AM

Hi, 

My name is Mayzie Manaloto and I am a resident of Chula Vista, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 
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If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Mayzie Manaloto

4 / 4

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Savanna Navarro <rbfishergirl@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:50 AM

Hi,My name is Savanna Navarro and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,

Savanna Navarro 

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: samantha mills <smills.rvsgretna@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 8:49 AM

Hi,My name is samantha mills and I am a resident of Omaha Nebraska. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely, samantha 

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Samantha Dockser <sndockser@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:42 PM

Hi,My name is Samantha and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Samantha 

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: stella behal <stellalbehal@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:57 AM

Hi,My name is Stelalula and I am a resident of Austin, Texas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,

Stelalula

1 / 1
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URGENT: I pray no one was kidnapped that night.
1 message

From: S B Dancy <sbdancy@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:56 AM

“ Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their
knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only
unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane.”

Hi,

My name is Susanna Dancy and I am a resident of Colorado Springs, Colorado.

 I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st.

Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. The story below her word-for-
word testimony.

“I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police.
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If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories
about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Susanna

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sofia Katherine Bellas <sofiabellas@email.arizona.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:56 AM

Hi, My name is Sofia Bellas and I am a resident of Danville, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks. Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Sofia Bellas

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Liz Corzine <lizcorzine@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:56 AM

Hi,My name is Elizabeth Corzine and I am a resident of brooklyn NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Elizabeth Corzine 

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kara Brown <karabobrown@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:56 AM

Hi,My name is Kara Brown and I am a resident of Philadelphia, PA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Kara Brown

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ken Tsai <hybridinc@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:56 AM

Hi,

My name is Ken Tsai and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Ken

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ailyn La Torre Photography <ailyn@ailynlatorrephotography.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:55 AM

Hi,My name is Ailyn and I am a resident of Florida. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and
I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. 

She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. 

My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right
hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being
transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started
having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't
even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by
drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. 

After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At
least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered
to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was
coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had
no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the
entire time with my possessions removed) 

We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. 

They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out
how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead
for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I
had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they
abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. 

But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find
a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. 

By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste
of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others
and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring
this to other people’s attention. 

This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a
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position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a
group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Ailyn L. Hemminger 

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: lynnett puentes <lpgpmp18@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:54 AM

Hi,My name is Lynnett Puentes and I am a resident of Long Beach, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely, Lynnett Puentes 

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jamie Sebastian <jamlee212@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:54 AM

Hi, My name is Jamie Sebastian and I am a resident of Dallas, Georgia. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Jamie
Sebastian 

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Alexis Westil-Adler <alexis.westiladler@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:53 AM

Hi,My name is Alexis Westil-Adler and I am a resident of Reseda California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Alexis
Westil-Adler

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kaitlin Mcclure <kaitlinmcclure23@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:53 AM

Hi,My name is Kaitlin mcclure and I am a resident of Bellingham, WA.  I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Kaitlin McClure 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ariana Taveras <arianamtaveras@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:53 AM

Hi,My name is Ariana and I am a resident of New York City. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,

Ariana 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Julie Davis <julielaurendavis@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:53 AM

Hi,My name is Julie Davis and I am a resident of St. Louis, MO. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Julie
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Emily Skelton <emmyskeltz@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:53 AM

Hi,My name is Emily and I am a resident of San Mateo, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely, 
Emily Skelton
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Barbara Pacheco <brpach15@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:53 AM

Hi,My name is Barbara Pacheco and I am a resident of Miami, Florida. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Pippa Lambert <pippalambert@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:52 AM

Hi,My name is Pippa Lambert and I am a resident of Venice, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Pippa Lambert 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Anderson Moses <andersonmoses20@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:52 AM

Hi,My name is Anderson Moses and I am a resident of (Orlando,Florida). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Anderson Moses

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jessica Brown <jcbrown413@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:52 AM

Hi, 

My name is Jessica Brown Park and I am a resident of Walnut Creek, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of testimonies
of the wrongdoings and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken
system, I implore you to do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police, a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way, assaulting and violating those very people with impunity. The conduct is in direct
opposition of their duty to protect and serve.

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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Jessica Brown Park

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: esther psalm <esiteripsalm91@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:51 AM

Hi,My name is Esther and I am a resident of Sacramento/CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,Esther

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: My Gmail <kimariel22@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:51 AM

Hi,
My name Kimberly Perez and I am a resident of Gardena, California . I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Kimberly Perez
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Michelle Tidmore <nycatdmt@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:51 AM

Hi,My name is Michelle Tidmore and I am a resident of NewYork, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Michelle Tidmore 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Brittany Tizzard <brittanytizzard@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:51 AM

Hi,

My name is Brittany and I am a resident of Alberta, Canada. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. PLEASE continue reading.. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way.

 Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Brittany Tizzard
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: briana_crowe via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:51 AM

Hi,My name is Briana Crowe and I am a resident of Inglewood, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Briana D. Crowe

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Tina Wang <tina.wang.2011@gmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:51 AM

Hi,

My name is Tina Wang and I am a resident of Alameda County, CA. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of
the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was
unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows
clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I
was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now
passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension
increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards
that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each
person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were
zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they
finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I
still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being
transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed.
People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman
(a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING
HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked
if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how
long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the
officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice
was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4
times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no
clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home).
We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the
bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so
the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain
until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed
to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the
hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to
figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there.
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So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead.
But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final
wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No
conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just
one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing
disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. 

Sincerely,
Tina Wang
Registered voting citizen of the United States

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Anita Cordova <anita.r.cordova@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:51 AM

Hi,My name is Anita Cordova Shadduck, MSW, LCSW, and I am a resident of Alhambra, CA. I recently became aware of
Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California, where I earned my Master of Social Work degree in 2011, and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in
DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew
from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and
national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood
& hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Anita Shadduck

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Vanessa Alcaraz' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:50 AM

Hi, my name is Vanessa Alcaraz and I am a resident of Ontario, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Vanessa Alcaraz
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sierra Mathias <sierra.nicole417@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:50 AM

Hi, 

My name is Sierra Mathias and I am a resident of Walnut Creek, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Sierra Mathias 

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Alex Ritzman <alexjritzman@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:49 AM

Hi,My name is Alex Ritzman and I am a resident of New York, New York. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Alex Ritzman

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Valerie Cohen <valerie.h.cohen@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:49 AM

Hi,

My name is Val Cohen and I am a resident of NYC. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Val
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Izabella Villegas <izabellavillegas@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:49 AM

Hi,

My name is Izabella and I am a resident of Covina, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Izabella Villegas 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Alexa Klein <aeknyc101@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:49 AM

Hi,My name is Alexa Klein and I am a resident of Austin, Texas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, 
Alexa Klein 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Rachel Klein <Rachel@suyamapetersondeguchi.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:48 AM

Hi,My name is Rachel Klein and I am a resident of New York, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
RACHEL KLEIN

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Courtney Gainor' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:49 AM

Hi,My name is Courtney and I am a resident of San Diego, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely, Courtney

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jehan Izhar <jehanizhar@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:49 AM

Hi,My name is Jehan Izhar and I am a resident of Pomona, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Regards,

Jehan Izhar 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'rebecca Taggart' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:47 AM

Hi,My name is Rebecca Taggart  and I am a resident of Rockaway/NJ. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 
Rebecca Taggart
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From: 'Eliana Siegel' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:48 AM

Hi,My name is Eliana Siegel and I am a resident of Tucson, Arizona. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ashley Nicolas <ashleynicolas59@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:48 AM

Hi, My name is Ashley Nicolas and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Ashley Nicolas
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Annika Ames <annikaames@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:48 AM

Hi, 

My name is Annika Ames and I am a resident of Anaheim California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Annika Ames  

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Horrifying Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Farrel Levenson <flevenson@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:47 AM

Hi,

My name is Farrel Levenson and I am a resident of New York, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years.

 She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal
action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The
story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading and review this inhumane treatment. 

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. 

This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a
position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. 

I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way.
Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Farrel Levenson 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Marissa Craig <marissacraig@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:47 AM

Hi, My name is Marissa Craig and I am a resident of Los Angeles,California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely, Marissa Craig 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Athenna Ann Lim <athenna.alim@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:47 AM

Hi,

My name is Athenna Lim and I am a resident of Carson, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please share stories of all people that have suffered through senseless and consciousless actions by
officers, not just in LA, but throughout the nation. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Athenna Lim
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Alexa Whiteman' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:46 AM

Hi,My name is Alexa and I am a resident of Middletown, New York. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Alexa
Whiteman

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Rachal Brown' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:47 AM

Hi,My name is Rachal Brown and I am a resident of Knoxville, TN. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Rachal Brown

Thank you,

Rachal Brown
865-684-3791
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Cait Taylor <caitlinelizabeth@hotmail.co.nz>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:47 AM

Hi,My name is Caitlin Taylor and I am a resident of Glenview, Illinois. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Caitlin Taylor 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Erin Werth <ewerth27@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:46 AM

Hi,My name is Erin Werth and I am a resident of Los, Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
 Sincerely, Erin Werth
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Reynaldo Yncierto <rey.yncierto@csu.fullerton.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:46 AM

Hi, 

My name is Reynaldo Yncierto and I am a resident of Oxnard, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Reynaldo Yncierto

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kourtney Shales <kourtneyshales@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:46 AM

Hi,
My name is Kourtney Shales and I am a resident of Atlanta, Georgia. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.
 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 
Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Kourtney Shales
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Saher K. ' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:46 AM

Hi,My name is Saher Khalil and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Saher Khalil
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Yolanda Garcia <yolanda.08@live.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:46 AM

Hi, 
My name is Yolanda Garcia and I am a resident of Palm Desert, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this
to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Yolanda Garcia 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Zaynah Khan <zaynahkhan2@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:45 AM

Hi,My name is Zaynah Khan and I am a resident of Corona, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Zaynah Khan

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Maira De la torre' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:44 AM

Hi,My name is Maira and I am a resident of Long Beach, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,

Maira De La Torre
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From: 'Justin Jach' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:44 AM
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Hi,My name is Justin Jach and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Justin

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jessica Raleigh <jraleigh11@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:43 AM

Hi,

My name is Jessica Raleigh and I am a resident of Fountain Valley, CA.I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. 

Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely, Jessica Raleigh 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jose Padilla <padilla.joser@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:43 AM

Hi,My name is Jose Padilla and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Jose Padilla 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Nicole Christmas' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:40 AM

Hi,My name is Nicole Christmas and I am a resident of San Carlos, Ca. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, 
Nicole Christmas
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From: 'Kelsey Golden' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
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Hi,My name is Kelsey and I am a resident of Hamtramck MI. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,

Kelsey
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sydney Steward <sydney.steward26@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:43 AM

Hello,

My name is Sydney Steward and I am a resident of Brooklyn, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Sydney Steward

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kennedy Badirou <kennedybadirou@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:43 AM

Hi,My name is Akeed badirou and I am a resident of Gaithersburg/Maryland . I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
Sincerely,Akeed  Badirou
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kate Crellin <katecrellin@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:42 AM

Hi,My name is Kate and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Kate
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Audrey Schaps <audrey@evernow.co>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:42 AM

Hi,My name is Audrey Ida Schaps. I am a family nurse practitioner and a resident of Los Angeles, California.

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-
for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Audrey Ida Schaps, FNP-BC
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Grace Enns <genns@ualberta.ca>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:41 AM

Hello,

My name is Grace Enns and I am a resident of Canmore, Alberta in Canada. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 

The global community sees this, we hear this, and we condemn these illegal actions, physical and detrimental emotional
abuse. We expect the officers and governing bodies to be held accountable for these crimes. 

 Sincerely,
Grace
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Carrie Kelsey <carrieannkelsey@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:42 AM

Hi,My name is Carrie Kelsey and I am a resident of Salem, Oregon. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Carrie Kelsey

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Josey McClain <joseysix@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:41 AM

Hi, My name is Josey McClain and I am a resident of Green Bay, WI.  I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely, Josey McClain
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Heidi May <heidisuemay3@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:41 AM

Hi,My name is Heidi May and I am a resident of Portland, Oregon. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Heidi
May

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sarah Klein <sarahspot6694@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:41 AM

Hi,My name is Sarah Klein  and I am a resident of Washington, DC. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Sarah
Klein 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: tori cheatwood <tori.cheatwood@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:41 AM

Hi,My name is Tori Cheatwood and I am a resident of Dallas, GA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Tori
Cheatwood
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Christel De Ocampo <deocampocv@mymail.vcu.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:41 AM

Hi,My name is Christel De Ocampo and I am a resident Richmond,
Virginia. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living
in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested
while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her
story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please
continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA.
When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) &
police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for
blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple
men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested.
What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane.
We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and
without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery
parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so
tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm
up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have
painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked
where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for
help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even
protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic
attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound
of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we
begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be
there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered
to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When
I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even
though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they
checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although
I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received
no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in
Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was
ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the
end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my
head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out
of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it
was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making
it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt
cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for
her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill
in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been
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dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger
or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby
neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a
bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones
dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very
reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught
a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no
one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level
of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the
LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from
belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they
weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring
this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the
police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken
system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about
the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way.
Be the change.

Sincerely,
Christel De Ocampo
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Chelby Joseph <cheljo1@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:41 AM

Hi,My name is Chelby Joseph and I am a resident of Illinois. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Chelby Joseph
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
3 messages

From: 'Sara Salinas' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:35 AM

Hi,My name is Sara Salinas and I am a resident of San Jose, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely, Sara Salinas 

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 3

From: 'Lily Kairis' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:38 AM

Hi,

My name is Lillian Kairis and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too.

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

“I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Lillian R. Kairis 

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Alicia Volmar' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:40 AM

Hi,My name is Alicia Volmar and I am a resident of the Bronx, New York. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Alicia C. Volmar. 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Whitney Sillery <whitney.sillery@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:39 AM

Hi, My name is Whitney Sillery and I am a resident of Greenville South Carolina. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours.

 My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right
hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being
transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started
having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't
even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by
drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. 
The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. 

After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At
least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered
to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was
coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had
no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the
entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. 

When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was
ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point
my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were
finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the
cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it
went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her
to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has
been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me
no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So
they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they
wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely,"
from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one
was kidnapped that night.

 By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a
taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling
others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please
bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions
taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing
disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Whitney Sillery 
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Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Brinn Nicole Gooch <brinnnicolegooch@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:39 AM

Hi,My name is Brinn Gooch and I am a resident of Los Angeles California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. 

This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a
position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so IMMEDIATELY! 
I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police towards blacks and now overall HUMAN BEINGS! The ONLY group
that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 
Be the change because we are screaming for it and will not stop!

- Brinn Gooch
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Devyn Donahue <devyndonahue@berkeley.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:38 AM

Hi,My name is Devyn and I am a resident of Berkeley, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
 Devyn Donahue
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ethan Gabon <ethangab@usc.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:36 AM

Hi,My name is Ethan and I am a resident of LA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I
think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los
Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st.
Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Ethan 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: erin fritts <itsmeerinfritts@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:36 AM

Hi,My name is Erin Fritts and I am a resident of Castro Valley, Ca. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Erin Fritts

Sent from my iPhone

Sent from my iPhone
www.frittsrosenow.com

http://www.frittsrosenow.com/
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kayla Krittenbrink <kaylashakira@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:36 AM

Hi,My name is Kayla Krittenbrink and I am a resident of Denver, CO. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Kayla Krittenbrink 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Alejandra Alcantar <alcantar.alejandra6@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:35 AM

Hi,My name is (insert your name) and I am a resident of (insert your city/state). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name) 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Erin Jacobson <erinjacobson26@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:34 AM

Hi,
My name is Erin Jacobson and I am a resident of San Diego, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,

Erin Jacobson 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: lizette Torres <gliz912@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:34 AM

Hi,My name is gloria and I am a resident of san diego, ca. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
gloria. 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Madeleine Bourgeois <madeleinerbourgeois@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:33 AM

Hi, 
My name is Madeleine Bourgeois and I am a resident of NOLA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Madeleine Bourgeois

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Marisol Gutierrez' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:33 AM

Hi,My name is Marisol Gutierrez and I am a resident of Modesto, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Marisol Gutierrez
Cell: 415-734-1033
g_marisol123@yahoo.com
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From: 'Brett Schiesser' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:33 AM

Hi, My name is Brooke Schiesser and I am a resident of Alameda, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Brooke Schiesser

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Connor Kilpatrick <ckilpatrick.texas@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:33 AM

Hi,

My name is Connor Kilpatrick and I am a resident of Burbank, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Connor Kilpatrick 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sylvia Tayebi <sylvia.tayebi@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:33 AM

Hi,My name is Sylvia Tayebi and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Sylvia Tayebi 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Marillis Lara <marillislyz.lara1998@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:32 AM

Hi,My name is Marillis Lara and I am a resident of Delano, Ca. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Marillis Lara 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Melissa Pettit <mlssaluong@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:31 AM

Hi,

My name is Melissa Pettit and I am a resident of Berkeley, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Melissa 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Tina Malhotra <tina.malhotra@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:31 AM

Hi,

My name is Tina and I am a resident of Houston, TX. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Tina Malhotra 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Samantha Cotton <samantha.cotton09@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:31 AM

My name is Samantha and I am a resident of North Hollywood, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Samantha 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Eric Korpie <ekorpie@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:31 AM

Hi,My name is Eric Korpie and I am a resident of Tucson, AZ (formerly Reseda, CA). I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. Sincerely, 
Eric Korpie 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Nicole Ryan <nryan52494@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:31 AM

Hi,My name is Nicole Ryan and I am a resident of Covina CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,Nicole
Ryan

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Hanna Frankel' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:31 AM

Hi,

My name is Hanna Frankel and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Hanna Frankel 
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From: 'Trinity Gahm' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:31 AM

Hi,My name is Trinity and I am a resident of Michigan. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,trinity

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Celeste Hellman <celeste.hellman@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:30 AM

Hi,My name is Celeste Hellman and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Celeste Hellman
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kristie Dang <dang.kristie@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:30 AM

Hi, My name is Kristie Dang. I am a nurse to the LA County community. I am a resident of Fountain Valley, CA.

 I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. She was unjustly arrested
while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and
physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-
word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Kristie Dang
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kaylee Ramos <kayleeanaramos22@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:30 AM

Hi, 

My name is Kaylee and I am a resident of St. Petersburg, FL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Kaylee

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Katie Barnes' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Fri, Jun 5, 2020 at 1:25 PM

Hi,My name is Katie Barnes and I am a resident of North Hollywood. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,

Katie

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Dorys' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:30 AM

Hi,My name is Dorys Duran and I am a resident of Anaheim, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Dorys Duran

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <jenso212@hotmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:30 AM

Hi, 

My name is River and I am a resident of New York City, I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
River

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Shelsey Vazquez <syv2@cornell.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:30 AM

Hi,

My name is Shelsey Vazquez and I am a resident of Dover, New Jersey. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Shelsey Vazquez

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
3 messages

From: 'Lisseth Carrillo' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:26 AM

Hi,My name is Lisseth Carrillo and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Lisseth Carrillo 

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 3
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From: 'Corine Kutkowski' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:27 AM

Hi,My name is Corine and I am a resident of Rancho Cucamonga I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Corine Kutkowski

2 / 3

From: 'Carol Tang' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:29 AM

Hi,My name is Carol Tang and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
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California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal
actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of
hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the
change. 

This is horrific. Please don't let this happen to other peaceful protestors.

Sincerely,
Carol Tang

3 / 3
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Arielle Marie Fanelli <amarie55@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:29 AM

Hi,My name is Arielle and I am a resident of Glendale, CA and a second generation Angelino: born and raised on the
WESTSIDE.  I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla
is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She
was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action
and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story
below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people
tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) &
police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that
cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful,
getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next
was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and
without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were
so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later
I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even
pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was
ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of
her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get
medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were
too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and
threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even
wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Arielle 

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jessica Hooper <hellojesshooper@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:28 AM

Hi,

My name is Jessica Hooper and I am a resident of Los Angeles / District 4. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. 

The story below her word-for-word testimony. 

Please continue reading. 

“I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. 

What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus
separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for
five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or
feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. 

People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman
who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to
"help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening
and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? 

When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and
phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call
someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully
find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones
dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope
you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. 

By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste
of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others
and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring
this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions
taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of
hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 
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Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Jess

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kate Phelan <katephelan@live.com.au>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:27 AM

Hi,

My name is Kate Phelan and I am a resident of San Diego, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.
 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. 

This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a
position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a
group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Kate

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sara Puckey <spuckey03@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:27 AM

Hi,

My name is Sara Puckey and I am a resident of Buena Park, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Sara Puckey

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ally Porochonski <aporochonski@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:27 AM

Hi,My name is Ally Porochonski and I am a resident of Independence, Ohio. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Ally Porochonski
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Karla Bossenbery <karlabossenbery@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:27 AM

Hi,My name is Karla Bossenbery and I am a resident of Detroit, MI. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Karla Bossenbery
Karlabossenbery@gmail.com

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Monet Izabeth Eliastam <monet.izabeth@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:37 AM

Hi,

My name is Monet Eliastam and I am a resident of South Hamilton, MA . I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. 

My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right
hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being
transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started
having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't
even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by
drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. 

The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After
20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least
know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask
the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from.
When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no
possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire
time with my possessions removed) 

We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? 

When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and
phone-less. 

My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD.

 No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they
weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
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wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so.

 I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way.
Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Monet 

www.monetizabeth.com
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Marissa Gayton <marissa.gayton@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:36 AM

Hi,My name is Marissa Gayton and I am a resident of Whittier California . I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Marissa Gayton

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Nerissa Ng <nerissang0708@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:36 AM

Hi,My name is Nerissa Ng and I am a resident of Great Neck, New York. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading.

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Nerissa Ng
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: karuna lama <karuna.citywidefiresprinkler@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:35 AM

Hi,My name is Karuna Lama and I am a resident of NYC, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 
Karuna
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Elizabeth Rickey <elizabethmrickey@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:35 AM

Hello,

My name is Elizabeth and I am a resident of San Diego, CA.  I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Elizabeth Rickey
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Maggie Maher <maher.maggie1@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:35 AM

Hi,My name is Maggie Maher and I am a resident of Brooklyn, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Maggie
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Myra Bulgatz <bulgatz.nm@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:35 AM

        Hi, My name is Nicole Bulgatz and I am a resident of San Diego, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

       Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the
past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows
clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

        "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds, HUNDREDS, of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane.

         We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took
us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. 

        As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers.

         When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag
was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just
point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!? When we
were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight,
so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer
said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on
for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My
phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. 

         So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry,
they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home
safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray
no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces
daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience.
A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

       Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of
complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken
system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe
and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
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Sincerely, Nicole Bulgatz 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Alan Campos <ac@alanmcampos.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:34 AM

Hi, My name is Alan Campos and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

“I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Alan
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Pendah Jallow <pendahjallow@comcast.net>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:32 AM

Hi,

My name is Pendah Jallow and I am a resident of Bloomington, Indiana. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Pendah Jallow
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sofie Milito <sofmilito@rogers.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:34 AM

Hi,

My name is Sofie and I am a resident of Ontario, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks.”

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. 

Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Sofie
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Itzamar Jimenez' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:33 AM

Hi, My name is Itzamar Anylet Jimenez and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Kind regards,
Itzamar Jimenez
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kayla Hutton <kaylahutton123@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:32 AM

Hi,My name is Kayla and I am a resident of Portland, Oregon. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Kayla

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lilah Bruza <lilahgrace04@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:32 AM

Hi,My name is Lilah Bruza and I am a resident of Los Gatos, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Thank you for taking the time to read this email! 

Sincerely,
𝕃𝕚𝕝𝕒𝕙 𝔹𝕣𝕦𝕫𝕒 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Caroline Lasersohn <carolinelasersohn@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:32 AM

Hi,

My name is Caroline Lasersohn and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Caroline Lasersohn
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: mega qhron <megaqhron@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:32 AM

Hi,My name is Meghan McBride and I am a resident of Nashville, TN. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Meghan McBride 

PLEASE REPORT ON THIS. 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Francine Lagman' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:31 AM

Hi,My name is Francine Lagman and I am a resident of Orange County, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
FRANCINE LAGMAN

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Isabel Rosario' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:31 AM

Hi,My name is Isabel. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura
Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four
years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in
DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew
from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and
national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood
& hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,Isabel

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
7 messages

From: 'Jill Segal' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:16 AM

Hi,My name is Jill Segal and I am a resident of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Jill Segal

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Yosmar Jaime' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:18 AM

Hi,My name is Yosmar Jaime and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California.  I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Yosmar Jaime 

Sent from my iPhone

2 / 7

From: 'Christina Hofer medico' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:20 AM

Hi, My name is Tina Medico and I am a resident of Atlanta, Georgia. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
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her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading: 

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police.

 If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories
about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Be the change. 

Sincerely,Tina Medico 

3 / 7

From: 'Tom Konjoyan' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:22 AM

Hi,My name is Mackenzie Konjoyan and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
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peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Mackenzie Konjoyan

Sent from my iPhone

4 / 7

From: 'Megan Vandevender' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:24 AM

Hi,

My name is Megan Butts and I am a resident of Jackson, MS. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
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off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Megan Butts

5 / 7

From: 'Anna Lamadrid' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:27 AM

Hi,My name is Anna LaMadrid and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
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voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 
Anna Lamadrid 

Sent from my iPhone

6 / 7

From: 'Angelie Reyes' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:31 AM

Hi,My name is Angelie Reyes and I am a resident of Fairfax, Virginia. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
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one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Angelie Reyes

Sent from my iPhone

7 / 7
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Elisa Alfonso <elisa.alfonso13@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:30 AM

Hi,

My name is Elisa Alfonso and I am a resident of Palo Alto, Calfornia. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Elisa Alfonso
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: evelyn aguilar <evelyn.aguilar.j@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:29 AM

Hi,My name is Evelyn Aguilar and I am a resident of Los Angeles/ California.  I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,Evelyn
Aguilar 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Raj Ardeshna <rajardeshna802@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:28 AM

Hi, My name is Raj Ardeshna and I am a resident of New York.

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-
for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the
protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension
increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for
blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on
their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not
only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without
telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight
that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still
have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even
pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was
ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of
her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get
medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were
too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and
threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even
wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. 

Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Raj
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Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Marissa Morin <morin.marissa@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:27 AM

Hi,

My name is Marissa Morin and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Marissa Morin
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Merin Stephen <merste100@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:26 AM

Hi,

My name is Merin Stephen and I am a resident of New Milford NJ. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. 

Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading:

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Merin Stephen
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: James Riley <emmajamesriley@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:25 AM

Hi, 

My name is James and I am a resident of Doylestown PA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
James 

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: emily kremens <emily.kremens@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:24 AM

Good morning,

My name is Emily Kremens and I am a resident of New York, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. 

Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a
position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a
group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely
Emily Kremens

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Annie Trevino <trevino.annie@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:24 AM

Hi,My name is Annie and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,Annie
Trevino

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Megan Stoll <megsmallan@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:24 AM

Hi,

My name is Megan Stoll and I am a resident of Boise, Idaho. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Megan Stoll

Sent from miPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: James Mabus <jamesmabus@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:24 AM

Hi,My name is Jim and I am a resident of Phoenix AZ. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. This is not how our country treats
its citizens... WE are better than that.

 Sincerely,
Jim
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Brigitta Patterson <brigittapatterson@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:23 AM

Hi,

My name is Brigitta and I am a resident of Medford, MA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. 

“We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to
a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. 

“We were never read our Miranda rights.

“When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in
the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a
homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer
came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music
was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. 

“After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At
least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered
to ask the officer for us. 

“As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood
up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me
they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) 

“We received no clear answers. 

“When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was
ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point
my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? 

“When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and
phone-less. 

“My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. 
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“I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did
we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery.
The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. 

No desire to protect. 

No conscience. 

A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. 

This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Is this what you want representing LA? The whole world is watching. 

Sincerely,

Brigitta
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ace <aced889@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:23 AM

Hi, My name is Alexander Jones and I am a resident of LA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. Your office
brings shame to America and Americans everywhere, we stand for freedom from tyrants! You are the new Redcoats. She
posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I
was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name) 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Mehreen Haque <haquemehreen77@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:41 AM

Hi,My name is Mehreen and I am a resident of SanDiego I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: I DO NOT FEEL SAFE!!! Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD.
1 message

From: Staz Lindes <staz.lindes@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:22 AM

Hi,My name is Nastassia Lindes and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."
Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 
STOP THE ABUSE!!! WE DO NOT NEED HOLOCAUST STYLE TREATMENT FOR PEACEFUL PROTESTS

Sincerely,

NASTASSIA LINDES

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Laurie Brucker <laurie@lauriebstyle.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:21 AM

Hi,My name is Laurie and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Laurie Brucker 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Andrea Caitlin <andreacaitlin@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:21 AM

Hi,My name is Andrea Stringer and I am a resident of Seattle, WA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Andrea Stringer 

Andrea Stringer
Real Estate Broker 
Duo Realty Group
206-387-9893
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Mary Kupelian <marykupelian@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:20 AM

Hi,My name is Mary Ann Kupelian and I am a resident of the City of Montebello in Los Angeles County. 

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-
for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the
protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension
increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for
blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on
their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not
only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without
telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight
that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still
have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even
pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was
ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of
her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get
medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were
too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and
threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even
wearing face masks."

If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories
about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Mary Ann K.
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Pari Kemmick <pari.kemmick@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:20 AM

Hi,My name is Pari kemmick and I am a resident of Salt Lake City, Utah. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. 

Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal
actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of
hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Be the change. 
Sincerely, Pari

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Naomi Black <naomijanee11@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:19 AM

Hi,My name is Naomi Black and I am a resident of Halifax Nova Scotia. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Naomi Black 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <abslater@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:19 AM

Hi,
My name is Allison and I am a resident of New York, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Allison Slater, LCSW
929-226-2057
26 West 9th Street, Suite 3D
New York, NY 10011
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Emily McCarthy <dearemm624@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:19 AM

Hello,
My name is Emily McCarthy and I am a resident of San Diego, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Emily McCarthy

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sonya Bay <sonyabay@gmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:18 AM

Hi,My name is Sonya Bay and I am a resident of Rockwall, TX. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 
"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Sonya Bay
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Elizabeth Redding <elizabethredding19@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:17 AM

Hi,My name is Elizabeth Redding and I am a resident of Irving, TX. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Elizabeth Redding

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: David Fehlman <fehlmandave@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:17 AM

Hi,My name is (insert your name) and I am a resident of (insert your city/state). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Zarmeen Shakil <zarmeenshakil2@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:17 AM

Hi,My name is Zarmeen and I am a resident of New York City, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Zarmeen Shakil
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kevin Kilpatrick <mkkilpat@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:16 AM

Hi,My name is Michael Kilpatrick and I am a resident of Nashville, TN. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Michael

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Brenna Ardron <brenna.ardron@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:16 AM

Hi,My name is Brenna Ardron and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. This is why so many called for Chief Moore to be fired at the LA police
commission meeting on Tuesday (something that has yet to happen). This is also why LA residents are demanding for the
police to be defunded. They clearly hold way too much power already. You are in a position to make a change and fix this
broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Brenna Ardron
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Anjelica Casey <anjelicasey93@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:16 AM

Hi,
My name is Anjelica and I am a resident of Santa Cruz, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Anjelica 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sasha Marie Selvaggio <savagemarie44@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:16 AM

Hi,My name is Sasha Selvaggio and I am a resident Honolulu, Hawaii. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Sasha Selvaggio 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Marlene Cress <marlenefdez2@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:14 AM

Hello All,

My name is Marlene Cress and I am a resident of Dallas, Texas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

She was hurt and abused. If you are for justice, please do something. Do not be silent. You have power, use it to stop abuse
and injustice. Do not go down in history books as a coward. Make the change you were created to make. 

Sincerely,

Marlene Cress
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Katrina Pedrick <katrina.pedrick@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:14 AM

Hi,

My name is Katrina Pedrick and I am a resident of New York City. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Katrina Pedrick

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Mia <mia.a.hickey@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:13 AM

Hi, My name is Mia Hickey and I am a resident of Nottingham, England . I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Mia Hickey

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Allison Fultz <allisonfultz2016@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:14 AM

Hi, 

My name is Allison Fultz,  and I am a resident of Woodbridge, VA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

 Allison Fultz
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Brittany Bowes <brittany.bowes1@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:15 AM

Hi,My name is Brittany Bowes, and I am a resident of Vancouver, B.C. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Brittany Bowes
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Erica Tabuena <gabriellaericaa@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:13 AM

Hi,

My name is Erica and I am a resident of San Francisco, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. 

We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to
a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. 

When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in
the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a
homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer
came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music
was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes
they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where
we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers.

 When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was
ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point
my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were
finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the
cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it
went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her
to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has
been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me
no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So
they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they
wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely,"
from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one
was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily.
But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A
fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Erica 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jeanna Stone <JStone@gglo.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:13 AM

Hi, 

My name is Jeanna and I am a resident of Seattle, WA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. 

Be the change. Sincerely,

Jeanna Stone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Citlali Luis-Martinez <nacibailando99@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:13 AM

Hi,
My name is Citlali Luis-Martinez and I am a resident of Santa Ana, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Citlali Luis-Martinez 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Caitlyn Anderson' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:13 AM

Hi,My name is Caitlyn Razo and I am a resident of Valencia, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Caitlyn Razo

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Bob <bobbieallenvt@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:12 AM

Hi Mayor Garcetti,
We’ve actually met at a Dodgers game I was in the box with you and Bobby Schmuck. 
My name is Bobbie Allen I am a resident of Nashville, Tennessee. But am frequently in LA as I am an artist.
I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD.

 Including tactics the US Military uses on terrorists to torture them.

 She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.
"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. 
An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC.
The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After
20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least
know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask
the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from.
When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no
possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire
time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in
Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny
pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. 

I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did
we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery.
The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. 

No conscience. 

A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face
masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of
complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken
system, please do so. 
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I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 

I know you what to Be the change. 
Thank you! 

Sincerely,
Bobbie 

Sent from my iPhone; Please pardon typos and brevity.
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Brianna <b.dillonrios@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:11 AM

Hi,My name is Brianna Giuliani and I am a resident of Philadelphia, PA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Brianna Giuliani

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Work' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:11 AM

Hi,My name is Amina farrulla and I am a resident of Long Island NY.  I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Amina

Thanks. 
            Amina 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Tracy Rosen <tracynrosen@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:10 AM

Hi,My name is Tracy Rosen and I am a resident of Los Angeles and USC alum. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Tracy Rosen

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ritika Lakhani <ritika.lakhani@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:10 AM

Hi,My name is Ritika Lakhani and I am a resident of NYC. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Ritika Lakhani

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
3 messages

From: 'Sierra' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:08 AM

Hi,My name is Sierra and I am a resident of Santa Monica. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Sierra
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From: 'Autumn Poniatowski' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:10 AM

Hello,
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My name is Autumn Poniatowski and I am a resident of Jacksonville, FL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading.

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Autumn Poniatowski

2 / 3

From: 'Sammy McDermott' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:10 AM

Hi,My name is Samantha and I am a resident of Massachusetts. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
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arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Samantha 

Sent from my iPhone

3 / 3
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lilly Moore <lil.moore487@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:08 AM

Hi,My name is Lillian and I am a resident of Boise Idaho. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Lillian
Moore 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Daisy Santiago Flores' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:06 AM

Hi,My name is Daisy Santiago  and I am a resident of Palm Beach, FL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)
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From: 'Laci Mailey' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:08 AM
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Hi,My name is Laci Mailey and I am a resident of Hollywood, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Laci Mailey
347 824 7688
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Esther Madrigal <estheremmadrigal@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:08 AM

Hi,My name is Esther Madrigal and I am a resident of Santa Ana, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,Esther
Madrigal
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Marissa Bearss <bearssmarissa@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:08 AM

Hi,
My name is Marissa Bearss, and I am a resident of Hot Springs, Arkansas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Marissa Bearss
Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Samuel Bischof <sb888@cornell.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:11 AM

Hi,My name is Samuel Bischof and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Sam
Bischof
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Emily Conlin <emconlin1@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:07 AM

Hi,

My name is Emily Conlin and I am a resident of Glendale, Arizona. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,

Emily Conlin
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Weston Bradley <westonfbradley@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:05 AM

Hi, My name is Weston Bradley, and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD, and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Weston Bradley
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Makayla <makayla.gallegos19@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:06 AM

Hi,My name is Makayla Gallegos and I am a resident of Lewisburg, Pennsylvania . I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. Sincerely,Makayla Gallegos
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Catherine Fernandez <catzfernandez@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:06 AM

Hi,

My name is Catherine Fernandez and I am a resident of Long Beach, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

“I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. 

We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to
a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. 

They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. 

After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 
1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 
2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. 
There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I
stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun
and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than
my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers.

 When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was
ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point
my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? 

When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and
phone-less. 

My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! 

No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
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from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. 

This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a
position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a
group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Catherine Fernandez 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <corinnecobabe@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:05 AM

Hi,My name is Corinne Rushing and I am a resident of Manhattan Beach. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Corinne Rushing
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Gabrielle Phillips' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:05 AM

Hi, My name is Gabrielle Phillips and I am a resident of Brentwood, Tennessee. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Gabrielle
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From: 'Kristine Mackey' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:05 AM

Hi,My name is Kristine Mackey and I am a resident of San Diego, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Kristine Mackey

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kelly Danielson <lostkel@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:05 AM

Hi,My name is Kelly Danielson and I am a resident of Orange Park, FL and I was born and raised in Sacramento. I recently
became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of
the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested
while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and
physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-
word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the
protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension
increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for
blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on
their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not
only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without
telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight
that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still
have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even
pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was
ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of
her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get
medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were
too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and
threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even
wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Please be the change.

Sincerely,
Kelly
Proud California Native
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Cahner Olson <cahner.olson@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:05 AM

Hi, 

My name is Cahner Olson and I am a resident of San Francisco, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Thanks, 
Cahner Olson 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
3 messages

From: 'Lisa Stach' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:00 AM

Hi,

My name is Lisa Stach and I am a resident of Crystal Lake, IL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Lisa Stach

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Paris Blass' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:03 AM

Hi,My name is Paris Blass. and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Noemi Nunez' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:05 AM
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Hi,My name is Noemi Nunez and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lileigh Thomas <lileigh.thomas@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:04 AM

Hi,My name is Lileigh Thomas and I am a resident of Santa Fe, NM. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
~Lileigh Thomas
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Amber Morgan <amorg028@fiu.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:04 AM

Hi, My name is Amber Morgan and I am a resident of Pembroke Pines, FL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Millzy Vlogs <camerondmills20@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:03 AM

Hi, 

My name is Cameron Mills and I am a resident of Orange, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Cameron Mills

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lauren Lehman <lorlor2004@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:03 AM

Hi,My name is Lauren and I am a resident of Michigan. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Lauren. 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Danielle Ebbert <danikebbert@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:02 AM

Hi, 

My name is Danielle Ebbert and I am a resident of Marina Del Rey, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,

Danielle Ebbert
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sarah McGuinness <smcguinness.740@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:02 AM

Hi, My name is Sarah McGuinness and I am a resident of West Hartford, CT. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Sarah McGuinness
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Rachelle Blaisdell <belifesmuse@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:01 AM

Hi,My name is Rachelle Blaisdell and I am a resident of Oakland CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
Sincerely,Rachelle Blaisdell 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Rachel Gray <rachelgray1024@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:01 AM

Hi,My name is Rachel and I am a resident of Oregon. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.  
Sincerely, 
Rachel Gray 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Olivia Reichenberg <reichenberg.olivia@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:01 AM

Hello, 
My name is Olivia Reichenberg and I am a resident of Brooklyn, New York. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
Sincerely, Olivia Reichenberg 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Fannie Pan <f.pan95@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:01 AM

Hi,

My name is Fannie and I am a resident of New York, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. 

She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. 

What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus
separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for
five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or
feel my right hand.

 Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being
transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started
having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't
even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by
drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. 

After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At
least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered
to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was
coming from. 

When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no
possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire
time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in
Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny
pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head.

 I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let
off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop
responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went
too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to
figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has
been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me
no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. 

So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they
wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely,"
from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one
was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily.
But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A
fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. 

This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. 
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If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories
about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Fannie 

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kelsey Fuchs <kelseynf08@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:00 AM

Hi,

My name is Kelsey Fuchs and I am a resident of Kansas City, MO. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Kelsey Fuchs

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kyle Barwick <kyle.barwick@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:00 AM

Hi,My name is Kyle Barwick and I am a resident of Orlando, Florida. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Kyle Barwick
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Maritza Flores <maritzaflores1@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:00 AM

Hi,My name is Maritza Flores and I am a resident of Pacoima. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,

Maritza Flores
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ross Kofkin <rkofkin@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:00 AM

Hi,

My name is Ross Kofkin and I am a resident of Chicago, IL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Ross

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Eberle Yarborough <EEY_1@cablelynx.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:59 AM

Hi,My name is Eberle Yarborough, and I am a resident of Hot Springs, AR. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,

Eberle Yarborough
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Aline Arsenian' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:56 AM

Hi,My name is Aline Arsenian and I am a resident of Los Angeles, Ca. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Aline Arsenian

via me
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Michelle <mlopez422@live.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:58 AM

Hi,My name is Michelle L. and I am a resident of Redlands, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Michelle. 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Paulina Roman <paulina992@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:58 AM

Hi, my name is Paulina and I am a resident of Dallas, TX. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Paulina

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
4 messages

From: 'Amber Nicole' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:52 AM

Hi,My name is Amber S and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 4

From: 'rehema abdi' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:55 AM

Hi,My name is Rehema Abdi and I am a resident of Burlington, Vermont . I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely, Rehema A 

2 / 4

From: 'Victoria Aldana' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:58 AM

Hi,

My name is Vicky and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. 

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-
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for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the
protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension
increased, we realized we were cornered. There were HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks.
Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their
knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only
unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling
us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that
when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have
painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted
they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing
themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from
the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with
BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had
attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical
attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many
people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said
he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even
though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be
exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the
bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile
& I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY
LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a
girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by
laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. 

Sincerely,
Vicky 

3 / 4

From: 'Sue Enriquez' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:58 AM

Hi,My name is Sue and I am a resident of Fort Worth, Tx. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
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Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Sue
Enriquez 

Sent from my iPhone

4 / 4
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kirti Sohal <kirtisohal@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:58 AM

Hi,My name is kirti sohal and I am a resident of New York. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, 
Kirti 

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jason & Belle Horlacher <jasonandbelle2015@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:58 AM

Hi,My name is Belle and I am a resident of Pikeville, NC. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Belle Horlacher 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Bryce Morgan <bmazy12@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:58 AM

Hi,My name is Bryce Morgan and I am a resident of Rialto, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Bryce Morgan 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Madeline Montes <madi.montes13@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:57 AM

Hi,My name is Madelin Montes De Oca and I am a resident of Rowlett, Texas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Madeline Montes De Oca

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Brandy Factory <bran.factory@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:57 AM

Hi,My name is Brandy Factory and I am a resident of (insert your city/state). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Brandy Factory
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: Dianna Austin <austindianna@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:55 AM

Hi,

My name is Dianna Christensen and I am a resident of Arizona. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, I demand you do so. I am tired of hearing
disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
Sincerely, Dianna Christensen

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Dianna Austin <austindianna@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 9:57 AM

Hi,My name is Dianna Christensen and I am a resident of Arizona. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, I demand you do so. I am tired of hearing
disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
Sincerely, Dianna Christensen

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Tyler Branco <tylerbranco1@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:20 AM

Hi,My name is Tyler Branco and I am a resident of New York, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Tyler Branco

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kayla Hunter <kaylajanehunter@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:19 AM

Hi,
My name is Kayla Hunter and I am a resident of Long Beach. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Kayla Hunter
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Mario Car <mariocar93@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:18 AM

Hi,My name is Mario Carrillo and I am a resident of San Diego California . I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Mario
Carrillo.
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Karina' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:18 AM

Hi,My name is Karina and I am a resident of Fontana, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, 

Karina
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
5 messages

From: 'Carli Castellano' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:07 AM

Hi,

My name is Carli Castellano and I am a resident of Verona, NJ. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Carli Castellano
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From: 'Megan Sally Sayther' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:12 AM

Hi,My name is Megan Sally Sayther. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you
should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for
the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story
shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on
her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully
protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed
the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of
cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and
tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood
& hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Megan Sally Sayther 

2 / 5

From: 'alexandra nathan' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:14 AM

Hi, My name is Alex Nathan and I am a resident of New York City. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
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her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Alex Nathan

Sent from my iPhone

3 / 5

From: 'Milan Eatmon' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:16 AM

Good morning, 

My name is Milan Eatmon and I am a resident of Carson, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
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were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 

Milan Eatmon

4 / 5

From: 'Mackenzie McZeal' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:18 AM

Hi,

My name is Mackenzie and I am a resident in LA County. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks.” 

If you can read this, and not be utterly horrified and moved to act, then you are not fit to lead. What if this happened to your
daughter? LAPD has historically been on the wrong side of history, and continues to prove itself to be one of the most violent,
horrific police forces this country has ever seen. We deserve better. 

Do something about it. 

5 / 5
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Scarlett Gray <a.gray.scarlett@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:18 AM

Hi,My name is Scarlett Gray and I am a resident of San Francisco. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
Sincerely,Scarlett Gray

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Melissa Mendoza <mendozamelimel@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:18 AM

Hi,My name is Melissa and I am a resident of Santa Ana, California . I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Melissa 

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Elizabeth Goran <elizabethgoran97@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:18 AM

Hi, My name is Elizabeth and I am a resident of Tarzana. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Elizabeth Goran
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kavi Farr <ktf.oregon@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:18 AM

Hi,My name is Kavi Farr and I am a resident of Lexington, MA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Kavi
Farr
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jocelyn Monroy-Saavedra <monroysjocelyn@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:18 AM

Hi,My name is Jocelyn Monroy-Saavedra and I am a resident of Culver City, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,

Jocelyn Monroy-Saavedra
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Bridget Reddick <bridgetreddick@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:17 AM

Hi,My name is (Bridget ) and I am a resident of (Nova Scotia ). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sarah Reindl <powerpumpsdance@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:13 AM

Hi,My name is Julia Reindl and I am a resident of Vienna, Austria. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Julia
Reindl

Von meinem iPhone gesendet
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Katie Connor <katielynnconnor94@gmail.com>
To: Mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:13 AM

Hello,

My name is Catherine and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too.

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. 

Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied
and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery
parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my
arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda
rights. 

When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in
the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a
homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer
came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music
was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes
they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where
we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. 

When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was
ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point
my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were
finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the
cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it
went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her
to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has
been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me
no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So
they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they
wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely,"
from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one
was kidnapped that night. 

By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste
of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others
and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
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please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Catherine Connor 

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Marisela Chavez <mari6278@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:13 AM

Hi,
My name is Marisela Chávez. I was born and raised in Los Angeles and still reside in the city. I recently became aware of
Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Marisela Chávez 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <jesse.lopez97754@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:11 AM

Hi,My name is Jesse Lopez  and I am a resident of Bend Oregon . I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Jesse

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Chidi Onwuegbu <conwuegbu@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:11 AM

Hi,

My name is Chidinma Ortiz and I am a resident of California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. 

The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA.
When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from
6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and
national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. 

“What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus
separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for
five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or
feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. 

“We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no
idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves.
We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street)
began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING
HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we
begged for them to turn it off. 

“After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At
least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered
to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was
coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had
no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the
entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. 

“When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was
ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point
my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were
finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the
cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it
went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her
to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. 

“My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. 

“So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they
wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely,"
from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one
was kidnapped that night. 

“By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a
taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling
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others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. 

If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories
about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Chidinma Ortiz

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sarah Dymond <sarahdymond1@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:09 AM

Hi, My name is Sarah and I am a resident of Seattle, WA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too.

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,

Sarah Dymond
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Luiza Coelho <mlvcds@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:08 AM

Hi, 

My name is Luiza Coelho and I am a resident of Pasadena, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Luiza Velozo Coelho

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jessica Robinson <jessica.l.rob@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:08 AM

Hi,My name is Jessica Horton and I am a resident of League City, TX. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Jessica Horton

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lizdey Garcia Chavez <lizdeygarciach@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:08 AM

Hi,My name is Lizdey Garcia and I am a resident of Pinole, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Lizdey Garcia 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Catherine Monteleone <catherinemont99@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:07 AM

Hi,

You may be receiving any emails like this. But this is a vile and horrible experience from someone that you need to read and
be aware of. This needs to stop. Read so you can make the positive changes in your community and ACT. My name is
Catherine Monteleone and I am a resident of Austin, Texas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. 

We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to
a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. 

We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street)
began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING
HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we
begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for
those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. 

There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I
stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun
and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than
my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). 

We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is
mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY
TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. 

My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. 

By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste
of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others
and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
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please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Catherine Monteleone

—
Catherine Monteleone
The University of Texas at Austin | May 2021
McCombs School of Business | Marketing
Undergraduate Business Council | Traditions Chair
(832) 398-0475
catherinemont99@gmail.com
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Julia D <jdippel529@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:07 AM

Hi,

My name is Julia Dippel and I am a resident of Plainview, New York. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Julia Dippel
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Carissa Chavez <carissa1996@live.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:07 AM

Hello, 

My name is Carissa Chavez, and I am a resident of Redondo Beach, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police, a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Carissa Chavez
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Emma Hadley <emmahadley8@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:06 AM

Hi,My name is Emma Hadley and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Emma Hadley
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Susie Manucharyan <susannemanucharyan@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:05 AM

Hi, My name is Susie Manucharyan and I am a resident of Fresno, CA and former resident of LA County. I recently became
aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the
University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while
peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical
abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word
testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest,
as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased,
we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks.
Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their
knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only
unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling
us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that
when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have
painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted
they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing
themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from
the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with
BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had
attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical
attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many
people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said
he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even
though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be
exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the
bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile
& I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY
LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a
girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by
laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can
get you in contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Susie

--
Susie Manucharyan, MPH

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Caitlin Kutnick <catxbubbles@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:05 AM

Hi, 

My name is Caitlin and I am a resident of Phoenix, AZ. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Caitlin Kutnick

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sol Crespo <sol_nyc@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:05 AM

My name is Sol Crespo and I am a resident of The Bronx, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. 

This is her word-for-word testimony: 
“I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable.” 

This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a
position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a
group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Sol M Crespo
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kim Secoquian <k.secoquian@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:04 AM

Hi,

My name is Kim S. and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. 

The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading:

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 
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Sincerely,
Kim S.
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <kate.vilkin@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:04 AM

Hello Mayor Garcetti,

My name is Kate Vilkin and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. 

The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA.
When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from
6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and
national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. 

Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off.

 After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At
least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered
to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was
coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had
no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the
entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in
Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny
pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. 

By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste
of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others
and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring
this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions
taken by the police. 

Since you, my mayor, are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing
disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 
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Be the change. It’s well past due.

 Sincerely,
Kate
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Rylee McDermott <ryleemcd32@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:04 AM

Hi, My name is Rylee McDermott and I am a resident of Holy Cross, IA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Rylee
McDermott

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lauren Dickey <lauren.mk.dickey@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:03 AM

Hi,My name is Lauren Dickey  and I am a resident of Nashville, Tennessee. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Lauren Dickey
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Emily Müller <emkmuller@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:03 AM

Hello,

My name is Emily Müller and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints
against, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. You are in a position to make a change and fix this broken
system. Please do so. I am beyond sick of hearing disturbing stories about the police, a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Emily Müller 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Cami Cochran <cami.cochran1@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:03 AM

Hi,My name is Cami Cochran and I am a resident of Grand Forks, ND. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. 

p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks. "Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just
one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to
make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that
is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Cami
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Alina <alina.mb2004@yandex.ru>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:03 AM

Hi,My name is Alina. 
I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-
for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the
protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension
increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for
blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on
their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not
only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without
telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight
that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still
have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even
pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was
ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of
her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get
medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were
too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and
threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even
wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Alina.
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Melea Kanzler <meleakanzler@gmail.com>
To: mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org, mayor.garcetti@lacity.org, ethics.commission@lacity.org, HRCinfo@lacity.org,
caroline.toren@lacity.org, CityClerk@lacity.org, EmpowerLA@lacity.org, ontact.lapdonline@gmail.com,
communityrelationsoig@lacity.org, info@lappl.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:02 AM

Hi,

My name is Melea Kanzler and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too.

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles
for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading.

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now
passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased,
we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us
off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone
was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were
cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have
painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported,
the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a
homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic
attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING
HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus
had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if
we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming
from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I
got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out
what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is
mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN
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GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped
out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded
by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer
said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand
open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark,
still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could
borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but
I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they
abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't
worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a
stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did
we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a
taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A
fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing
face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of
complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is
supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,

Melea Kanzler
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <michelle.glathe@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:02 AM

Hi,My name is Michelle Glathe and I am a resident of San Francisco, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Michelle Glathe 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lisa Yoo <lisagiayoo@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:02 AM

Hi,

My name is Lisa Yoo and I am a resident of Glendale, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. If you have been paying attention in the slightest to what your constituents have been
SCREAMING, then you have a duty and obligation to do everything in your power to do diligence and rectify the situation.

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading:

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the LAPD. You are in a
position to make a change and fix this broken system so I demand you do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Lisa Yoo
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Torie Adamonis <torrance4369@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:02 AM

Hi,My name is Torie A. and I am a resident of Portland, Oregon. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Torie A. 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Marie Garliepp' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:57 AM

Hi,My name is Marie Garliepp and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
     Marie Garliepp
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Hi,My name is Michelle Ngirbabul, and I am a resident of Boston, MA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Michelle
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Morgan Collins <morashley0205@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:00 AM

Hi, my name is Morgan Collins and I am a resident of California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Morgan Collins 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <tedimercer14@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:00 AM

Hi,My name is Tedi Mercer, and I am a resident of Riverside, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 
Tedi Mercer
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sarah Zakhour <sarah.zakhour@ocom.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:00 AM

Hi,My name is Sarah Zakhour and I am a resident of Portland, Oregon. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. 

Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal
actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. 

I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Sarah Zakhour
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Maggie Cronen <maggie.cronen@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:59 AM

Hi,My name is Maggie Cronenand I am a resident of Anchorage, Alaska. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Maggie

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Chenelle Young - KINRGY <cy@kinrgy.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:59 AM

Hi,My name is Chenelle Young and I am a resident of Toluca Lake, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Chenelle Monique Young
Dancer | Choreographer 
Go 2 Talent Los Angeles
Health & Wellness Educator
ACSM | Rise Nation | KINRGY
_________________________________
C: 1-801-201-8656
All Socials: @ChenelleMonique
Chenelle.Monique@live.com
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www.chenellemonique.com
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kate Smith <kate.smith7169@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:59 AM

Hi. My name is Kate and I am a resident of Vancouver, BC. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Kate
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'diane leyes' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:57 AM

Hi,My name is Diane Leyes Chong and I am a resident of Monterey Park, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Diane
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: caitlin lamb <caitlinlamb16@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:59 AM

Hi,My name is Caitlin Lamb and I am a resident of Portland, Oregon. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Caitlin Lamb

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jamie Nicholls <jamienicholls456@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:59 AM

Hi,My name is Jamie Nicholls and I am a resident of the Isle of Wight. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Jamie
Nicholls 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: grace alberts <gracealberts2003@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:58 AM

Hi,

My name is Grace Alberts and I am a resident of Nova Scotia, Canada. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Grace Alberts
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: nani suarez <nani33a@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:57 AM

Hi,My name is Amairani Suárez and I am a resident of Lynwood, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jimmy Miner <jimmy.miner@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:57 AM

Hi,My name is James Miner and I am a resident of Anchorage, Alaska. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jen Hubbard <jen.hubbard@concord.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:56 AM

Hi,

My name is Jen Hubbard and I am a resident of Hermitage, TN. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Jennifer Hubbard

JEN HUBBARD (DUKE) | Creative Director, Publishing
[o] 629.401.3951 [c] 309.202.4439
1201 Demonbreun St, Suite 600, Nashville, TN 37203
New York | London | Los Angeles | Berlin | Nashville | Miami | 🧍
www.concord.com

tel:629.401.3951
tel:309.202.4439
http://www.concord.com/
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ekeobong Utibe <eutibe@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:56 AM

Hi,My name is Ekeobong Utibe and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Best,

Ekeobong 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Genevieve Mccarthy' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:55 AM

Hi, 

My name is Genevieve McCarthy and I am a resident of Boston, MA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Genevieve McCarthy

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Alex Dicus' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:55 AM

Hi,My name is Alex Dicus and I am a resident of Huntington Beach, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Alex
Dicus

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jocelyne Wen <jocelynewatts@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:55 AM

Hello Mayor Garcetti,

My name is Jocelyne and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. 

Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. 

The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA.
When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from
6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and
national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood
& hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. 

By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste
of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others
and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring
this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions
taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing
disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 

Jocelyne Watts Aust
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Katharyn Liu <katharyn.liu@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:55 AM

Hi, My name is Katharyn Liu, and I am a resident of (insert your city/state). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Katharyn

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sarah Garcia <sarah.garciaa@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:55 AM

Hi,My name is Sarah Garcia and I am a resident of San Francisco, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Sarah

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Mary Gonzalez' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:55 AM

Hi,My name is Maria Gonzalez and I am a resident of Orange County, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,

Maria Gonzalez

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Dylan Walker <dylanwalkerr7@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:55 AM

Hi, 

My name is Dylan and I am a resident of Gallipolis, Ohio. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Dylan Walker 

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Marilynn campos <marilynncampos@outlook.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:55 AM

Hi,My name is Marilynn C. and I am a resident of Orange County, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Marilynn C.
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kaiya McMurdo <kaiyamcmurdo@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:54 AM

Hi,My name is Kaiya McMurdo and I am a resident of Santa Cruz, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Kaiya McMurdo
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: adri carrillo <adri.car20@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:53 AM

Hi,My name is Adriana and I am a resident of California San Diego. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Adriana 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Tasha T <tasha.toliver@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:52 AM

Hi,

My name is Latasha Toliver and I am a resident of Long Beach, California.

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-
for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. 

Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Latasha Toliver 
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Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Maria Artavia' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:49 AM

Hi,My name is Maria Artavia and I am a resident of Paterson, NJ. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 

Maria Artavia 
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From: 'Matthew D'Alessandro' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:52 AM

Hi,My name is Kasandra Joyner and I am a resident of Andover, NJ. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Kasandra Joyner

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kristi DeShane <kristi.deshane@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:52 AM

Hi,My name is Kristi Deshane and I am a resident of Escondido CA. 
I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too.

 Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in
DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew
from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and
national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood
& hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Kristi Deshane
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Austin Miner <austinminer93@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:52 AM

Hi,My name is Austin Miner and I am a resident of Farmington, MO. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. 

Sincerely,
Austin Miner
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: brenda oropeza <boropeza1@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:52 AM

Hi,My name is Brenda Oropeza and I am a resident of Phoenix, AZ. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Brenda
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: James Chong <chong.james@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:51 AM

Hi,My name is James Chong and I am a resident of Monterey Park, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
James Chong

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Zarah Miaral <miaralzarah@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:51 AM

Hi,My name is Zarah Miaral and I am a resident of Arlington, VA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Zarah Miaral
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Crystal Tsang <crystal13097@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:50 AM

Mayor Garcetti,

My name is Crystal Tsang, and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. The abuse
of power from the LAPD demonstrates infringement upon her 1st amendment rights, violation of Miranda rights, and is simply
in humane. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please
continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Crystal Tsang
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Carly Breit <carlybreit@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:50 AM

Hi,

My name is Carly and I am a resident of New York City. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way.

Imagine if this happened to your daughter because she simply used her right to free speech before the curfew was changed
without warning. DO SOMETHING. PLEASE. 

Sincerely, 
Carly Breit 
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Atrocities of the LAPD
1 message

From: Rose Parham <erparham@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:50 AM

Hi,
My name is Rose Parham, and I am a resident of Three Rivers, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Rose Parham
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Morgan Fredricks <morganfredricks@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:50 AM

Hi,

My name is Morgan Fredricks and I am a resident of Santa Barbara, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Morgan Fredricks
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Monica Felix <monicainezfelix@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:50 AM

Hello Mayor, 
My name is Monica Felix and I am a resident of Los Angeles CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Monica Felix

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: heidesha <heidesha@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:49 AM

Hi, my name is Heidi and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. You are receiving this email because you are in a position to make a
change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is
supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Heidi M. Muller

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
3 messages

From: 'Dahlia Yablon' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:47 AM

Hi, My name is Dahlia and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Dahlia

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 3

From: 'DEON HOANG' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:48 AM

Hi,My name is Britney and I am a resident of San Jose, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Britney 

2 / 3

From: 'chelsea green' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:49 AM

Hi,My name is Chelsea and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
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jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Chelsea Green

3 / 3
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Vincent Chang <chang.v@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:48 AM

Hi,My name is Los Angeles and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Vincent Chang

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sarah Soss <sarahsoss800@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:48 AM

Hi,My name is Sarah and I am a resident of Petaluma, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Sarah Soss 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Emily Gentles <emily.b.gentles@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:48 AM

Hi,My name is Emily Gentles and I am a resident of Durham, NC. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Emily Gentles
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Zandra Ruiz <zandra.ruiz@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:47 AM

Hi,My name is Zandra Ruiz and I am a resident of Denver, CO. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,

Zandra Ruiz
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Andrea Morales <Andrea.Morales.Moreno@outlook.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:47 AM

Hi,My name is Andrea and I am a resident of Virginia recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely Andrea

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ariela Garcia <ari_garcia42@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:47 AM

Hi,My name is Ari and I am a resident of San Diego, Ca. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Do the right thing. You have to be better. We have to be better. 
Sincerely,
Ari 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Tomas I. Vega Galarza <tomasivegagalarza@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:46 AM

Hi,My name is Tom Vega and I am a former resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely, 
Tom Vega 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Amanda Dunn <amanda.smith.mms@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:46 AM

Hi,

My name is Amanda Smith and I am a resident of Atlanta, GA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely, Amanda Smith 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: sara ross <saraaross@cox.net>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:44 AM

Hi,My name is Sara Ross and I am a resident of Las Vegas, NV. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Sara Ross
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Elizabeth O'Neill (eloneill)' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:44 AM

Hi,My name is Elizabeth O’Neill and I am a resident of San Francisco. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Elizabeth O’Neill 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Nikki Cheney <xnikki.cheney@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:44 AM

Hi,My name is Nicole Cheney and I am a resident of Salt Lake City Utah. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 
Nicole Cheney
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Angelica Portillo <angelicadiaz.xtyo@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:42 AM

Hi,My name is (Angelica Portillo) and I am a resident of (Beaumont,CA). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Angelica Portillo 
Mayne Choice Realty, Inc. 
DRE#02059919
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kaitlyn Regan <kaitlyn.m.regan@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:42 AM

Hi,My name is Kaitlyn Regan and I am a resident of San Fransisco. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Kaitlyn M. Regan, MBA, RDN
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ashley Lopilato <lopilatoashley@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:41 AM

Hi,My name is Ashley, and I am a resident of Oceanside, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,

Ashley W.
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
4 messages

From: 'Leticia Hernandez' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:38 AM

Hi,My name is Letty Hernandez and I am a resident of San Diego, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Letty Hernandez

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Younes Mahmoudieh' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:39 AM

Hi,My name is Younes Mahmoudieh and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. Sincerely,

Younes Mahmoudieh

2 / 4

From: 'Jakkia Adam' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:41 AM

Hi,My name is (insert your name) and I am a resident of (insert your city/state). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
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LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone

3 / 4

From: 'Kassandra Leza' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:41 AM

Hi,My name is Kassandra Leza and I am a resident of Austin, Texas . I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
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even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
Sincerely,Kassandra Leza 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Meera Garg <meeragarg00@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:41 AM

Hi,

My name is Meera Garg and I am a resident of Wilmington, Delaware. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Meera Garg
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jennifer Kim <kim673@usc.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:40 AM

Hi, My name is Jennifer Kim and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Jennifer Kim
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Beata Aniszewski <beata.aniszewski@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:39 AM

Hi,

My name is Beata Aniszewski and I am a resident of Valley Village, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Beata Aniszewski 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Pauline Santry <pauline.j.santry@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:39 AM

Hi,My name is Pauline Santry and I am a resident of Boston, Massachusetts. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Pauline
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Brawner Raymond <brawnera@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:39 AM

Hi,

My name is Brawner Raymond and I am a resident of New York, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Brawner Raymond
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Anna Connell <annaconnell529@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:39 AM

Hi,

My name is Anna, and I am a resident of Monroe, Louisiana. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Anna
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: owen summers <owensummers24@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:39 AM

Hi,My name is Owen Summers and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Owen

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kathryn Reddell <kathryndreddell@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:37 AM

Hi,My name is Kathryn Reddell and I am a resident of Santa Cruz, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Kathryn Reddell

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
5 messages

From: 'Brittany Love' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:33 AM

Hi,My name is Brittany and I am a resident of San Diego. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely, Brittany

Sent from my iPhone. Please forgive any spelling errors.

1 / 5

From: 'R Conrad' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:35 AM

Hi,My name is Rashard Conrad and I am a resident of Winaton-Salem, NC. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading.

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,

Rashard Conrad. A concerned and outraged American 

Sent from my iPhone

2 / 5

From: 'Simonne Mitchelson' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:36 AM
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Hi,My name is Simonne  and I am a resident of AG,CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone

3 / 5

From: 'Simonne Mitchelson' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:37 AM

Hi,My name is Simonne and I am a resident of AG,CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
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HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Simonne

Sent from my iPhone

4 / 5

From: 'Raina Wong' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 10:37 AM

Hi,My name is Raina Wong and I am a resident of Honolulu, Hawaii. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
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panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Raina
Wong

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Taylor Mitchell' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:33 PM

Hi,My name is Taylor and I am a resident of Annapolis, MD. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks.”

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely, Taylor M

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Joan Cajica' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:37 PM

Hi,My name is Joan and I am a resident of (Jacksonville FL). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
(JOAN)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: ALP09 <alyann09@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:36 PM

Hi,My name is Ashton Pettyjohn and I am a resident of Gatewood Missouri. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Ashton Pettyjohn 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Erica Bland <ericadbland@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:36 PM

Hi,

My name is Erica Bland  and I am a resident of Berkeley California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 
Erica Bland
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ivette Alvarez <ivettesed514@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:35 PM

Hi,My name is Ivette Alvarez and I am a resident of Van Nuys, Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. Will you be complicit in crime? 

Sincerely,
Ivette Alvarez
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Anthony Hagen <anthonychagen@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:35 PM

Hi,My name is Anthony hagen and I am a resident of Los Angeles California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Anthony Hagen 

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
4 messages

From: 'Monique Mariscal' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:21 PM

Hi,My name is Monique and I am a resident of San Diego, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Monique M.

1 / 4

From: 'Valarie Pardo' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:24 PM

Hi,My name is (Valarie Atwood ) and I am a resident of (Los Angeles CA). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
(Valarie Atwood )

Sent from my iPhone

2 / 4

From: 'Precious Valencia' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:30 PM

Hi,My name is Precious and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
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reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people, especially YOUR PEOPLE, safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. Do what a mayor does for his people. 

Sincerely,
Precious Valencia

3 / 4

From: 'Erika Lomboy' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:30 PM

Hi,
My name is Erika L and I am a resident of Toronto, Canads. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
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even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Erika L

Sent from my iPhone

4 / 4
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POLICE MISCONDUCT
1 message

From: Selah Green <selahgg123@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org, mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org, ethics.commission@lacity.org, HRCinfo@lacity.org,
caroline.toren@lacity.org, CityClerk@lacity.org, EmpowerLA@lacity.org, contact.lapdonline@gmail.com,
communityrelationsoig@lacity.org, info@lappl.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:29 PM

To Whom this may concern,

My name is Selah Green and I am a resident of Long beach, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's 
story with the LAPD and I think you should too.
Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles 
for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA Monday night. 
Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse taken by the LAPD. She posted her 
detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her exact words to describe her horrific experience. 
Please continue reading.

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now 

passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, 

we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us 

off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone 

was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was 

arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and 

put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a 

cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were 

cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have 

painful bruises. We were never red our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, 

the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People 

started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a 

homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic 

attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING 

HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus 

had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if 

we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long 

we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for 

us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming 

from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still 

cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact 
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although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I 

got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out 

what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is 

mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN 

GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped 

out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded 

by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer 

said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand 

open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, 

still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could 

borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but 

I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they 

abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't 

worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, 

"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a 

stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did 

we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a 

taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A 

fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing 

face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one of the thousands of 

complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and 

fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is 

supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,

Selah Green

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Victoria Morisato <vmorisato1@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:21 PM

Hi,My name is Victoria  and I am a resident of Mckinney, Texas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely, 

Victoria 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Taylor <Taylormeyers@comcast.net>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:21 PM

Hi,My name is Taylor and I am a resident of Brooklyn NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Taylor Meyers
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Bailey Brand <baileybrand.bb@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:17 PM

Hi,My name is Bailey Brand and I am a resident of Georgia. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Bailey B

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Amanda Hall <hall.ama.d@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:15 PM

Hi,My name is Amanda and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 

Amanda 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Amanda Holm' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:15 PM

Hi,My name is Amanda Gish and I am a resident of Valencia CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Amanda Gish 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Angie Moran <moranangie96@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:12 PM

Hi,My name is Angie and I am a resident of New York. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Angie
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jasmine Nevarez <jasmineenevarez@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:11 PM

Hi,My name is jasmine nevarez and I am a resident of Long Beach ca. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Jasmine nevarez 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Abraham Arriaga <aa3829@columbia.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:07 PM

Hello, 

My name is Abraham Arriaga and I am a resident of New York City. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. 

Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ 
how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As
we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to
ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they
checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions
removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from
home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask
which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS
READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it
tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point
where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only
managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the
dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks”. 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Abraham Arriaga
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Ola Sodipo' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:05 PM

Hi,My name is Olawunmi Sodipo and I am a resident of South Windsor, CT. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Olawunmi Sodipo 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Nicole Falk <nfalk@usc.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:00 PM

To Whom It May Concern: 

My name is Nicole Falk and I am a resident of Pacific Palisades, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years.
She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and
emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her
word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading… 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at
4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men
and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus
separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours.
My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand.
Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing
themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street)
began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At
least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the
officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood
up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they
checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We
received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out
what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just
point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were
finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop
responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far.
They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to
remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this
point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into
an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be
sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a
stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of
brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the
LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks.”

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I
am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police––a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the
change. 

Sincerely, 
Nicole Falk
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kat Rhee <katharine.rhee@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:59 PM

Hi,My name is Katharine and I am a resident of Los Angeles ca. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Meghan Goins <meghang524@live.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:57 PM

Hi,My name is Meghan Goins and I am a resident of Kentucky. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely, Meghan Goins
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kaitlyn Holmes <keholmes92@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:57 PM

Hi,My name is Kaitlyn Holmes and I am a resident of Visalia, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Kaitlyn Holmes 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Anika Sharma <anikasha@buffalo.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:57 PM

Hi,My name is Anika Sharma and I am a resident of New York. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Anika Sharma 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Caroline Quamme <caroline.quamme@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:54 PM

Hi,My name is Caroline Quamme and I am a resident of NYC. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Caroline

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Andi Salaiz <andreamsalaiz@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:53 PM

Hi,My name is Andrea Salaiz and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way.
Sincerely, 
Andrea Salaiz
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Catherine Constantino <cathcons2021@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:53 PM

Hi,My name is Catherine C. and I am a resident of Dublin, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely, Catherine C
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Stephanie Shipman <sshipman76@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:53 PM

Hi,
My name is Stephanie Shipman and I am a resident of Beverly Hills, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Stephanie Shipman

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Noah Mikell <noahmikell96@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:52 PM

Hi,My name is Noah and I am a former resident of Los Angeles, currently living in Oregon. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change.

 Sincerely,

Noah Mikell
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sonni Rose <sonnishine123@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:47 PM

Hi,My name is Sonni Rose and I am a resident of San Marcos, Tx. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Doris Cortez' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:46 PM

Hi,My name is Doris Cortez and I am a resident of Sacramento, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Doris
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From: 'Carla Muralles' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:47 PM
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Hi,My name is Carla Roman-Muralles and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change.

 Sincerely,
Carla Roman-Muralles
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Mara Levin <maralevin@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org, Councilmember.Lee@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:47 PM

Hello Mayor Garcetti,

My name is Mara Maxfield and I am a resident of Granada Hills, CA.
Council member John lee, I have you on CC: as I will be following up
with you separately to demand action on your part as well, for our
local community and for the larger part of LA as well.

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and it is just one example of misconduct, misdirection, lack of
leadership within the LAPD. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the
University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles
for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD.
She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below
is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried
to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased,
we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and
national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was
peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not
only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put
in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we
were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were
cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my
right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported,
the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off,
leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks,
even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a
homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the
street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to
"help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL
& ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more
girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off.
After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1.
Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know
where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many
people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us.
As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't
see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than
my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time
with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got
off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from
home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm
still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were
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finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop
responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the
point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too
far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed
to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to
remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this
point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to
call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but
I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a
safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an
unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they
wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off
with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from
someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger
who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that
night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect.
No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power.
This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

THIS IS UNACCEPTABLE. If you claim these arrests were because they
were out after curfew then it is still unjust because YOU changed the
time for the end fo the curfew without enough time for people to get
off the streets in the first place.  SHAME ON YOU. SHAME ON YOU for
letting this happen under your watch.

This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings,
and illegal actions taken by the police.

We are standing with our Black community demanding justice for George
Floyd, Breonna Taylor and SO MANY MORE who have been murdered by the
police.  Yet it continues on ALL levels.

YOU are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s
way. We the people should feel protected by the police.  Not afraid of
them.  Explain that to my young children.

Additionally and CRITICAL to the proper reform and justice for this system:
We need to ban choke holds and strangleholds.
We need to require de-escalation.
We must require warning before shooting.
And exhaust all alternatives before shooting.
And we must require all force be reported.

MAKE THE CHANGE.  NOW.  YOUR PEOPLE AND HUMANITY REQUIRE AND DEMAND IT.

Sincerely,
Mara Maxfield

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
4 messages

From: 'justine louie' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:27 PM

Hi,My name is Justine Louie and I am a resident of Stockton, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Justine Louie 

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 4

From: 'Tamia Johnson' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:33 PM

Hi,

My name is Tamia Johnson and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely, Tamia Johnson

2 / 4

From: 'Jazzie Martin-Brindle' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:33 PM

Hi,My name is Jazzmin brindle and I am a resident of Albufeira, portugal. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
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reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Jazzmin.

-Sent from my iPhone.

3 / 4

From: 'Desiree Caldera' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:46 PM

Hi, my name is Desireé Caldera and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
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Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Desireé Caldera 

Sent from my iPhone

4 / 4
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Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Aimee Schorsack' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:45 PM

Hi,My name is Aimee schorsack and I am a resident of Huntington Beach, California. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. Sincerely, Aimee schorsack 

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Paige Nelson <nelsonpkn@gmail.com>
To: mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:39 PM

Hi,
My name is Paige Nelson and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. You owe
her that much. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to ‘help’ by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, ‘hope you find a way home safely’, from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

I am calling on all of you to make the change. We cannot live under this scrutiny by LAPD anymore. DEFUND THE POLICE.
REALLOCATE FUNDS TO SERVICES IN  THE COMMUNITY. POLICE REFORM NOW!! I wish I could say this was the only
horrible story I have heard about LAPD but it is one of many. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group
that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. DO SOMETHING. We are all begging you. 

Sincerely,
Paige Nelson

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Tara Kuiper <tekuiper@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:36 PM

Hi,My name is Tara Ney and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Tara. 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Denise Lambertson <deniselambertson@gmail.com>
To: mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:33 PM

Hello,

My name is Denise Lambertson and I am a resident of Greensboro, NC. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading.

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. You are in a
position to make a change and fix this broken system. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is
supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Denise lambertson
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Pam Nicolaï <pamnicolai@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:30 PM

Hi,
My name is Pam Nicolai and I am a resident of San Francisco. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 
Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Pam Nicolai

Get Outlook for Android
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Alexandria Chavez <calex65444@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:29 PM

Hi,My name is Alexandria chavez and I am a resident of riverside CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
ALEXANDRIA CHAVEZ
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Bejarano Diana <diana.bejarano84@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:28 PM

Hi,My name is Diana Bejarano and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Diana Bejarano
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Josephine Duran' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:27 PM

Hi,My name is Josephine Duran and I am a resident of San Clemente, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Josephine Duran
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Josephine Duran' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:26 PM

Hi,My name is Josephine Duran and I am a resident of San Clemente, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Josephine Duran
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Hannah O’keefe <hannahcokeefe@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:26 PM

Hi,
My name is Hannah O’Keefe  and I am a resident of Glendale, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 
Hannah O’Keefe
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Randie Ramirez' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:23 PM

Hi,My name is Randie Ramirez and I am a resident of Whittier, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,

Randie Ramirez 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Maria Cano' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:20 PM

Hi,My name is Maria and I am a resident of Compton, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Maria Cano
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Zach Sayers <zsayers123@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:21 PM

Hi,

My name is Ash Sayers and I am a resident of (i
Chicago, IL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla
is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She
was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action
and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story
below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Ash Sayers
They/them/theirs
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <danhcats@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:21 PM

Hi,

My name is Catherine Danh and I am a resident of Bloomington, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 

1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 
2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. 

There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I
stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun
and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than
my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed). We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? 

When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and
phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call
someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully
find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones
dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope
you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. 

I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did
we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery.
The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing
power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
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Catherine Danh
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: amber paxton <grafittidust@msn.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:21 PM

Hi,My name is Amber and I am a resident of Irvine, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Amber Nicole
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lilah Spencer <lilahspencer100@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:20 PM

Hi,My name is Lilah Spencer and I am a resident of Sparta, New Jersey. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Kassandra Persek' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:17 PM

Hi,My name is Kassandra Persek and I am a resident of Anaheim, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Kassandra Persek
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:19 PM

Hi,My name is Haley Hoffman, and I am a resident of New York, NY.

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD, one she and many other peaceful protesters endured.
and I think you should too. 

I will he loudly standing up against the civil and human rights violations by the NYPD as well. As someone with family and
friends in LA and a human being, I must intensely urge you to engage with this and other accounts of police brutality and the
trampling off rights in service of fearmongering. These is unacceptable, and is evidence of the culture of rights violation,
violence, and lack of accountability embedded in and rotting our police forces.

Her story is below, and it is clearly not an isolated incident. I insist that you bring every power down to investigate and crush
this unconstitutional and unconscionable pattern of behavior. And to provide restitution for the traumatized, and those who
came before them.

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in
DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew
from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and
national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood
& hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Haley Hoffman
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lauren Ward <laurenward401@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:18 PM

Hi,
My name is Lauren and I am a resident of Vista, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Lauren Ward

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
8 messages

From: 'Jane' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:28 AM

Hi,My name is Jane Inyang and I am a resident of Fort Washington, MD. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
 Sincerely,
Jane Inyang 

1 / 8

From: 'Alcina Rosas' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:29 AM
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Hi, 

My name is Alcina Rosas and I am a resident of Milpitas, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Alcina Rosas
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From: 'shannon rodriguez' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:36 AM
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Hi,My name is Shannon Rodriguez and I am a resident of Los Angeles County. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Shannon Rodriguez

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Mariel Pica' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:41 AM

Hi,My name is Mariel Pica and I am a resident of Brooklyn New York. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
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arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Aïka Héraud' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:45 AM

Hi, 
My name is Aïka Héraud and I am from Canada. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I
think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
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compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Aïka Héraud 
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From: 'Jade Rowe' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:50 AM

Hi,My name is Jade Rowe and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
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Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Jade Rowe

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Lori Tamzarian' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:52 AM

Hi,My name is Lori Tamzarian and I am a resident of Pasadena/California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
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volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Lori
Tamzarian.

Sent from my iPhone

7 / 8

From: 'George Shenusay' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:16 PM

Hi,My name is George and I am a resident of California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st, a protest many of my friends where at. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical
abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word
testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest,
as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased,
we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks.
Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their
knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only
unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling
us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that
when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have
painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted
they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing
themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from
the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with
BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had
attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical
attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many
people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said
he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even
though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be
exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the
bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile
& I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY
LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a
girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by
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laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. Sincerely, George

Sent from my iPhone

8 / 8
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: chris amann <chrisamann13@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:16 PM

Hi,My name is Chris Anann and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Chris
Amann

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Melissa Ahrens-Víquez <mahrensviquez@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:15 PM

Hi,My name is Melissa and I am a resident of San Diego, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Melissa Ahrens

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kelly Kaufman <kellyfranceskaufman@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:14 PM

Hi,My name is Kelly Kaufman and I am a resident of Los Angeles I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Kelly Kaufman 

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Keri Bowie <keri805@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:10 PM

Hi,My name is Keri Bowie and I am a resident of Santa Barbara, Ca. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Keri Bowie 
Assistant Director 
Evergreen Learning Center 
805-685-7725
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Denise v <denisecaballero05@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:09 PM

Hi, My name is Denise Caballero and I am a resident of Whittier/ California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. If you would like
more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in contact with Laura
and can provide additional details. 
 Sincerely,
Denise Caballero
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Community Concern
1 message

From: Huber Roman <huber_roman@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:06 PM

Hi,My name is Huber Roman and I am a resident of Lake Forest Ca. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely Huber
Roman
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Rachel Clousing <rachelclousing@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:07 PM

Hi,My name is Rachel Clousing and I am a resident of Bixby, Oklahoma. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Rachel Clousing
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LAPD putting women in cages and doing multiple cavity searches, not reading
Miranda rights
1 message

From: 'Reagan Wallace' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:03 PM

My name is Reagan Wallace
I am a resident of Canoga Park. 
I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you ABSOLUTELY should too. Laura
Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four
years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. 

The story below her word-for-word testimony. 

Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

This is atrocious beyond words. 
Listening to your zoom meeting hearing someone compare the LAPD to the gestapo, I too rolled my eyes and believed it to
be hyperbole. 

IT WASN’T. 

DEFUND THE POLICE THIS FUCKING MINUTE. 
REMOVE MICHEL MOORE - HE MADE THIS HAPPEN. 
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CONTINUE TO IGNORE US AND YOU’LL HAVE HELL TO PAY. 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jillian Carpenter <jillianjcarpenter@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:01 PM

Hi,My name is Jillian Carpenter and I am a resident of Long Beach, Ca.  I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Jillian Carpenter 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kristin Torrence <kristintorrence@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:00 PM

Hi,My name is Kristin Torrence and I am a resident of Irvine, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Kristin Torrence
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Marina Schipani <marinaschipani@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:00 PM

Hello,

My name is Marina Schipani and I am a resident of Delray Beach, Florida. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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Marina Schipani
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Illegal Abusive Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sophie Scheidlinger <sophiescheid@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:57 AM

Hi,My name is Sophie and I was a resident of Los Angeles for nearly 2 decades. I now live in San Mateo. I recently became
aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the
University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while
peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical
abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word
testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest,
as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased,
we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks.
Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their
knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only
unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling
us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that
when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have
painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted
they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing
themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from
the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with
BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had
attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical
attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many
people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said
he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even
though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be
exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the
bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile
& I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY
LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a
girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by
laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. 
Sincerely, 
Sophie
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Solo Palacios <solo@lumapictures.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:57 AM

Hi,

My name is Solo Palacios and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Solo 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lisa McCaskill <lcmccaskill@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:56 AM

Hi, My name is Lisa McCaskill and I am a resident of Oakland, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at
kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely,
Lisa McCaskill 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Raynee Macgowan <eenyar4@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:55 AM

Hi, My name is Raynee Macgowan and I am a resident of Bend Oregon. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Raynee Macgowan
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Stephanie Stanley <stephaniestanley6113@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:55 AM

Hi,My name is Stephanie Stanley and I am a resident of Columbia, SC. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading:

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets. Four times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed). We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told
me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small
black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. They weren't even wearing face masks!”

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Stephanie Stanley

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jessica Buxbaum <jbuxbaum91@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:54 AM

Hi,My name is Jessica and I am a resident of California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Jessica  
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ariel Hernandez <ariel.marie.hernandez@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:54 AM

Hi,My name is Ariel and I am a resident of Brooklyn, New York. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Ariel Hernandez
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Thomas Vorsteg <thomasvorsteg@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:52 AM

Hi, 

My name is Thomas Vorsteg and I am a resident of The Bronx. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Thomas 

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Emily Healy <emilyhealy99@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:52 AM

Hi, 

My name is Emily Healy and I am a resident of the Bronx, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 

Emily Healy

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Crystal Haro <sbvg94@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:51 AM

Hi,

My name is Crystal Haro and I am a resident Sylmar, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

  Crystal Sanchez
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Vanessa Kovacs <vgkovacs@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Fri, Jun 5, 2020 at 11:00 PM

Hi,

My name is Vanessa and I am a resident of Burbank. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter your name)
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Alexander DeJardine <alexanderdejardine@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:48 AM

Hi,My name is Alexander De Jardine and I am a resident of Ontario, Canada. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Alexander De Jardine
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URGENT: LAPD’s BRUTAL TREATMENT OF PEACEFUL PROTESTERS
1 message

From: Tashi Schaaf <tzschaaf@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:48 AM

Hello,  

I’m sure by now you have heard and seen the horrific treatment of peaceful protestors, as described by USC student Laura
Montilla.  She describes herself and several other women arrested with no Miranda rights, zip tied, locked in cages, searched
in a sexually assaultive manner, then disposed of on the street to fend for themselves.  THIS IS UNACCEPTABLE,
ABHORRENT, and MALICIOUS BEHAVIOR ON THE PART OF THE LAPD!!!  LAPD ACTS THIS WAY EVEN ON CAMERA
BECAUSE LA POLITICIANS and LEGAL SYSTEM HAVE BEEN LETTING THEM GET AWAY WITH IT!!! Police officers are
paid by OUR taxes.  I too am a city employee.  I am a lifelong CA resident and visit Family in LA several times a year.  I
demand that the officers involved be fired immediately with NO PENSION, as well as charged for their crimes.  We cannot
protect the civil liberties of Black Americans without the ability to protest peacefully.  Don’t think we will forget about this.  

Tashi Schaaf
San Francisco

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Corinne Winters <winterscorinne@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:48 AM

Hi,My name is Corinne winters and I am a resident of NY, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Corinne Winters. 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Gabrielle Maffezzoli <gmcitygirl@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:48 AM

Hi,

My name is Gabrielle Maffezzoli and I am a resident of New York City. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks.”

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Gabrielle Maffezzoli
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Carolina Salvador <salvadc6073@student.laccd.edu>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:42 AM

Hi,My name is Carolina Salvador and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerel, Carolina Salvador
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Cynthia Sandoval <cynnsation@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:40 AM

Hi,My name is Cynthia Sandoval and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Cynthia Sandoval

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kyle Hawk <kwhawk1108@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:40 AM

Hi, 

My name is Kyah Hawk and I am a resident of Chicago, IL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Kyah Hawk

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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She/her/hers

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Erika Martinez <erikam324@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:39 AM

Hi,

My name is Erika and I am a resident of Los Ángeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. 

We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to
a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC.

The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After
20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least
know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask
the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from.
When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no
possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire
time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers.

 When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was
ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point
my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? 

When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and
phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call
someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully
find a safe option there. 

So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they
wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely,"
from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one
was kidnapped that night. 

By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste
of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others
and abusing power. This is unacceptable. 

p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."
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Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Therapy MUST be offered to all those unlawfully arrested. They have endured trauma for trying to bring justice into our unjust
system. They need medical bills paid on their behalf. 

THIS IS WHAT WE MEAN WHEN WE SAY “DEFUND THE POLICE” and REDIRECT THAT MONEY TO HUMAN
SERVICES. Redirect it to mental health services. LAPD IS CAUSING SO MUCH TRAUMA FOR THEIR OWN RESIDENTS
AND COMMUNITY. YOU ARE ALL TO BLAME FOR NOT DISMISSING THE NATIONAL GUARD AND THE COPS WHO
ARE RIOTING. 

With frustration, pain, & anger, 

Erika 

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jane Gregory <janegreg2001@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:37 AM

Hi, 

My name is Jane and I am a resident of New Jersey. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Jane

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Glory Lozano <glorytlozano@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:34 AM

Hi, My name is Glory Teresa Lozano and I am a resident of Santa , CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. If you would like
more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in contact with Laura
and can provide additional details. Sincerely, Glory T. Lozano

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ariana Talosig <atalosig@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:34 AM

Hi,My name is Ariana Talosig and I am a resident of Stockton, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Ariana Talosig

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Emily Costello <ecostellox@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:33 AM

Hi,My name is Emily and I am a resident of Portland, OR. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Looking forward to seeing your response,
Emily

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Nataliepoliva@gmail.com <nataliepoliva@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:32 AM

Hi,

My name is Natalie Musser and I am a resident of Santa Rosa, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Natalie
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Samantha kaleigh <samanthakaleigh@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:32 AM

Hi, 

My name is Samantha and I am a resident of Oakland, ca. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Samantha Aper 

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Hannah Zavala <hannahlzee@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:31 AM

Hi,My name is (Hannah) and I am a resident of (Lafayette/Louisiana). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
(Hannah) 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD!!! DEMAND ACTION
1 message

From: Deisha D <deisha2113@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:30 AM

Hi,My name is Deisha Dabdoub and I am a resident of Tucson, Arizona. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Deisha Dabdoub

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Savannah Lockwood <savannahjlockwood@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:29 AM

Hi,My name is Savannah Lockwood and I am a resident of South Lake Tahoe, CA. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. Sincerely, Savannah Lockwood

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lydia Chung <lydiareads@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:29 AM

Hi, my name is Lydia Chung and I am a resident of Burbank. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. 

We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to
a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. 

They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 
1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 
2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. 

There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I
stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun
and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than
my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) 

We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? 

When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and
phone-less. 

My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. 

By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste
of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others
and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
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wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. 

Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Lydia Chung

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Cara Hustead <chustmb@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:29 AM

Hi,My name is Cara and I am a resident of Orange County, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Sydney Obert' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:28 AM

Hi,My name is Sydney Obert and I am a resident of Arlington, Texas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Sydney Obert
SydneyObert@yahoo.com
Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Vanessa' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:26 AM

Hi, 
My name is Vanessa Toyama and I am a resident of Baldwin Park. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Vanessa Toyama

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Kristina Ong' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:23 AM

Hi,

My name is Kristina Ong and I am a resident of Riverside. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Kristina Ong

1 / 2
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From: 'Samantha Manss' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:25 AM

Hi,My name is Samantha Manss and I am a resident of Santa Cruz, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Samantha Manss

Sent from my iPhone
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PLEASE READ!! Laura Montilla's Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Nina Alonso <ninalonso28@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:25 AM

Hi, 

My name is Nina Alonso and I am a resident of Phoenix, Arizona. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. 

Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. 

Sincerely, Nina Alonso

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Julissa Leal <julissa.tejeda@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:24 AM

Hi,My name is Julissa Leal and I am a resident of Sacramento, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Julissa Leal

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jessica Tuck <jessicaltuck@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:23 AM

Hi,My name is Jessica Tuck and I am a resident of New York City, New York.  I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Jessica Tuck 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Jayshawnd McWilliams' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:20 AM

Hi, 

My name is Jayshawnd McWilliams and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Jayshawnd McWilliams

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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From: 'Rafael Lopez' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:22 AM

Hi, My name is Rafael Lopez and I am a resident of Reseda in the San Fernando Valley. 

What you are about to read below is a horrific story I know has been sent to you by thousands of people who are outraged as
much as I am. I believed in you, I thought your leadership at the beginning of the pandemic was noble and much needed, but
you have lost control of your city. As a Columbia University Alumni I embarrassed and disturbed how you are protecting the
institutions that are hurting your citizens. Your actions speak louder than your words and at the moment they say that you do
not care about your communities. I pray and hope you are opening these emails and repeatedly reading Laura’s story
because this cannot happen.

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-
for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the
protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension
increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for
blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on
their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not
only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without
telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight
that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still
have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even
pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was
ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of
her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get
medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were
too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and
threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even
wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Rafael Lopez

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jaclyn Rolph <jackie023@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:22 AM

Hello,

My name is Jaclyn Rolph and I am a resident of Denville, NJ.
I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. 

Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed.) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told
me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small
black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. P.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Jaclyn Rolph 

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <edoanvan@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:21 AM

Hi,My name is Emilie Doan Van and I am a resident of Irvine, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. I have seen
the most horrific videos and read the most awful accounts of the violence the LAPD is inflicting on LA residents and it needs
to stop. By continuing to fund the LAPD so heavily you are inflicting violence on Los Angeles. Cutting 150 million from the
budget is NOT enough. It is apparent this cut was just for optics as it makes no meaningful change to a budget that is still
over 1 billion dollars. Drastic cuts need to be made and that money needs to be allocated to build up and uplift the black
community and marginalized communities. Defund the police.

 Laura Montilla posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. I urge you
to read it. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed
the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. You need to fix this broken system. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Defund the
police.

Sincerely,
Emilie Doan Van
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ashley Daigneault <aadaigneault@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 11:20 AM

Hi “Mayor”,

My name is Ashley Daigneault and I am a resident of San Francisco, originally from Palos Verdes, CA and lived in Westwood
while attending UCLA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too.
Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in
DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew
from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and
national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood
& hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Ashley Daigneault 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jessica Murray <jomurrayoh@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:57 AM

Hi,My name is Jessica Murray and I am a resident of Cincinnati, OH. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Jessica Murray 

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Laner <laneym@rogers.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:56 AM

Hello,

My name is Elena Milito and I am a resident of Ottawa, Ontario. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. 

If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories
about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 
Be the change. 

Sincerely, Elena Milito
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Meenu Justin <meenuj210@gmail.com>
To: "mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org" <mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:56 AM

Hi, My name is Meenu Justin and I am a resident of Dallas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the
University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was
unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows
clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I
was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now
passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension
increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards
that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each
person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were
zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they
finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I
still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being
transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed.
People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman
(a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING
HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked
if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how
long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the
officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice
was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4
times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no
clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home).
We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the
bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so
the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain
until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed
to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the
hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to
figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there.
So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead.
But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final
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wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No
conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just
one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing
disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. Sincerely,
Meenu Justin
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kimberlee Ales <kimberleerales@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:56 AM

Hi,My name is Kimberlee Ales and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely, 
Kimberlee

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jonathan Arellano <jarella4@asu.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:56 AM

Hi,My name is Jonathan Arellano and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Jonathan Arellano
Cell: 602-377-5021
Email: Jarella4@asu.edu

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Alexus Rubal <alexusrubal@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:55 AM

Hi,My name is Lexy Mendez and I am a resident of Roseville, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Lexy
Mendez 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Dayana Canjura' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:55 AM

Hi,My name is (DAYANA Canjura  ) and I am a resident of (San Pedro, CA). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
(Dayana Canjura)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: ukulelelauren5 <ukulelelauren5@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:55 AM

Hi,My name is Lauren Gourdie and I am a resident of London, United Kingdom. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my Samsung Galaxy smartphone.
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Carolyn thorpe <carolynthorpe91@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:55 AM

Hello, My name is Carolyn Thorpe and I am a resident of Waldorf, Maryland. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. 

Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. 

Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Carolyn Thorpe

Sent from my iPhone 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Emily' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:53 AM

Hi,My name is Emily Forsythe and I am a resident of Chicago, IL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,

EMILY FORSYTHE

Sent from my iPhone
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:54 AM

Hi,My name is Heather Quintanilla and I am a resident of McAllen, TX. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Heather Quintanilla 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Noelle Carter <noelley6@comcast.net>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:45 AM

Hi,My name is (insert your name) and I am a resident of (insert your city/state). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Noelle Pellegrino 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: gabrielle schaefer <gabsrielle.s@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:54 AM

Hi,My name is Gabrielle and I am a resident of New York, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,

Gabrielle Schaefer 

PS I listened to you on Armchair Expert and truly believed you were on the right side of history and had the energy to fight for
and with your people. Please be that man today.  
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: kellsey rosentraub <krosentraub@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:54 AM

Hi,My name is Kellsey Rosentraub and I am a resident of Long Beach, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Kellsey Rosentraub
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: f magana <franchesca.magana@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:52 AM

Hi, 

My name is Franchesca and I am a resident of Dallas, TX. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Franchesca M

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Rachel Caduri' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:50 AM

Hi, My name is Rachel Caduri and I am a resident of New York, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Vanessa <vcedarbaum@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:49 AM

Hi,

My name is Vanessa Cedarbaum and I am a resident of Piscataway, New Jersey. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Vanessa Cedarbaum
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: shelby beddingfield <snowyjewl@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:49 AM

Hi,

My name is Shelby Beddingfield and I am a resident of Moreno Valley, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in
DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew
from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and
national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood
& hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. 
Be the change.

 Sincerely, Shelby Beddingfield
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Arden Geismar <ardengeismar@gwmail.gwu.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:48 AM

Hi,My name is Arden and I am a resident of NYC. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and
I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los
Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st.
Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 

Arden

Arden Geismar 
The George Washington University- Interior Architecture and Design
1 (516) 606-0233
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
5 messages

From: 'Fiona Wu' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:41 AM

Hello! 

My name is Fiona Wu and I am a resident of Brooklyn, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. 

Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

In all seriousness,
Fiona Wu
New York 
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Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Caitlyn Hughes' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:42 AM

Hi,

My name is Caitlyn Henderson and I am a resident of Alexandria, Virginia. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading.
 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."
Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Caitlyn Henderson

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Marcia Castillo' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:43 AM

Hi,

My name is Marcia Castillo and I am a resident of Asheville NC. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Marcia 

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Sheena Evans' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:46 AM

Hi, My name is Sheena and I am a resident of New Castle, DE. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Sheena E.

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Deborah Asidi' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:48 AM

Hi,
My name is Deborah Asidi and I am a resident of the UK. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Deborah
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Nicholas Mims <nicholasmims02@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:47 AM

Hi, My name is Nick Mims and I am a resident of Corte Madera, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) 

Sincerely,
Nick Mims

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Joffrey Tourret <joffrey.tourret@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:47 AM

Hi,My name is Joffrey Tourret  and I am a resident of Brooklyn, NY. 
I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. 
Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 
Be the change. 

Sincerely, Joffrey

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: hymynaama hei <judi.dasilva@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:46 AM

Hi,

My name is Judith Hämäläinen and I am a resident of Espoo, Finland. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. 

The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA.
When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from
6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and
national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. 

What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus
separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for
five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or
feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed.

People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman
who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to
"help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening
and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. 

When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was
ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point
my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were
finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the
cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it
went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her
to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has
been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me
no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. 

So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they
wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely,"
from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one
was kidnapped that night. 

By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste
of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others
and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. 
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If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories
about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Judith Hämäläinen

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Allison L Coleman <acolema7@binghamton.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:45 AM

Hello,
          My name is Allison Coleman and I am a resident of Stony Brook New York. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. 
           The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in
DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew
from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and
national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood
& hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. 

This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. 

If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories
about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Allison Coleman 

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Anna Grafov <acrograf@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:45 AM

Hi,My name is Anna Grafov and I am a resident of Ellicott City, Maryland. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely, 
Anna Grafov

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Samantha Seiden <sam.seiden@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:45 AM

Hi,My name is Samantha Seiden and I am a resident of New York, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Samantha

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Danielle Meyer <daniellebmeyer@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:45 AM

Hi,

My name is Danielle Meyer and I am a resident of Austin, Texas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Danielle Meyer 

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Pooley, Channing <pooleyc@dickinson.edu>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:45 AM

Hi,

My name is Channing Pooley and I am a resident of Yarmouth, Maine. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely, Channing Pooley

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lucia Walker <lucia.lemma@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:44 AM

Hi, My name is Lucia Walker and I am a resident of Portland, Oregon. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,

Lucia Walker
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Kayla Baldwin' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Fri, Jun 5, 2020 at 5:04 PM

Hi,My name is Kayla Baldwin and I am a resident of Boston, Massachusetts. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Kayla Baldwin 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Gabriella Atkinson <gabriellaatkinson66@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:44 AM

Hi,My name is Gabriella  and I am a resident of Lincoln, UK. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Enviado desde mi iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Disturbing Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Linh Da Tran <linhda.tran@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:43 AM

Hi,My name is Linhda Tran and I am a resident of LOS ANGELES. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
DISREGARD FOR BASIC HUMAN RESPECT, ESPECIALLY AS THEY WERE PEACEFULLY PROTESTING. ONE PERSON
IN THE TROUP CLEARLY NEEDED PSYCHIATRIC HELP BUT INSTEAD OF LISTENING AND SEEING THE WARNING
SIGNS YOU BLASTED ROCK MUSIC.  

THESE ARE THE SAME ACTIONS THAT LED TO GEORGE FLOYD'S DEATH: DISREGARD FOR BASIC HUMAN
TREATMENT. 

The police need to be defunded so that we can start really addressing societal problems instead of beating them down with
force.  We need long term solutions. Cops need either better training in humility in times of crisis rather than blanket inhuman
treatment and force. Until that time, we need to divert budgeted police funding to areas that actually need our help like
homelessness, education, and systemic prevention of a generational poverty and racism. 

--linhda tran
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jasmine <myriej@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:43 AM

Hi,My name is Jasmine Myrie and I am a resident of Union, NJ. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Jasmine Myrie

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Cara Turner <cara.turner@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:42 AM

Hi,My name is Cara Turner and I am a resident of Chicago, IL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,

Cara Turner

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Vivianna Toro <vvnntoro@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:42 AM

Hi,My name is viviann  and I am a resident of LoS Angeles.I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Aurora Goodland <agoodland7@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:41 AM

Hi,

My name is Aurora Goodland and I am a resident of Rhode Island. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Aurora Goodland
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Marie Cecile Anderson <mariececileanderson@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:41 AM

Hi, My name is Marie Anderson and I am a resident of Brooklyn, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Marie Anderson
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Crystal Vernon <cverno01@att.net>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:40 AM

Hi, 

My name is Crystal and I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too.
Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in
DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew
from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and
national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood
& hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Thank you, 
Crystal 

Sent from my iPhone
Please excuse my brevity, spelling and punctuations. 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom
they are addressed. If you have received this email in error please notify the system manager. This message contains
confidential information and is intended only for the individual named. If you are not the named addressee you should not
disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
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mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying,
distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
3 messages

From: 'Kirsten' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:38 AM

Hi,

My name is Kirsten Gottbrecht and I am a resident of Brooklyn, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. 

Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested.

 What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus
separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for
five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or
feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. 

When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no
possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire
time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in
Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny
pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!???

 When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and
phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call
someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully
find a safe option there. 

So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they
wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely,"
from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one
was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily.
But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A
fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. 

This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
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Sincerely,
Kirsten Gottbrecht 

1 / 3

From: 'Nicole Ferreria' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:39 AM

Hi,My name is Nicole Ferreria and I am a resident of Port Orange, Fl. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Nicole Ferreria 

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Chloe Hayward' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:40 AM

Hi,

My name is Chloe Hayward and I am a resident of Los Feliz, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Chloe Hayward

Sent from my iPad
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Liz Cotreau <ecotreau@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:39 AM

Hi, 

My name is Liz and I am a resident of South Portland, ME. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. 

PLEASE bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. 

Sincerely,
Liz Cotreau

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jennifer Pugh <jennsayo2@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:39 AM

Hi,My name is Jennifer pugh and I am a resident of boiceville, NEW YORK. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,

Jennifer Pugh 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Julianne Layden <julianneroselayden@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:39 AM

Hello,
 My name is Julianne and I am a resident of Philadelphia. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. If you would like
more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in contact with Laura
and can provide additional details. 
 Sincerely, Julianne Layden 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Suzanna Buczek <suzannab88@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:39 AM

Hi,My name is Suzanna and I am a resident of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Suzanna Buczek 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Esther <estheressien97@hotmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:39 AM

Hi,My name is Esther Essien and I am a resident of Houston,Texas I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sylvia Sable <sylvia.sable@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:38 AM

Hi,

My name is Sylvia Sable and I am a resident of Brooklyn, New York. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Sylvia Sable
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Emily Ruderman <emilyruderman@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:38 AM

Hi,

My name is Emily Ruderman and I am a resident of New York, NY and I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Emily
Ruderman

Best,

Emily Ruderman 
347.439.9270
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jeremy Stein <jeremygstein@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:38 AM

Hi,My name is Jeremy Stein and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California.  I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 
Jeremy Stein
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Taylor McIntyre <itsthetmac80@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:38 AM

To Whom It May Concern,

My name is Taylor McIntyre and I am a resident of Los Angeles and New York City. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were crowds of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. We must fix this
broken system. Our police force’s abuse of power must end. Only once we destroy the system in place and rebuild a new one
focused on genuine peace keeping and community building will Los Angeles begin to see improvement. 

Sincerely,
Taylor McIntyre
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Grace Ruan <gracey920@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:37 AM

Hi,My name is Grace Ruan and I am a resident of Playa Vista. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Grace

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: kelseymargetic <kelseymargetic@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:37 AM

Hi,My name is Kelsey and I am a resident of Michigan. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Kelsey

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kacie Rogers <contact@kacierogers.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:37 AM

Hi,My name is Kacie Rogers and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Kacie Rogers 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jerica Rodriguez <jericaxox@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:37 AM

Hi,My name is Jerica Zullo and I am a resident of Valrico, Florida . I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Jerica
Zullo

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jean Grayson <jean.grayson0@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:37 AM

Hi,My name is Jean Grayson and I am a resident of Boca Raton, Fl. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Jean
Grayson
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Haylee Robuck <97hayleerobuck@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:36 AM

Hi,My name is Haylee Hobson Robuck and I am a resident of Nashville Tennessee. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. Sincerely, Haylee Hobson Robuck. 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Rhianna Lucas <rhianna.lucas@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:36 AM

Hi,My name is rhianna Lucas and I am a resident of marina del Rey, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Rhianna Lucas 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kira Levy <kiralevy@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:35 AM

Hello,
My name is Kira Levy and I am a resident of Brooklyn, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely, 
Kira Levy
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Megan Arias <arias.megan@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:35 AM

Hi,My name is Megan Arias and I am a resident of New York City. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Megan Arias

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Aubree Ashdown <aashdow@g.clemson.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:34 AM

Hi,My name is Aubree Ashdown and I am a resident of Charleston, SC. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Aubree Ashdown

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Virginia O'Leary <virginiaoleary1@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:34 AM

Hi,

My name is Virginia O’Leary and I am a resident of Brooklyn, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below provides her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I
was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Virginia O’Leary
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Corey Coleman <coreycoleman48@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:33 AM

Hi,My name is Corey Coleman. and I am a resident of Durham, North Carolina. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Corey Coleman
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sophia Parsons <SophiaParsons10@outlook.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:33 AM

Hi,My name is Sophia Parsons and I am a resident of England. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Sophia Parsons
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Mckinney, Theodora <mckin173@msu.edu>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:32 AM

Hi,

My name is teddy McKinney and I am a resident of Lansing, MI. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

I’m disgusted by the lack of action, attention and compassion. I’m the daughter of an officer and it’s individuals like the LAPD,
who spread violence and hate that make us fear for him.

It is our right to protest. It is your job and duty to protect us. 

Be better. I know you can. 

Sincerely,

Teddy mckinney 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Emily Brochin <ebrochin@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:32 AM

Hi, 

My name is Emily and I am a resident of New York City. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Emily Brochin

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Amanda Sylvia <arsylvia@fallriverschools.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:32 AM

Hi,
My name is Amanda Doucet and I am a resident of Rhode Island. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Amanda Doucet
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Yaritza Rodriguez' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:30 AM

Hi,My name is Yaritza and I am a resident of Chicago, IL  I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,Yaritza
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Hello,
My name is Jane Logan and I am a resident of Branford, CT. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Jane Logan 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Gabriel Robinson <bluelightscribe@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:31 AM

Hi,My name is Gabriel and I am a resident of Norfolk, VA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 

Gabriel Robinson

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kayla Oberle <kayla.oberle@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:31 AM

Hi,My name is Kayla Oberle and I am a resident of Richmond VA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Kayla
Oberle

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Gina Bruno <ginag0892@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:30 AM

Hi,My name is Gina Wrightsman and I am a resident of Grand Forks, North Dakota. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. PLEASE. I AM BEGGING YOU.

 Sincerely, Gina

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: priscilla howeth <picklesandjelly@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:30 AM

Hi,My name is Priscilla Howeth and I am a resident of Whitefish, Montana. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Priscilla Howeth
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Hannah Tarver-Saunders <htarversaunders@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:30 AM

Hi,My name is Hannah Tarver-Saunders  and I am a resident of Bellingham, WA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Hannah Tarver-Saunders 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Hannah Maurice' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:27 AM

Hi,My name is Hannah Maurice and I am a resident of Michigan. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Hannah Maurice

1 / 2

From: 'Hailey Faircloth' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:30 AM

Hi, My name is Hailey Faircloth and I am a resident of Austin, Texas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
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Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Hailey Faircloth

Sent from my iPhone

2 / 2
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Blakely Durham <bkaydurham@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:29 AM

To whom it may concern,

My name is Blakely and I am a resident of North Carolina. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Blakely
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Elly Zhilyak <elly_zhilyak@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:27 AM

Hi,My name is Elly Zhilyak and I am a resident of Griffin, Ga. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
You all need to do better. Now. Not later. 

Sincerely,

Elly Zhilyak

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lauren McNamara <lauren.mcnamara@maine.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:26 AM

Good morning,
My name is Lauren McNamara and I am a resident of Westbrook, ME. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Lauren McNamara
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Shawndrae Barreto <shawndrae.barreto@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:26 AM

Hi,My name is Shawndrae Barreto and I am a resident of New Bedford, Massachusetts. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. 

Sincerely, Shawndrae Barreto 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Sarah Dababneh' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:25 AM

Hi,My name is Sarah and I am a resident of a Chicago, IL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
 Sincerely,
Sarah 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ally Hunsinger <allyhunsinger5@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:24 AM

Hi,My name is Allyson Hunsinger and I am a resident of Indianapolis, IN. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Allyson Hunsinger 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Siri Vaara <svaara10@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:24 AM

Hi,My name is Siri Vaara-Lindblom and I am a resident of Stockholm, Sweden. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name) 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <brooke.g.mckenna@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:23 AM

Hi,My name is Brooke McKenna and I am a resident of Atlanta, GA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Brooke

——

Brooke McKenna, MA
Clinical Psychology Doctoral Student
BUILD Lab
Emory University 
(919) 428-1174
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: dima hussam <dimahussam99@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:23 AM

Hi,My name is dima. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura
Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four
years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in
DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew
from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and
national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood
& hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,Dima

Dima hussam 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <mcgovern1545@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:22 AM

Hi,My name is Fiona Quigley and I am a resident of Whitestown Indiana. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Fiona
Quigley 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kelly Sprague <kellyjsprague@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:22 AM

Hi,

My name is Kelly and I am a resident of Canada. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I
think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 
"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. 

This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a
position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a
group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 
Be the change. 
Sincerely, Kelly 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Mikaela Schumacher <schumachermikaela@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:22 AM

Hi,My name is Mikaela Schumacher  and I am a resident of League a City, Texas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Mikaela Schumacher 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Jezzamie Orozco' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:22 AM

Hi,My name is Jezzamie Orozco and I am a resident of Upland, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Jezzamie Orozco.

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Noa Jack <noarjack@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:20 AM

Hi,

My name is Noa Jack and I am a resident of New York, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 
Noa Jack

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Ali Helmer' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:13 AM

Hi,My name is Alison Helmer and I am a resident of Kansas City. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Alison
Helmer

1 / 2

From: 'Yael Leberman' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:20 AM
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Hi,My name is Yael Leberman and I am a resident of New York City. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Yael.

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kaitie <kbkraus6@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:20 AM

Hi,My name is Kaitie Kraus and I am a resident of Charlottesville, Va. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Kaitie Kraus

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Breaysha Helm <helmba@miamioh.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:20 AM

Hi,My name is Bre Helm and I am a resident of Washington, DC. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
B. Helm

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Katie Dayton <katiedayton@live.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:20 AM

Hi,

My name is Katie Dayton and I am a resident of Quincy, Massachusetts. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. 

Please see below for her word-for-word testimony. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to
leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police
tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us
off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting
on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not
only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without
telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight
that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still
have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even
pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was
ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of
her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get
medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were
too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and
threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even
wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Katie Dayton
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Emily Zuris <emilyzuris@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:19 AM

Hi,

My name is Emily and I am a resident of Pittsburgh, PA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Emily
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sydney <sydneybrents@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:18 AM

Hi, My name is Sydney Brents and I am a resident of Nashville, TN. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.       
Sincerely, Sydney Brents
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: Darci McLaren <darci.mclaren@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:17 AM

Hi,My name is (insert your name) and I am a resident of (insert your city/state). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Darci McLaren <darci.mclaren@gmail.com>
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:18 AM

Hi,

My name is Darci McLaren and I am a resident of Washington, DC . I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,

Darci 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Abby Nessle <17anessle.stem@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:17 AM

Hi,My name is Abby N. and I am a resident of Downingtown, PA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. A protest about politics e
brutality shouldn't be met with police brutality. You have the attention of the whole country to do the right thing, even someone
from Pennsylvania! I will be following up with this story and see if ANY accountability is present, we have set the bar so low
for LAPD. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Abby N.
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kirsten Gavoni <kirsten.gavoni@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:16 AM

Hi,

My name is Kirsten Gavoni and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. 

She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal
action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The
story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Kirsten Gavoni 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Paola Martinez <martinez.paolag@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:15 AM

Hi,My name is Paola Martinez and I am a resident of Silver Spring, MD. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(Paola
Martinez)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Leah Prager <pragerleah@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:14 AM

Hi, 

My name is Leah Prager and I am a resident of Dallas, Texas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Leah Prager

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Sammy Pena' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:11 AM

Hi,
My name is Sam Pena and I am a resident of Atlanta, GA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Sam Pena 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sandra Huynh <sandrahuynh0@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:12 AM

Hi,

My name is Sandra Huynh and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Sandra Huynh
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Molly Weitz <molly.weitz@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:12 AM

Hi,My name is Molly Weitz and I am a resident of Queens, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Molly Weitz 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: maria bertocchi <michiamomaria20@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:11 AM

Hi,My name is Maria and I am a resident of Brescia/Italy. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Maria
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Nina Salta <nina.salta@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:11 AM

Hi, My name is Nina Salta and I am a resident of Texas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. If you would like
more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in contact with Laura
and can provide additional details. Sincerely, Nina Salta
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Manon Bouquerel <manon.bqrl@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:14 AM

Hi,My name is Manon Bouquerel and I am a resident of Normandie, France. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
 Sincerely, Manon Bouquerel
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: elisabeth hope <lizard13000@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:13 AM

Hi,

My name is Elisabeth Easton and I am a resident of Kensington, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Elisabeth Easton

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <vgvivian000@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:13 AM

Hi,My name is Vivian García  and I am a resident of Arizona. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Vivian
García 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Sarah Buchert' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:11 AM

Hi,

My name is Sarah Buchert and I am a resident of Hamburg, Germany. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
 Sarah Buchert 

Von meinem iPhone gesendet
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Daniel Duenes <ssdanno@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:11 AM

Hi, My name is Daniel and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Daniel Dueñes 
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Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Chris Baker <bakeroo@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:11 AM

Dear Mayor Garcetti et al.,

My name is Christopher Baker and I reside in Tempe, Arizona. 

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the Los Angeles Police Department and I suspect that you have
by now, too. Ms. Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for
the past four years. She was arrested, unjustly, while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram; this narrative recounts actions taken by the LAPD that were not only illegal but far,
far beyond the ethical pale for any institution entrusted to act for the public welfare. 

This is unacceptable. Ms. Montilla’s story is just one example of the myriad outrages committed by the police just within
recent days, and the degradation she suffered pales in comparison to that suffered by our marginalized citizens—black,
brown, indigenous, and queer. 

More than ever before, the casual brutality and cruelties of our police forces have been laid bare before our eyes. I implore
you, Mayor, remember your sacred duty of tikkun olam—you are one of the very few people in this country in a position to
make real and effective change to the pernicious system that kills, maims, and denies justice to so many. Their blood cries
out!

Yours most sincerely,
Christopher Baker
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Amy Taylor <amymelissataylor@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:10 AM

Hello,

My name is Amy Taylor and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA.

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should, too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her
word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to
leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police
tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us
off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting
on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not
only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without
telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight
that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still
have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even
pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was
ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of
her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get
medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were
too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and
threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even
wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Amy Taylor
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Maricella Espinosa-Blohm <maricella.eb@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:09 AM

Hi,My name is Maricella and I am a resident of California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Maricella

Enviado desde mi iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kiana Highsmith <khighsmith96@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:09 AM

Hi,My name is Kiana Highsmith and I am a resident of San Diego, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Kiana

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Desmond Murray <desmond.m@flyparkla.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:07 AM

Greetings,

My name is Desmond. and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. 

She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal
action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The
story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. 

There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully
were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to
show compliance. Then each person was arrested. 

What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus
separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for
five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or
feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. 

We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. 

An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC.
The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After
20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least
know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. 

There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I
stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun
and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than
my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. 

When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was
ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point
my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? 

When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and
phone-less. 

My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. 

So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they
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wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely,"
from someone whose job is to keep me safe. 

I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did
we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery.
The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing
power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. 

If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories
about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Desmond Murray

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Annie Dearborn <anniedrbrn@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:06 AM

Hi,My name is Annie Dearborn and I am a resident of Tuftonboro, NH. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Annie
Dearborn

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Faye-Lucia Huijs <fayeluciahuijs@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:06 AM

Hi,My name is Faye-Lucia Huijs and I am a resident of The Netherlands. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Please. Be the change.
Sincerely Faye-Lucia Huijs.

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Devyn Dykman <devynmdykman@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:05 AM

Hi,My name is Devyn and I am a resident of San Francisco California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Zenia Navarro <zennava80@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:05 AM

Hi,My name is Zenia Martinez and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Zenia Martinez 

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'jaclyn flores' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:03 AM

Hi, 

My name is Jaclyn Flores and I am a resident of San Diego, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Jaclyn Flores

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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Sent from my iPhone

1 / 2

From: 'Emma King' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:05 AM

Hi,My name is Emma King and I am a resident of (Los Angeles, California). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Emma King
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ale García Bardales <alegarciabardales@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:05 AM

Hi,
My name is Alessia Garcia and I am a resident of New York, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Alessia Garcia

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ines Perezalonso <ines_perezalonso@hotmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:04 AM

Hi,My name is Inés and I am a resident of Mexico City. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Inés
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Dwight Aims <dwightaims@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:02 AM

Hi,My name is Dwight Aims and I am a resident of the Echo Park neighborhood in Los Angeles.I recently became aware of
Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way.
Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Dwight Aims

Dwight Aims
dwightaims@gmail.com
916.616.9452

mailto:dwightaims@gmail.com
tel:916.616.9452
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Victoria Harris' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:01 AM

Hi, My name is Victoria Harris and I am a resident of Chicago IL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse, INCLUDING SEXUAL ASSAULT
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. 

This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a
position to make a change and fix this broken system, DO SO NOW. THIS IS SICKENING AND I WILL NOT STAND WITH
YOU FOR ANYTHING LESS THAN PROSECUTION AND DEFUNDING. That is a promise. MOST Sincerely, Victoria H
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Hannah Crocker <hannah8rose@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:01 AM

Hi,My name is Hannah Crocker and I am a resident of Boyne City, Michigan. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Hannah Crocker
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Yolanda Rother <yolanda.rother@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:00 AM

Hi,My name is Yolanda and Im writing to you from Berlin, Germany. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Yolanda

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Simone Westerkamp <simonewesterkamp@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:59 AM

Hi,
My name is Simone  and I am a resident of cincinnati, ohio. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely, Simone 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Hope Cory <hopecory@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:33 AM

Hi,

My name is Hope Cory and I am a resident of Santa Monica, CA.  I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story.  Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely, 
Hope Cory

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kelly McAteer <kellym2662@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:57 AM

Hi,My name is Kelly and I am a resident of California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Kelly

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Alex Thomas' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:57 AM

Hi,My name is Alex and I am a resident of Lewisburg, West Virginia. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Alex. 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jessica Tello <jisabel3125@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Fri, Jun 5, 2020 at 2:03 AM

Hi, My name is (insert your name) and I am a resident of (insert your city/state). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. If you would like
more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in contact with Laura
and can provide additional details. Sincerely, (enter your name)  
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jessica Tello <jisabel3125@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Fri, Jun 5, 2020 at 2:03 AM

Hi, My name is Jessica Tello and I am a resident of Encino, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. If you would like
more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in contact with Laura
and can provide additional details. 

 Sincerely, Jessica Tello
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Jacqueline Lugo' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:56 AM

Hi,My name is Jacqueline Lugo and I am a resident of Eastvale, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way.

Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Jacqueline
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Maria Valencia' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:55 AM

Hi,
My name is Maria Estela Valencia and I am a resident of Santa Ana, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. 

The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA.
When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from
6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and
national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood
& hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Maria Estela Valencia
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Jessica Aguilar Namay' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:53 AM

Hi,My name is Jessica and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Jessica Namay
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From: 'Lizzie Van Danh' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:55 AM
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Hi,
My name is Eva and I am a resident of Brooklyn, NY.

I demand that you defund the LAPD. 

 I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-
for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the
protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension
increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for
blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on
their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not
only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without
telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight
that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still
have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even
pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was
ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of
her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get
medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were
too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and
threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even
wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
 Sincerely,
EVA 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kayla Crow <kaylacrow7@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:53 AM

Hi,

My name is Kayla Crow and I am a resident of Seattle, WA, but I have many friends who live in Los Angeles. 
I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-
for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 
"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. I was HORRIFIED when I read this and I am so incredibly angry that this happened. Please bring this
to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Kayla Crow
Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: nancy chuang <nancync22@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:52 AM

Hi,
My name is Nancy and I am a resident of Long beach, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Nancy
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Sarah Simon' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:52 AM

Hi,My name is Sarah and I am a resident of Long Beach. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: ellie smyth <elliesmyth@outlook.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:52 AM

Hi,My name is ellie and I am a resident of london. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and
I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los
Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st.
Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, ellie

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: David Giovannini <dgiovannini0426@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Fri, Jun 5, 2020 at 2:47 PM

Hi,

My name is David Giovannini and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <kiaramelendez.km@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:51 AM

Hi,My name is Kiara Melendez and I am a resident of New York. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely, Kiara Melendez 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <ldenise1206@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:48 AM

Hi,My name is Denise Lopez, and I am a resident of Texas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lucy Morgan <lucygmorgan@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:48 AM

Hi,

My name is Lucy Morgan and I am a resident of Toronto. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Lucy
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Lucy Guzman' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:47 AM

Hi,My name is Lucy Guzman and I am a resident of Exeter California . I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Lucy
Guzman

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Kevin Mazariegos' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:47 AM

Hi,

My name is Kevin and I am a resident of San Rafael, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Kevin 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Stephani Ortiz <stephanijojo@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:47 AM

Hi,My name is Stephani and I am a resident of Springfield Missouri . I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Stephani
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Gian Zurbrügg <gian.zurbruegg@gmx.ch>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:46 AM

Hi,My name is John and I am a resident of Berne in Switzerland. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, John
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LAPD: Laura Montilla
1 message

From: 'Anna Lee' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:44 AM

Hello,

My name is Anna Lee and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. Below is her word-for-word testimony, with action items following. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police, which is a large part of why we have folks protesting in the first place,
risking their lives to do so amidst this pandemic. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please
do so - trainings are not enough to move the needle in changing police culture. And so the people are demanding
demilitarization of the police and divesting funds for solutions that actually address community needs while increasing a sense
of safety. It has gone on for way too long to excuse the actions of those in authority to exert abusive power and control over
the very people they are sworn to protect and serve. Implement strategies of restorative and transformative justice; punitive
justice only breeds more crime, hatred, and crushes humanity. It isn't easy to change. Let's do a complete overhaul of the
system that currently fails to protect and continues to oppressed, and embark on a new learning journey together, in a way
that allows us all to begin again, with humility and empathy. 
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Sincerely,

Anna Lee

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Angel Driggs' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:45 AM

Hi,

My name is Angel Driggs and I am a resident of Burbank, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Angel Driggs 

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Fabienne Vetterli <fvetterli@gmx.ch>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:43 AM

Hi,My name is Fabienne and I am a resident of Long Beach, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Fabienne

Von meinem iPhone gesendet

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Stella Linardi <stellalinardi18@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:42 AM

Dear Mayor,

My name is Stella Linardi and I am a resident of Cerritos, CA in Los Angeles County. Recent acts of police brutality have
disgusted me as a public servant of L.A.

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. 

Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Additionally, defund the police even more so and redistribute the money into communities of color and marginalized
communities. The cut you made to the LAPD budget was not enough! Barely scratched the surface! Los Angeles sees you
and will be watching.
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Sincerely,
Stella Linardi

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Linnea Lobban' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:41 AM

Hi, 

My name is Linnea Lobban and I am a resident of California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Linnea Lobban

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: footsies feeets <footsiesfeeets@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:41 AM

Hi, My name is Aleena and I am a resident of Fontana, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is absolutely unacceptable & disgusting. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. 
Sincerely, Aleena. 

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <r.k.llyonss@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:41 AM

Hi,My name is Robbie Lyons and I am a resident of Los Alamitos, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Johnna Harris <johnna.rae.harris@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:34 AM

Hi,My name is Johnna Harris  and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should, too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. We elected you
to keep us safe and help our city.  

Sincerely,
Johnna Harris 

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Heather Bell <heather.e.bell@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:40 AM

Dear Mayor Garcetti,

My name is Heather Bell, and I am a resident of Roseville, CA. I was recently made aware of the horrific, unjust, illegal, and
inhumane experience one of your citizens, Laura Montilla, endured from the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD). I was
appalled and disgusted by her account of the incident, and you, especially as the Mayor of Los Angeles, should be as well.

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California, and a four year Los Angeles resident. She was
unlawfully arrested during a peaceful protest in Downtown Los Angeles on Monday, June 1, 2020. Her personal account of
her experience, as well as video and photographic evidence, demonstrates clear illegal action and emotional and physical
abuse committed by the LAPD. A detailed account of her experience, written in her own words, is posted below.

“I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the LAPD. I demand you
take immediate action and fire Police Chief Moore. I demand you immediately implement the 8 police brutality policies,
outlined on Campaign Zero’s www.8cantwait.org, that are proven to reduce police related deaths by 72%. I demand that you
ban the use of tear gas and rubber bullets, period. They are not necessary weapons for police officers to do their job correctly
and effectively. I demand that you hold every single police officer in LAPD accountable for the physical and emotional damage
they have done to the city of Los Angeles. This includes mandatory city cleanup, counseling sessions, and anti-racist trainings
for all officers in the LAPD. I demand you do all of this without increasing the current funding of the LAPD. The LAPD is
overfunded, there should be absolutely no problem moving money from the cost of riot gear, tear gas, and rubber bullets to
training, counseling, and policy implementation.

http://www.8cantwait.org/
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I will be watching your actions closely over the next few days and weeks ahead. If change is not enacted immediately, I will do
everything in my power to ensure you resign from office and never serve the public in a political capacity again. 

Sincerely,
Heather Bell

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Leslie Rivas <leslierivas136@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:38 AM

Hi, 

My name is Leslie Rivas and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Leslie Rivas

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Hanna Lieberman <hclieberman@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:38 AM

Hi,

My name is Hanna Lieberman and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Hanna Lieberman

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
8 messages

From: 'Emily Andrade' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:24 AM

Hi,My name is Emily Andrade and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Emily Andrade

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Sam Lewis' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:25 AM

Hi,My name is Sam Lewis and I am a resident of Santa Clarita, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Sam Lewis
Chief Technical Officer
Supervising Sound Editor 
Aura Sound
801-390-7504
samclewis@icloud.com
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From: 'Christian Rodriguez Montes' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>

mailto:samclewis@icloud.com
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:26 AM

Hi,My name is Christian Rodriguez and I am a resident of Bakersfield California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

- Christian Dali Rodriguez
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From: 'Ryder Chasin' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:28 AM

Hi,My name is Ryder Chasin and I am a resident of New York City. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
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arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Ryder
Chasin
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From: 'Helene Hagerup' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:33 AM

Hi,My name is Helene Hagerup and I am a resident of Seattle, WA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
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panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
Sincerely,Helene
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From: 'Vicky Van' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:35 AM

Hi,

My name is Vicky  and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too.

 Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
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cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,

Vicky

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Tanya Sanchez' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:35 AM

Hi, 

My name is Tanya Sanchez and I am a resident of Hillsboro, Oregon. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
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volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Tanya Sanchez 

Sent from my iPhone

7 / 8

From: 'Akane Tada' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:38 AM

Hi,My name is Akane Tada and I am a resident of Long Beach.  I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
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voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,Akane
Tada. 

Sent from my iPhone

8 / 8
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Carol Taira <chty91@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:37 AM

Hello,

My name is Carol and I am a resident of San Diego, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Carol
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Evelyn An <evelyn.sarang.an@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:36 AM

Hi,My name is Evelyn An and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Evelyn An

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Eva Roberts <mycomputerbackup2121@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:35 AM

Hi,My name is Eva and I am a resident of Oregon. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and
I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los
Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st.
Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Eva
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jazmin Vazquez <dytzah.vazquez@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:34 AM

Hi, 

My name is Dytzah Vazquez and I am a resident of San Diego, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Dytzah Vazquez

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jenny Larson <jenums727@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:32 AM

Hi,My name is Jennifer Larson and I am a resident of Seattle, WA I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Jennifer Larson 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kyle Galimba <mrkylegalimba@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:32 AM

Hi,My name is (insert your name) and I am a resident of (insert your city/state). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kris van Genderen <kristenvangenderen@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:31 AM

Hi, 

My name is Kris and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Kris 

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ariana Lizotte <arilizotte@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:30 AM

Hi,My name is Ariana Lizotte and I am a resident of Imperial Beach, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Ariana Lizotte
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Nicole Konovaloff <nicolemkonovaloff@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:29 AM

Hi,My name is Nicole Konovaloff and I am a resident of Los Angles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Nicole Konovaloff 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Natalie Collias <nataliexcollias@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:28 AM

Hi,My name is Natalie Collias and I am a resident of Mason, Ohio. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Natalie Collias
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Hailey Flame <haileyflame98@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:28 AM

Hi,
My name is Hailey Flame and I am a resident of Calabasas, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading:
"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, ‘hope you find a way home safely,’ from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Hailey Flame
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Edith Taylor <edithann3@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:28 AM

Hi,My name is Edith Taylor and I am a resident of independence, Oregon. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Edith
Taylor 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Indira Dickhauser <indira.dickhauser@bluewin.ch>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:28 AM

Hi,My name is Indira and I am from Switzerland. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I
think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los
Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st.
Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Indira
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Desiree Pinol <desireepinol16@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:27 AM

Hi,My name is Desiree Pinol and I am a resident of New York City. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Desiree Pinol
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Shannon Rhodes' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:24 AM

Hi,
My name is Shannon Rhodes and I am a resident of Lake Forest Park, WA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. 
"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."
Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way.
Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Shannon Rhodes

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Laura Leen <laura@leen.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:26 AM

Hi,My name is Laura Leen and I am a resident of San Diego California.  I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Laura
Leen
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Alexi Ross <alexander.ross98@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:26 AM

Hi, 
My name is Alexander Ross, and I am a resident of Brussels, Belgium. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, 
Alexander Ross
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Meaghan Bilinski <meaghan84@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:26 AM

Hi,My name is Meaghan Bilinski and I am a resident of Marina Del Rey. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. YOU are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change - protect your people! 

Sincerely, 

Meaghan Bilinski 

Sent from my Mo Phone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Amber Doscher <doschera@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:25 AM

Hi,My name is Amber Doscher and I am a resident of Monroe, Wa. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Amber 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: goodlooks beauty <goodlooksbeauty11@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:25 AM

Hi, My name is Emma D and I am a resident of New Jersey. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Emma 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sophie H <jolisophie@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:25 AM

Hi,

My name is Sophie and I am a resident of Pleasanton, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing and horrendous stories about the police and their actions; a group that is
supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Sophie
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Corrina Lee <clee676@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:25 AM

Hi,

My name is Corrina and I am a resident of Seattle, Washington. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Corrina Lee
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Holly Rhea <hollyrhea13@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:24 AM

Hi,My name is Holly Rhea and I am a resident of Albany, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Holly Rhea
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Uriel Campos' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:23 AM

Good evening, 

My name is Uriel Campos and I am a resident of Fullerton, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Warm regards,
Uriel CampoS
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:24 AM

Hi,My name is Shona Williamson and I am a resident of Langenfeld, NRW, Germany. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. Sincerely, Shona Williamson 

Mit freundlichen Grüßen 
Shona
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kayla Marie Cruz <cruzkay@oregonstate.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:23 AM

Hi,

My name is Kayla Cruz and I am a resident of Corvallis, Oregon. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Kayla Cruz
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: jocy alvarado <jocyboo07@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:23 AM

Hi,My name is Joss Alvarado and I am a resident of Los Angeles and I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Joss
Alvarado 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Alexandra Flores <floresalex1997@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:22 AM

Hi,My name is Alexandra Flores and I am a resident of Torrance, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
                             Sincerely,
                       Alexandra Flores 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Nidia <nidiacaro69@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:22 AM

Hi,My name is (Nidia Vasquez ) and I am a resident of (Anaheim Ca). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Karolina Fudali' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:22 AM

Hi, 
My name is Karolina Fudali and I am a resident of Chicago Ridge, Illinois. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Karolina Fudali

1 / 2

From: 'Natalie Nguyen' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:22 AM

Hi,My name is Natalie and I am a resident of Milpitas, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
Sincerely,Natalie 

Sent from my iPhone
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Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD- URGENT
1 message

From: Solita Montoya <solita@geminigel.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:22 AM

Hi,My name is Solita Montoya and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Solita
Montoya 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: Gloria Cheng <glory132@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:21 AM

Hi,My name is (insert your name) and I am a resident of (insert your city/state). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Best Regards,
Gloria Cheng 

1 / 2

From: Gloria Cheng <glory132@gmail.com>
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:22 AM

Hi,
My name is Gloria Cheng and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Best Regards,
Gloria Cheng 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ashley Caballero <ashley.b.caballero@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:21 AM

Hi,

My name is Ashley Caballero and I am a resident of Burbank. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and it is imperative that you hear it too. 
Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story
demonstrated the clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. 

The story below is her word-for-word testimony. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave
the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension
increased, we realized we were cornered. 

There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully
were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to
show compliance. Then each person was arrested. 

What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. 

We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to
a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. 

We were never read our Miranda rights. 

When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in
the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a
homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer
came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music
was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes
they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where
we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. 

As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up
to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they
checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions
removed) We received no clear answers. 

When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was
ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point
my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? 

When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. 

She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. 

So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they
wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely,"
from someone whose job is to keep me safe.
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 I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night.

 By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a
taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling
others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a
position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a
group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Ashley Caballero

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Emily Mun <emilymun97@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:20 AM

Hi,My name is Emily Mun and I am a resident of San Ramon, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram.

The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights.

When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in
the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a
homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer
came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music
was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. 

After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At
least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered
to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was
coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had
no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the
entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in
Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny
pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Emily Mun
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Zoe Crawford <zoecrawford98@outlook.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:19 AM

Hi,My name is Zoe Crawford and I am a resident of Edinburgh, Scoand. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Zoe Crawford 

1 / 1
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Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Cristina de Luna <mariacristinaantuna@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:19 AM

Hi,

My name is Cristina de Luna and I am a resident of Redondo Beach, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is the worst gang in America. 

Defund the police, fire Chief Moore, and invest in our community.

Sincerely,

Cristina de Luna
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Skylar Herrera-Ross' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:18 AM

Hi,My name is Skylar Herrera-Ross and I am a resident of Alameda, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely, Skylar Herrera-Ross
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From: 'Meghan Peters' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:19 AM
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Hi,My name is Meghan Calle and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Meghan Calle
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Elizabeth Shaughnessy <elizabeth.m.shaughnessy@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:18 AM

Hi,

My name is Elizabeth and I am a resident of San Diego. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely
Elizabeth 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Rachel Thomas <rachelcthomas86@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:18 AM

Hi,My name is Rachel Thomas and I am a resident of Danville, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below Is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Rachel Thomas, RN, BSN
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Raquel Martinez <gatub3l0@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:17 AM

Hello,

My name is  Raquel Martinez and I am a resident of El Monte, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. 

The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA.
When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from
6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and
national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood
& hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely, Raquel Martinez 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jason Savvy <jasonsavvy@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:16 AM

Hi,

My name is Jason Savolainen and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the LAPD. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Jason Savolainen
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Madison Claire Parks <madisonclaireparks@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:15 AM

Hi,My name is Madison Parks and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Madison 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Janelle Callao <janellegeri@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:13 AM

Hi,

My name is Janelle Callao and I am a resident of San Diego, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, ‘hope you find a way home safely,’ from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. 

Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Janelle Callao
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Emily Jo Mayfield <emjonels@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:13 AM

Hi,My name is Emily Mayfield, and I am a resident of Redlands, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,

Emily Mayfield
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kelly McLaughlin <kellymclaughlin@hotmail.ca>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:07 AM

Hi,My name is Kelly McLaughlin and I am a resident of Las Vegas, Nevada. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Be the change.

Sincerely,
Kelly McLaughlin
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
4 messages

From: 'Tina Makary' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:01 AM

Hi,My name is Tina Makary and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,

Tina Makary
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From: 'Y Jebabli' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:03 AM
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Hi,My name is Yusra and I am a resident of the Netherlands. Yes I am sending you an email from the other side of the world.
I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-
for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the
protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension
increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for
blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on
their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not
only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without
telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight
that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still
have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even
pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was
ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of
her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get
medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were
too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and
threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even
wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Yusra

Verstuurd vanaf mijn iPhone
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From: 'Katie Bick' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:13 AM

Hi, My name is Katherine Bick and I am a medical student at USC and resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of
Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
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committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. 

Sincerely,
Katherine Bick
Keck School of Medicine ‘22

3 / 4

From: Wendy Reyes <wendy_r_reyes@hotmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:13 AM

Hi,

My name is Wendy Reyes and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA.

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her
word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
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curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. They  weren't even wearing face masks.

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Wendy Reyes

4 / 4
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Krishna Brucia <krishnabrucia@msn.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:11 AM

Hi,My name is Krishna Brucia and I am a resident of Ohio. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Thank you,
Krishna

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Maddie Hausler <madgienoodle@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:03 AM

Hi,My name is Maddie and I am a resident of Brisbane, Queensland, Australia. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Maddie

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: yish a <cranwell.ayisha@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:01 AM

Hi,My name is Ayisha Calila and I am a resident of Orange County, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Christina Asi <christina.asi@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:01 AM

Hi,My name is Christina Asi and I am a resident of Los Angeles County. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Christina Asi

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Miya Bailey <miya646bailey@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:57 AM

Hi,
My name is Miya Bailey and I am a resident of the UK.
 I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years.

 She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal
action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The
story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 
Miya Bailey 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kate Goldbas <katechristopher@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:57 AM

Hi, 

My name is Katherine Goldbas and I am a resident of New York, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. 

Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. 

There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully
were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to
show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane.

We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to
a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. 

We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street)
began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING
HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we
begged for them to turn it off. 

After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At
least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered
to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was
coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had
no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the
entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. 

When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was
ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point
my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? 

When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and
phone-less. 

My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. 

So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they
wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely,"
from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one
was kidnapped that night. 

By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste
of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others
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and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring
this to other people’s attention.

 This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a
position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a
group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Katherine Goldbas 

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Dima Musa <dmusa2000@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:53 AM

Hello,

My name is Dima and I am a resident of San Diego, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Dima

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: jackie gomez <jaqueline.gomez94@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:53 AM

Hi,My name is Jaqueline and I am a resident of Arizons. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Victoria Barr <victoriabarr04@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:51 AM

Hi,My name is Victoria Barr and I am a resident of San Diego, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Victoria Barr

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Meile G' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:50 AM

Hi, my name is Meile and I am a resident of Dublin, Ireland. 
I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. 
Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. 
She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. 
Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. 
Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal
actions taken by the police. 
If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories
about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way.  
Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Meile F
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From: 'Daniela Martinez' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:50 AM

Hi,
My name is Daniela Martinez and I am a resident of Huntington Park, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading.
 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. 
We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to
a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. 
People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman
who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to
"help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening
and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. 
There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I
stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun
and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than
my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers.
When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was
ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point
my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were
finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the
cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it
went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her
to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has
been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me
no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. 
So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they
wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely,"
from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one
was kidnapped that night. 

By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste
of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others
and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring
this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions
taken by the police. 
If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories
about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Daniela 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Ryan Solomon' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:48 AM

Hi,

My name is Ryan Solomon and I am a resident of Simi Valley, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Ryan Solomon
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Tess Hardy <tesshardy@hotmail.co.uk>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:47 AM

Hi,

My name is Tess Hardy and I am a resident of London. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Tess Hardy
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <anniina.kortelainen@live.fi>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:46 AM

Hi,My name is Anniina and I am a resident of Helsinki, Finland. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Anniina
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Evelyn Gonzalez <gonzalezevelyn133@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:46 AM

Hi,My name is Evelyn Gonzalez and I am a resident of San Diego, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely, Evelyn 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Leah Hunter <leahghunter@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:46 AM

Hi,My name is Leah Hunter and I am a resident of Clive, Iowa. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Leah Hunter

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Abby Asuncion <kcasuncion@dons.usfca.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:46 AM

Hi,
My name is Abby and I am a resident in the SF Bay Area. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely, Abby
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Brooke Haddad <brooke.haddad1@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:46 AM

Hi,My name is brooke and I am all the way from New Zealand.  I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Brooke Haddad

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ava Williams <avaella365@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:45 AM

Hi, My name is Ava Williams and I am a resident of Baldwinville, Massachusetts. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Ava

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Felicia Moser <moser.feliciamaria@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:44 AM

Hi,My name is Felicia Moser and I am a resident of Hamburg, Germany. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent via carrier pigeon
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Elena Valverde Sánchez <elenavalverdesanchez@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:44 AM

Hi,

My name is Elena Valverde and I am a citizen from Madrid, Spain. 
I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. 
Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. 
There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully
were jumped on by multiple men and tased. 
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. 
Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. 

We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to
a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. 

We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. 

People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman
who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. 
An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC.
The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. 

After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 
1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 
2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. 

There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I
stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun
and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than
my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. 

When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was
ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point
my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? 

When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. 
They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out
how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. 

My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. 

So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they
wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely,"
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from someone whose job is to keep me safe. 
I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. 

By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste
of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others
and abusing power. This is unacceptable. 

p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. 

This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a
position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. 

I'm a foreign person, watching all this unfold from the other side of the world, and it's disturbing and unbelievable to see the
stories told about your police department; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Be the change. 

Sincerely, 

Elena.
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Anna Coward <annacoward@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:43 AM

To whom it may concern,
My name is Anna Coward and I am a resident of the city of Brighton in the United Kingdom. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change.

 Sincerely,

Anna Coward
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jade Clarke <xjade_clarkeo@outlook.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:42 AM

Hi, 
My name is Jade Clarke and I am a resident of the U.K. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Jade 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: colleen owen <colleen.v.owen@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:35 AM

Hi,

My name is Colleen Owen and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. 

Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. 
Please continue reading.

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. 

There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully
were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to
show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane.

We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to
a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises.

We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. 

Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4
times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. 

When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was
ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point
my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? 

When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and
phone-less. 

My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. 

So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they
wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely,"
from someone whose job is to keep me safe. 

I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did
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we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery.
The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing
power. This is unacceptable. 

p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

Regards,
Colleen Owen

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Marilyn Phan <phannmarilynn@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:35 AM

Hi,My name is Marilyn Phan and I am a resident of Westminster, California.  I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Marilyn Phan

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Clara Valderrama <c.j.valderrama@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:33 AM

Hi,My name is Clara Valderrama and I am a resident of Sugar Land, Texas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,

Clara Valderrama
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Eleanor Turner <turner.eleanor@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:33 AM

Hello, 

My name is Eleanor Turner and I am a resident of Philadelphia, PA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. 

She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal
action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The
story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When
people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to
5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national
guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone
was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What
happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by
gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My
zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right
hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being
transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started
having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't
even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by
drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood
& hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. They weren't
even wearing face masks."

This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. I am tired of
hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. This is
unacceptable. We want those responsible to be punished accordingly. Please take steps to do so ASAP. Thank you. 

Sincerely,
Eleanor 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sheena Roche <sheenarochemmc@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:31 AM

Hi,

My name is Sheena Roche and I am a resident of Ireland. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too.  
Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. 

Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered.

There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully
were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to
show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane.

We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to
a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises.

We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could
1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and
2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there.

There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I
stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun
and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than
my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers.

When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was
ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point
my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!???

When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and
phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call
someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully
find a safe option there.

So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead.

But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find
a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
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protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even
wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way.

Be the change.

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details.

Sincerely,

Sheena Roche 

1 / 1

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Alaina Wilson <alaina.aw.wilson@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:30 AM

Hi,
My name is Alaina Wilson and I am a resident of North Hollywood, CA. The testimony contained in this email needs to be
heard! It details blatant examples of police brutality and abuse. The officers involved in this incident had a blatant disregard for
the law and need to be held accountable along with their superiors.
I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-
for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the
protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension
increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for
blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on
their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not
only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without
telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight
that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still
have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even
pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was
ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of
her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get
medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were
too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and
threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even
wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

The blatant disregard of the law apparent is this story is appalling. To have performed ONE let alone FOUR cavity searches
on a group of people detained for something as small as protesting and breaking a curfew that was changed 40 min before it
was set it start is disgusting. This is a clear abuse of power as well as sexual assault. The citizens of Los Angeles continue to
be put in dangerous situations by the police and it needs to stop. Who can we turn to when the people who are supposed to
protect us are the ones hurting us.
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Sincerely,
-Alaina Wilson

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Andrea Szasz' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:28 AM

Hi,My name is Andy Szasz and I am a resident of Munich, Germany. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Andy
Szasz.

1 / 2

From: 'Lisa Vreugdenhil' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:30 AM

Hi,

My name is Lisa Vreugdenhil and I am a resident of The Netherlands. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Lisa Vreugdenhil

2 / 2
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <alexawhitt@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:30 AM

Hi,My name is Alexa Whittington and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 
Alexa Whittington 

All My Best,
Alexa Whittington 
alexawhitt@gmail.com

mailto:alexawhitt@gmail.com
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jacqueline Smith <jacqueline.k.smith@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:29 AM

Hi, My name is Jacqueline Smith and I am a resident of Los Feliz in Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. 

Sincerely,
Jacqueline Smith 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Mia Hernandez <mia.hernandez06@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:29 AM

Hi, My name is Mia Hernandez and I am a resident of The Bronx/NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely, Mia Hernandez 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Isey Thimont Jack <isobelkatherine@hotmail.co.uk>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:29 AM

Hi, My name is Isobel  and I am a resident of Chicago. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Isobel 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Monica Mendoza' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:17 AM

Hi,My name is Monica Mendoza and I am a resident of Downey, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Monica Mendoza 
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:25 AM

Hi, 

My name is Shenna Heard and I am a resident of London, U.K. 
I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. 
Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. 
She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear ILLEGAL
action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. 
She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. 
The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.
“I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."
Please share her story. 
Please bring this to other people’s attention. 
This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a
position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a
group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Be the change. 

Sincerely, 

Miss S. Heard 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Celine Ross <celineross9@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:25 AM

Hi,

My name is Celine Ross and I am a resident of Cerritos, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Celine Ross
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Tita Ortega <tita.mia.ortega@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:24 AM

Hi,My name is Adelita Ortega and I am a resident of Garden Grove, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Adelita

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Anonym Yo <mylittleponyfrv@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:22 AM

Hi,My name is Emma Petersson and I am a resident of Sweden. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Emma
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Selcuk Dayioglu <selcuk.dayioglu@hotmail.de>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:21 AM

Hi,

My name is Selcuk Dayioglu and I am a resident of Cologne/Germany. 

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-
for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. 
P.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Selcuk Dayioglu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Rachel Belgrade <rbelgrade6@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:20 AM

Hi,My name is Rachel Belgrade and I am a resident of Boston, Massachusetts. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and
even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only
unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without
telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties
were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right
hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were
being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed.
People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a
homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An
officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK
MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking
at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he
couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me.
Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no
clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to
point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is
mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS
READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop
pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even
tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff
with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it
herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours
at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I
had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So
they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't
worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find
a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality
the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL
of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Rachel Belgrade 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: ewan mcintyre <ewanmcintyre91@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:18 AM

Reading the report of my subject header is truly harrowing.  

How do you sleep at night knowing people under your command have knowingly out 20 woman's lives in danger? 

The police are to PROTECT AND SERVE.  How is this protecting these women? How is this serving and allowing a
community to protest peacefully? 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: erika quirarte <erikaquirarte@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:18 AM

Hi,My name is Erika Quirarte and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Erika Quirarte
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Phoebe Cripps <phoebecripps@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:16 AM

Hi,My name is Phoebe Cripps and I am a resident of London, UK. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. You are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, and
now is the tine to do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe
and out of harm’s way. Be the change. The world is watching. 

Sincerely,
Phoebe
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Carly Emmett <carlyemmmett2@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:16 AM

Hi,My name is Carly and I am a resident of Gilbert, Arizona. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Carly
Emmett

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Joyce George <joyce.s.george@outlook.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:15 AM

Hi,My name is Joyce George, MD and I am a resident of Rancho Cucamonga, CA. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in
DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew
from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and
national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood
& hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Sincerely,
Joyce S. George, MD, MPH
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Katharina Schürf' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:14 AM

Hello, my name is Katharina Schurf and I am a resident of Munich, Germany. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way.

Be the change.

Sincerely,
Katharina Schurf
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Alexandra Willison <alexandrawillison@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Fri, Jun 5, 2020 at 3:27 PM

Hi,

My name is Alexandra Willison and I am a resident of Brooklyn, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Alexandra Willison

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lauren Williams <slb7713@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:13 AM

Hi,My name is Lauren Williams and I am a resident of Cartersville, Georgia. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,

Lauren Williams 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Rebecca Ruiz <ruizrebecca92@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:11 AM

Hi, My name is Rebecca Ruiz and I am a resident of California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing
psychologically and traumatic, disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Please Be the change. thank you.

 Sincerely,
 Rebecca Ruiz 

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Olivia Mekdara <o.mekdara@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:11 AM

Hi,

My name is Olivia Mekdara and I am a resident of Temple City, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Olivia 

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
3 messages

From: 'Vanessa Pineda' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:02 AM

Hi,My name is Vanessa and I am a resident of Bell Gardens, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely, Vanessa.

1 / 3

From: 'Avonnet Bell' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:06 AM
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Hi,My name is Avonnet Bell and I am a resident of Philadelphia, PA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
Sincerely,Avonnet 

2 / 3

From: 'Daniel Nikolov' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:10 AM

Hi,My name is Daniel  and I am a resident of Greenwood. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
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cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone

3 / 3
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Stephanie Contreras <scontreras870@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:10 AM

Hi,My name is (Stephanie Contreras) and I am a resident of (La Puente/CA). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Stephanie Contreras

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Katerina Papadopoulos <thiskat@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:07 AM

Hi,My name is Kat Papadopoulos and I am a resident of Los Angeles, Ca. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Kat Papadopoulos 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lizzie Watson <lizzie_1isleofman@hotmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:04 AM

Hi, My name is Lizzie and I am a resident of York, United Kingdom. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 
Lizzie.

BLACK LIVES MATTER
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ary Nassiri <arynassiri@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:04 AM

Hi,

My name is Ary Nassiri and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Ary Nassiri
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kristian Ramirez <kristianramirez0726@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:03 AM

Hi,My name is Kristian Ramirez and I am a resident of Sacramento, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely, Kristian Ramirez
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: kimberley.mckinlay <kimberley.mckinlay@hotmail.co.uk>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 2:02 AM

Hi,My name is Kimberley mckinlay and I am a resident of the United kingdom. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA
on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She
posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I
was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. DO
SOMETHING, THIS IS UNNACCEPTABLE. 

Yours sincerely 
Kimberley Mckinlay

Sent from my Samsung Galaxy S9 - Powered by Three
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Mariel Romero <mariel.romoca@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:59 AM

Hi, 

My name is Mariel Romero and I am a resident of San Diego, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Mariel Romero

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Mal <odonnell.mallory@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:58 AM

Hi,My name is Mallory O’Donnell and I am a resident of Portland, OR. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Mallory O’Donnell 
US Air Force Veteran
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Sunshine' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:58 AM

Hi,My name is Lynda Kyle and I am a resident of St Petersburg, FL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Mesha <fictionwriter1995@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:55 AM

Hi,

My name is Mesha and I am a resident of Lemon Grove, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Mesha Lanatte
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AN URGENT NEED TO ADDRESS: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Juliana Diaz <julianajdiaz@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:55 AM

To whom it may concern,

My name is Juliana and I am a resident of Santa Ana in neighboring Orange County. Since I began my undergraduate journey
at USC, Los Angeles has become my second home within these last three years. I recently became aware of fellow Trojan
Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent from the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word
testimony of which I urge you to read.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I like so many, are tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people
safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Juliana Diaz

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Taylor Blackwell <rivenlypanic@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:54 AM

Hi,My name is Taylor Blackwell and I am a resident of Piggott, Arkansas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Taylor

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Keshia Almendarez <kthais04@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:54 AM

Hi,

I am a resident of California and I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should
too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the
past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. 

Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. Protect and serve MY ASS,
this was a bunch of immature pigs being spiteful and vindictive. Every single officer currently employed by the LAPD needs to
be fired. 

Laura Montilla posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. What follows is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds, HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender and, without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they were finally cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They asked which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone had been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Again, protect and serve my ass. These cops are abusers. Domestic terrorists. Fix it before it gets worse. Chief Moore and
Garcetti have done nothing to keep the people of LA safe. The people of LA would be safer if Chief Moore and Mayor Garcetti
resigned. The people of LA deserve public servants who believe that Black Lives Matter. 

Sincerely,
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An American citizen 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: SINDI ZALLI <sindi.zalli@rosmini.eu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:53 AM

Hi,My name is Sindi Zalli and I am a resident of Italy. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
Sincerely,
Sindi
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Vivian Lam <vlam350@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:52 AM

Hi, my name is Vivian Lam and I am a resident of Monterey Park, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Vivian
Lam.
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Cassandra Stewart <stewart.cassandra97@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:51 AM

Hi, my name is Cassandra and I am a resident of New York City. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Cassandra Stewart

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <daniellewhisker@hotmail.co.uk>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:50 AM

Hi,My name is Danielle and I am a resident of the UK. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Danielle
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: James Allen <jamesallenphotoshop@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:49 AM

Hi,My name is James Allen and I am a resident of Long Beach, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
James Allen
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Heather Leith <heatherleith@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:49 AM

Hi,

My name is Heather and I am a resident of Costa Mesa, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Mayor Garcetti, I am disgusted by hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe
and out of harm’s way. 

Please stop enabling this violence against protestors to continue. The officers involved in Laura’s detainment should be fired
and abuse of this kind will only continue if you don’t do something. 

Sincerely,
Heather Leith
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Camryn Fredrickson <fredrickson.camryn@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:48 AM

Hi,My name is Camryn Fredrickson and I am a resident of College Station, Texas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Camryn
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Samantha Avila <samanthajavila@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:45 AM

To Mayor Garcetti and everyone involved,

My name is Samantha and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Samantha 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Mailene Gonzalez <mailenegonzalez@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:45 AM

Hi,My name is Mailene Gonzalez and I am a resident of Eagle Rock, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
9 messages

From: 'Rachael Osgood' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:15 AM

Hi, My name is Rachael Osgood and I am a resident of Burbank, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. I am absolutely mortified by these events. I have seen multiple videos from all
different sources validating her story. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in
DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew
from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and
national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood
& hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Rachael Osgood 
CalBRE#01957945
Realtor 
Media West Realty 
1300 W Magnolia Blvd. 
Burbank, CA 91506 

https://www.google.com/maps/search/1300+W+Magnolia+Blvd.+Burbank,+CA+91506?entry=gmail&source=g
https://www.google.com/maps/search/1300+W+Magnolia+Blvd.+Burbank,+CA+91506?entry=gmail&source=g
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Cell: (818)523-7529
Office:(818)845-9700
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From: 'Ashley Keading' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:15 AM

Hi,My name is Ashley Keading and I am a resident of Santa Barbara California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Ashley Keading
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From: 'Cassie Evanow' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:17 AM

Hi,

My name is Cassandra Evanow and I am a resident of Ladera Heights. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Cassandra Evanow

3 / 9

From: 'Crystal Marie' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:22 AM

Hi,My name is Crystal Esposito and I am a resident of San Fernando, California . I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
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California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Crystal Esposito 

Sent from my iPhone

4 / 9

From: 'Adriana' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:24 AM

Hi,My name is Adriana  Maldonado and I am a resident of Oakdale California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
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peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, 
Adriana Maldonado 

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S9, an AT&T 5G Evolution capable smartphone

5 / 9

From: 'Marianna Dermarkariants' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:36 AM

My name is Marianna and I am a resident of Sylmar (previously Westwood, and Glendale). I just became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I know you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading.
. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested.

 What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus
separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for
five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or
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feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. 

We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. 

There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I
stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun
and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than
my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. 

When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was
ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. 
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. 

My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night.

 By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a
taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling
others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Marianna Dermarkarian

Sent from my iPhone

6 / 9

From: 'allie_braithwaite' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:36 AM

Hi,
My name is Alexandra Braithwaite and I am a resident of Sacramento, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
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inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Alexandra Braithwaite

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

7 / 9

From: 'Katherine Chamorro' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:38 AM

Hi,My name is Katherine Chamorro and I am a resident of Sacramento, California. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
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METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. Sincerely,
Katherine 

Sent from my iPhone

8 / 9

From: 'Myrka Zepeda' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:44 AM

Hi,My name is Ximena Zepeda and I am a resident of Baldwin Park, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
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I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Ximena Zepeda 

Sent from my iPhone

9 / 9
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Alyssa Ulibarri <arulibarri@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:43 AM

Hi, 

My name is Alyssa Ulibarri and I am a resident of Glendale, AZ. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Alyssa Ulibarri 

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Franziska Wengierek <franziskawengierek@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:43 AM

Hi,My name is Franziska Wengierek I am a resident of Nuremberg, Germany. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Franziska Wengierek
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Mohammad Imran Mahtab <imranmahtab1995@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:42 AM

Hi,My name is Mohammad Imran Mahtab and I am a resident of Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. 

Sincerely,

Mohammad Imran Mahtab
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Inga-Lena Bartels <inga-lena.b@web.de>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:42 AM

Hi,My name is Inga-Lena Bartels and I am a resident of Flensburg Germany. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
Sincerely, Inga-Lena Bartels 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Joanie M <j.d.m.mcanulty@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:41 AM

Hi,My name is Joanie McAnulty and I am a resident of Cape May Court House, New Jersey. I recently became aware of
Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. 
Sincerely, 
Joanie McAnulty

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Eleonora Ziviani <eleeonora03@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:35 AM

Hi,My name is Eleonora Ziviani and I am a resident of Bolzano, Italy. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Eleonora 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Samantha Lehmann <sammylehmann@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:34 AM

Hi,My name is Samantha Lehmann and I am a resident of Sacramento, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Samantha Lehmann.

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Christine Amarila <cjs.amarila@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:30 AM

Hello,

My name is Christine and I am a resident of Spring Valley, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Christine

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Layla Alkayali <laylaalkayali@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:30 AM

Hi,My name is Layla and I am a resident of Aurora Colorado. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,Layla
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Trent Hubbard <j.trent.hubbard@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:29 AM

Hi,My name is Trent Hubbard and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA.  I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,

Trent Hubbard 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Anakarin Ochoa <aochoa662@student.glendale.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:29 AM

Hi,My name is Ana and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely, 
Ana O.

Sent from my iPhone

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <jasonignaste@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:29 AM

Hi, My name is Jason and I am a resident of San Gabriel, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Jason Te
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Cristina De Santis <chicca.desantis@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:28 AM

Hi,My name is Cristina De Santis and I am a resident of Rome, in Italy. 
I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-
for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the
protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension
increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for
blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on
their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not
only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without
telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight
that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still
have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even
pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was
ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of
her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get
medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were
too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and
threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even
wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Be the change. Sincerely, Cristina De Santis 

Inviato da iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Grace Jones <gracejones600@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:28 AM

Hi,My name is Grace Jones and I am a resident of Montclair, NJ. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Grace Jones
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: carissa carlton <carissacarlton@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:25 AM

Hi,
My name is Carissa Archuleta and I am a resident of Silverdale, WA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Carissa Archuleta
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Molly Bernitz <bernitty@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:24 AM

Hi,

My name is Molly Bernitz and I am a resident of North Hollywood, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. 

So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they
wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely,"
from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one
was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily.
But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A
fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please
share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. 

It’s time for you to step up and be the elected leaders you were voted to be.  

Sincerely,

-- 
Molly Bernitz
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: laurapaivaflores <laurapaivaflores@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:24 AM

Hi,My name is (Laura Urrutia and I am a resident of portland Oregon. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Laura 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ricky Johnson <joh41637@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:22 AM

Mayor Garcetti,

My name is Ricky Johnson and I am a resident of North Hollywood, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD after a and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. You ARE in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police (the highly corrupt LAPD especially); a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s
way. Be the change. PLEASE. DO YOUR JOB.

PROTECT US, ERIC.

Sincerely,

Ricky Johnson 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Michael Nelson <intelligentembellishment@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:22 AM

Hi,My name is (insert your name) and I am a resident of (insert your city/state). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 
Michael Nelson
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Melissa Sato <melissa.n.sato@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:22 AM

Hello,

My name is Melissa Sato, and I am a resident of Santa Monica, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Melissa Sato
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Siddalee Diaz <jenniferdiaz0725@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:21 AM

Hi,

My name is Siddalee Diaz, and I am a resident of Fontana, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st.

Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way.

Be the change.

Sincerely,
Siddalee
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ashley Case <ashleycase74@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:19 AM

Hi,My name is Ashley Case and I am a resident of Anaheim, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Ashley Case.
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Andrea Furtado <danceannie711@sbcglobal.net>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:18 AM

Hi,My name is Andrea Furtado and I am a resident of San Jose, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, 

Andrea F
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kathy Jimenez <kathynjimenez@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:18 AM

Hi,My name is Kathy Jimenez and I am a resident of Brea, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Kathy Jimenez 
657-269-0052
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kristin McGowan <kmickg@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:17 AM

Hi,My name is Kristin McGowan and I am a resident of North Hollywood. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Kristin McGowan

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Morgan Schmidt <morganschmidt94@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:17 AM

Hi,My name is Morgan Schmidt and I am a resident of East Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Morgan Schmidt
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Odalys Callejas <jcbhsly@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:17 AM

Hi,My name is Odalys and I am a resident of Santa Barbara, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 
Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way.

 Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Odalys (a concerned American citizen, an Honors college student, and a Latina woman)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lindsay Rissmeyer <lindsay.rissmeyer@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 1:15 AM

Hi,My name is Lindsay Rissmeyer and I am a resident of Glen Rock, NJ. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Lindsay Rissmeyer
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Alexandra Anthony <alexandra.anthony15@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:08 AM

Hi,

My name is Alexandra Anthony and I am a resident of Columbus, OH.

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. 

Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Alexandra Anthony 
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Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Alexsis Thomas' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:57 AM

Hi,My name is  Alexsis, and I am a resident of PA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and
I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los
Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st.
Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
ALEXSIS

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Jenna Gaydos' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:07 AM

Hi,

Do not look away or skip to the end. You are. A public servant and this happened under your jurisdiction. 

My name is Jenna Gaydos and I am a resident of Chicago, IL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living
in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday,
June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her
detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,

Jenna Gaydos
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jeff Simon <jeff.simon28@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:07 AM

To Los Angeles city leadership,

I am a law student and recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too.

Police must be held to standards of professionalism, just like workers in every other profession. As public servants, they
should be ashamed of this appalling conduct, and disciplinary action here is absolutely necessary.

Laura posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police.

Sincerely,
Jeff 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Mai Nguyen <maii.nguyen14@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:06 AM

Hi, my name is Mai Nguyen and I am a resident of Columbus, Ohio. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Mai
Nguyen. 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Mo Corriveau <mokgreim@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:04 AM

Hi, 

My name is Maureen Corriveau and I am a resident of Baltimore, MD. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Mo Corriveau

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Anna Clark <clarkap@miamioh.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:03 AM

Hi, 

My name is Anna Clark and I am a resident of Cincinnati, Ohio. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely, Anna Clark 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lauren Anderson <lauren@stonecoldstylela.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:02 AM

Hi,My name is Lauren and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Lauren Anderson
323-578-5163
www.stonecoldstylela.com
Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Fabineen Saayman <fabi.iphone1@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:02 AM

Hi,My name is Fabineen Cordaro and I am a resident of Nashville,TN. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Fabineen Cordaro 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sam Perrone <sjperrone18@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:01 AM

Hi, My name is Sam Perrone and I am a resident of Philadelphia, PA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Sam Perrone

Penn State University 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Taylor Stamps <tfstamps1@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:01 AM

Hi,

My name is Taylor Stamps and I am a resident of Gainesville, FL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should, too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely, Taylor Stamps 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Alison Hart <ahart@tfschools.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:59 AM

Hi,My name is Alison Hart and I am a resident of Neptune, NJ I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Alison Hart 

-- 
*Confidentiality Notice: *The information contained in this communication 
is privileged and confidential and is intended for the sole use of the 
intended recipient. If you are not the intended recipient of this email, do 
not read, distribute or reproduce it (including any attachments). If you 
have received this email in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
telephone or email reply.
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
4 messages

From: 'Diana Berry' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:52 AM

Hi,My name is Diana Berry and I am a resident of Nahant, MA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Diana Berry

1 / 4
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From: 'Annelise Castillo' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:53 AM

Hi,My name is Annelise Castillo and I am a resident of Riverside, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
 Sincerely, Annelise Castillo 

2 / 4

From: 'Zoe Kupper' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:54 AM

Hi,My name is Zoe Kupper and I am a resident of Weston, CT. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
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(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Zoe Kupper

Sent from my iPhone

3 / 4

From: 'Estefania Beltran' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:56 AM

Hi, 

My name is Estefania Beltran and I am a resident of San Diego, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
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curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Estefania Beltran

4 / 4
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ellie-Louise Des Baux <elliedesbaux@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:54 AM

Hi, My name is Ellie-Louise and I am a resident of the UK. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Ellie-Louise 

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kiyomi Oikawa <kiyomi_oikawa7@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:54 AM

Hi,My name is Kiyomi and I am a resident of Vancouver, Canada. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. 

This is disgusting and concerning. The world is watching.

If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories
about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Kiyomi
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Laura Murray <laura.murray07@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:53 AM

Hi,My name is Laura Franklin and I am a resident of San Marcos, TX. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Payge Taylor <paygemarietaylor@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:52 AM

Hi,My name is payge and I am a resident of ny, ny. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and
I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los
Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st.
Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, payge

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ben <ben.breslerman@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:51 AM

Hi,My name is Ben Breslerman and I am a resident of Washington DC. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Ben
Breslerman
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Blythe McCracken <blythe.mccracken@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:50 AM

Hi, 
My name is Blythe McCracken. 

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-
for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks”. 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Blythe McCracken
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Emily G' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:48 AM

Hi, My name is Emily and I am a resident in Bergen County, NJ. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,

Emily 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Aimee Boland <aimeejensen@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:48 AM

Hi,My name is Aimee Boland and I am a resident of Ohio. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: michaelsama <michaelsama@live.ca>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:45 AM

Hi,My name is Michael Sama and I am a resident of Newmarket Ontario Canada. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,  Michael Sama
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Madelyn Bernhardt <madelyngbernhardt@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:44 AM

Hi,My name is Madelyn Bernhardt and I am a resident of Lancaster, PA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Madelyn Bernhardt

Enviado desde mi iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Olivia Erickson <cheers4olivia@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:43 AM

Hi,My name is Olivia Erickson and I am a resident of Palmerton, PA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
Sincerely,OLIVIA ERICKSON 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Amy Happy <amyccalub@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:41 AM

Hi,
My name is Amy Happy and I am a resident of Lomita, Ca. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Amy 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'C Schmidt' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:41 AM

Hi,My name is Catherine Schmidt and I am a resident of Red Lodge, Montana. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely, Catherine Schmidt 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Arkeida wilson <wilsonaa01@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:39 AM

Hi,My name is arkeida and I am a resident of this country. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
Sincerely,Arkeida 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Eleanor McNicholas <eleanor.mcnicholass@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:39 AM

Hi,My name is Eleanor and I am a resident of Northampton, UK. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Eleanor McNicholas

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: hania janjua <haniajanjua1313@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:37 AM

Hi,My name is Hania Janjua  and I am a resident of Melbourne, Victoria. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely, 
Hania Janjua
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ericka Moore <myfriendericka@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:36 AM

Hi,My name is Ericka Pyles and I am a resident of Dover, NH. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,

Ericka Pyles
Pronouns: She/Hers
myfriendericka@gmail.com
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: donnah forster <donna-mary11@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:35 AM

Hi,My name is Donna Forster and I am a resident of Brisbane, Australia. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Donna Forster 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sophie Hudak <sophiehudak@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:34 AM

Hi,My name is Sophie Hudak and I am a resident of Purcellville, Virginia. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Sophie Hudak

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Choudhury,Nadim K (BIDMC - Anesthesia Residents) <nchoudhu@bidmc.harvard.edu>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:34 AM

Hi,My name is Nadim Choudhury and I am a resident of Boston, MA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Nadim Choudhury, MD

Sent from my iPhone

________________________________

This message is intended for the use of the person(s) to whom it may be addressed. It may contain information that is
privileged, confidential, or otherwise protected from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, any
dissemination, distribution, copying, or use of this information is prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please
permanently delete it and immediately notify the sender. Thank you.
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Jaime Levine' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:30 AM

Hello,

My name is Jaime Levine and I am a resident of Brooklyn, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. You are in a
position to make a change and fix this broken system. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is
supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Jaime Levine
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From: 'Ahmed Rashidy' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:33 AM

Hi,My name is Ahmed and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Ahmed
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: jennifertyrrell@bluewin.ch <jennifertyrrell@bluewin.ch>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:32 AM

Hi,My name is Jennifer Tyrrell and I am a resident of Speicher, Switzerland. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from Outlook Mobile
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kelsey Baker <k.bake1012@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:32 AM

Hi,My name is Kelsey A. Baker and I am a resident of Philadelphia, PA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,

Kelsey A. Baker, MS OTR/L CLC
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: kate yeung ching yung <kateyeungchingyung@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:25 AM

Hi,My name is Kate Yeung and I am a resident of Victoria, Australia. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Kate Yeung. 

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
3 messages

From: 'Jessica' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:14 AM

Hi,My name is Jessica Chilcote and I am a resident of Douglassville, Pa. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
 Sincerely, Jessica Chilcote 

1 / 3

From: 'evelyne quansah' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:14 AM

Hi,My name is Evelyne and I am a resident of Virginia. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Evelyne

Von meinem iPhone gesendet

2 / 3

From: 'James Zito' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:25 AM

Hi,My name is James Zito and I am a resident of East Lansing, Michigan. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
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peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,

James Zito

Sent from my iPhone

3 / 3
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jordan Nail <jlnail@crimson.ua.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:24 AM

Hi,My name is Jordan and I am a resident of Alabama. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter your name)

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lira Skenderi <liraskenderi@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:23 AM

Hi,

My name is Lira Skenderi and I am a resident of Brooklyn, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. 

Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. 

We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to
a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. 

We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street)
began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING
HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we
begged for them to turn it off. 

After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At
least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered
to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was
coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had
no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the
entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. 

When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was
ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point
my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? 

When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and
phone-less. 

My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. 

By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste
of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others
and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
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wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. 

Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Lira Skenderi

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Vanessa Caravella <vanessacaravella26@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:22 AM

Hi,My name is Vanessa and I am a resident of Toronto, Ontario. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Vanessa Caravella

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Delaney Burns <delaneyjburns@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:22 AM

Hi, My name is Delaney Burns and I am a resident of Nashua, New Hampshire. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Delaney Burns
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Morgan Eattock <morganeattock@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:20 AM

Hi,My name is Morgan Eattock and I am a resident of Pleasant Hill, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Morgan Eattock 

Sent from Diagon Alley. 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Caitlyn Scafaria <caitlynscafaria@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:19 AM

Hi,My name is Caitlyn Scafaria and I am a resident of Columbus, Ohio. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Caitlyn Scafaria
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kevin Concepcion <kevin_concepcion@live.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:33 AM

Hi, My name is Kevin and I am a resident of Sacramento, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. 

We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to
a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. 

After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At
least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered
to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was
coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had
no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the
entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. 

When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was
ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point
my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? 

When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and
phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call
someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully
find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones
dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope
you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Kevin
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Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Noella Anyangwe <noella.94@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:19 AM

Hi,My name is ( Noella Anyangwe ) and I am a resident of (Los Angeles, CA). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,

Noella M. Anyangwe 
MS Global Medicine
Keck School of Medicine, USC 2020
BS Neurobiology and Physiology
University of Maryland College Park 2016

null
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Laura Gavin <lgavin@thisismkg.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:18 AM

Hi, 

My name is Laura Gavin and I am a resident of Venice, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Laura Gavin

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sarah Rivera <sariver5@asu.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:17 AM

Hi,My name is Sarah Rivera and I am a resident of Oceanside,California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Sarah Rivera 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Larissa Rapoport <larapo@optonline.net>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:14 AM

Hi, 
My name is Larissa Rapoport I am a resident of Milford, CT. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Larissa Rapoport
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Riley Hawkins <rileyahawkins@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:13 AM

Hi,My name is Riley Hawkins and I am a resident of Franklin, Indiana. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Riley Hawkins
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: sinead mccarron <sinead.a.mccarron@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:09 AM

Hi,

My name is Sinead and I am a resident of Orlando, FL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,

Sinead
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Allison Aina Alpuerto <allisonaina@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:09 AM

Hi, 

My name is Allison and I am a resident of San Jose, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Allison

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Amanda Harris' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:08 AM

Hi,

My name is Amanda Harris, and I am a resident of Decatur, GA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. 

The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Amanda Harris
Decatur, GA
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Olivia Rodriguez <oliviamrod@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:07 AM

Hi,

My name is Olivia Rodriguez and I am a resident of Kirkland, Washington. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely

Olivia Rodriguez

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Catherine Asbury <catherinechristensen4@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:02 AM

Hi,
My name is Catherine Asbury and I am a resident of Monroe, Michigan. 

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. 
Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. 
She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal
action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. 
She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. 
There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully
were jumped on by multiple men and tased. 
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. 
We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to
a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises.
We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off.
After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At
least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered
to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was
coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had
no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the
entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers.
When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was
ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point
my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? 
When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and
phone-less. 
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. 
So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they
wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely,"
from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one
was kidnapped that night. 
By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste
of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others
and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. 
If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories
about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 
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Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Catherine Asbury

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Cédric Delbeke <cedric.delbeke@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:01 AM

Hi,My name is Cedric and I am a resident of Belgium. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely Cedric
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Belina Dawit <belinadawit@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:00 AM

Hi,My name is Belina Dawit and I am a resident of LA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
 Belina

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lisa Schulze <lisaanneschulze@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 4:00 AM

Hi,My name is Lisa Schulze and I am a resident of Waltham, MA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,

Lisa Schulze
630.292.9166
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Melanie Lubin <mlubin17@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:59 AM

Hi,

My name is Melanie Lubin and I am a resident of New York, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 
Melanie Lubin
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Erin Roodhuyzen <eroodzen@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:58 AM

Hi,

My name is Erin Roodhuyzen and I am a resident of Sydney, Australia, originally from Palos Verdes, CA and a graduate of
UCLA. 

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. 

She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. 

Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. 

If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories
about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Be the change. 
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Sincerely,

Erin Roodhuyzen
Employsure | Business Analyst
eroodzen@gmail.com | 0475 211 724
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Grace Salmon <gracie.salmon2@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:57 AM

Hi, My name is Grace and I am a resident of Lexington, Kentucky. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

You must do better. 

Sincerely,
Grace

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <lozicmeg@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:56 AM

Hi,My name is Megan and I am a resident of Stockholm, Sweden but a US citizen. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. Sincerely,(enter your name)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Dave Brasov <dave.brasov@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:55 AM

Hi,My name is ( Dave Brasov  ) and I am a resident of (Garden Grove , Ca ) ....I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(Dave
Brasov )
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Katherine Webber <webber.katherine@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:55 AM

Hi,My name is Katherine Webber and I am a resident of Irvine, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable.”

This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a
position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a
group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
 Sincerely,

Katherine Webber 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jacqueline Greene <jacquelinegreene19@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:54 AM

Hi, My name is Jackie Greene  and I am a resident of Orange County, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Jacqueline 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Allison Elizabeth Koury <aek457@nyu.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:54 AM

Hi,My name is Allie Koury and I am a resident of Clinton, New Jersey I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."
Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Allie

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Reed Fanning <reed.fanning@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:53 AM

Hi,
My name is Reed Fanning and I am a resident of Salt Lake, Utah. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Reed Fanning
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <marloverket@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:51 AM

Hi,

My name is Marlo Verket and I am a resident of Manhattan Beach, California.  I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Marlo Verket 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Divya Rajpoot Gursahani <rajpootd@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:50 AM

Dear LA Mayor, City Council, Governor Newson, 

My name is Divya Gursahani. I am a resident of Brea, CA, a fellow USC alumni, a wife, a mother to a wonderful almost 2 year
old daughter with baby #2 on the way and a registered nurse working on the frontlines of this pandemic. Though I do not live
in Los Angeles any longer, I have strong ties and deep roots in LA and California as a whole. I am deeply disturbed by the
state of our union and affected by the actions of the police in our country, state, and cities. 

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-
for-word testimony.

Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 
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Sincerely,

Divya Gursahani, RN, MHA

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kelsey North <kelsey.north87@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:48 AM

Hi,My name is Kelsey North, and I am a resident of Philadelphia, PA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Kelsey North

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
4 messages

From: 'Sade Harris' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:43 AM

Hi,My name is Sade Harris and I am a resident of Sade Harris. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Sade  Harris 

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 4

From: 'Chloe Pak' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:44 AM

Hi,My name is Chloe Pak and I am a resident of San Francisco, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
 Sincerely,
Chloe 

Sent from my iPhone

2 / 4

From: 'Josephine Hahn' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:45 AM

Hi,My name is Josephine Hahn and I am from Germany. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
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her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
Sincerely,Josephine Hahn

Von meinem iPhone gesendet

3 / 4

From: 'Ana Regalado' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:47 AM

Hi,My name is Ana Regalado and I am a resident of Miami, FL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
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even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,Ana
Regalado

4 / 4
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Aine Baines <ainebaines@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:46 AM

Hi,My name is Áine Baines. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too.
Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in
DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew
from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and
national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood
& hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Áine Baines
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kristie <kristieobrien92@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:45 AM

Hi, my name is Kristie. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks.

"Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. 

Be the change. Sincerely, Kristie. 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Michele Weiner <mtweiner@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:45 AM

Hi,

My name is Michele Weiner and I am a 30 year old resident of California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and it is imperative that you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. 

She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal
action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. 

She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. 

There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully
were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to
show compliance. 

Then each person was arrested. 

What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. 

We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to
a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. 

My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right
hand. 

Days later I still have painful bruises. 

We were never read our Miranda rights. 

When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. 

They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. 

People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. 

We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street)
began having a major panic attack. 

An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. 

The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. 

After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At
least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. 

There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. 

As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. 
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When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. 

Even though I was clearly still cuffed.
 
Had no possessions. 

(Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) 

(4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)

We received no clear answers. 

When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). 
We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. 

They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? 

When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter.

 She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where
she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. 

They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out
how to remove it herself. 

She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. 

My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. 

An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. 

So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. 

But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find
a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. 

I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. 

I pray no one was kidnapped that night. 

By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. 

But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A
fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. 

p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

 This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. You are in a
position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a
group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 

This is not what Los Angeles means. You must do better. You must get these crooked cops off the street, and radically rebuild
this department.

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sophie Jarvis <sophiejdjarvis@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:39 AM

Hi, 

My name is Sophie and I am a resident of Wales, United Kingdom. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way.
 
Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Sophie Jarvis
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Melanie Benker <melkbenker@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:37 AM

Hi,My name is Melanie and I am a resident of Port Washington NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, 
Melanie Wedeking
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Alexandria Lockhart <allieelock@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:35 AM

Hi,My name is Alexandria and I am a resident of New York State. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Alexandria 
Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Tatia Lee <tatiaklee@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:34 AM

Dear Mayor Garcetti,

My name is Tatia Lee and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. 

Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. 

There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully
were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to
show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane.

We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to
a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. 

We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. 

After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At
least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered
to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was
coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had
no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the
entire time with my possessions removed) 

We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? 

When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and
phone-less. 

My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. 

I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did
we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. 
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The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. 

No desire to protect. 

No conscience. 

A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. 

This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. 

If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Tatia Lee

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: karen aguilar <karenaguilar412@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:33 AM

Hi, 

My name is Karen Aguilar and I am a resident of San Marcos, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Karen  

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: samantha gordenstein <s.gordenstein@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:31 AM

Hi,

My name is Samantha and I am a resident of Boston, Massachusetts. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Samantha 

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: May Gido <maygido@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:29 AM

Hi,My name is Maryanne Gido and I am a resident of Oxnard, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Maryanne

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lucy Mannall <lucymmannall@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:29 AM

Hi,My name is Lucy and I am a resident of London, UK. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way.

 Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Lucy

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sarah Balli <sarahelizabethballi@gmail.com>
To: mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org, ethics.commission@lacity.org, HRCinfo@lacity.org, caroline.toren@lacity.org,
contact.lapdonline@gmail.com, CityClerk@lacity.org, EmpowerLA@lacity.org, communityrelationsoig@lacity.org,
info@lappl.org, president@usc.edu, uscprovost@usc.edu, publicaffairs@myabc7.com,
eyewitnessnewsmakers@myabc7.com, haregawi@cbs.com, Kcbstvinvestigations@cbs.com, klazar@cbs.com,
controller.galperin@lacity.org, councilmember.cedillo@lacity.org, councilmember.Krekorian@lacity.org,
councilmember.blumenfield@lacity.org, david.ryu@lacity.org, paul.koretz@lacity.org, councilmember.martinez@lacity.org,
councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org, botchair@usc.edu, sspringer@burbankca.gov, schiff.constituent@mail.house.gov,
jhess@burbankca.gov, PPrescott@burbankca.gov, SLaChasse@burbankca.gov, eyeonla@myabc7.com, pr@abc7.com
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:26 AM

Hi,

My name is Sarah Balli and I am a resident of New Orleans, Louisiana. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los
Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story
shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at
4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men
and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus
separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours.
My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand.
Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the
cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even
pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the
street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING
HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and
2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask
the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they
checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We
received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out
what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just
point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were
finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop
responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far.
They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to
remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this
point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into
an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be
sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a
stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of
brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the
LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I
am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the
change. 

Sincerely,
Sarah Balli
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Production Best Solar <production@bestsolarpwr.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:25 AM

Hi,My name is Brittany Moore and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
INHUMANE experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. Sincerely,(enter your name)

Best,

Brittany Moore
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Alyssa Marie Limbo <amflimbo@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:25 AM

Hi,My name is Alyssa Limbo and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Alyssa
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Yvette Cortez' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:23 AM

Hi,My name is Yvette Cortez and I am a resident of Houston, Texas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Yvette Cortez
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
4 messages

From: 'Veronica Arvizu' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:03 AM

Hi Mayor Garcetti,

My name is Veronica and I am a resident of San Francisco, originally from San Diego. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Her experience must not go unexamined and the “tactics”
described are shameful. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st.

Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram.

The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours.

My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right
hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being
transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started
having panic attacks, even pissing themselves.

We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street)
began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING
HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we
begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for
those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people
speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he
couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even
though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be
exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers.

When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was
ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point
my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!???

When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and
phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call
someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully
find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones
dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope
you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night.

By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste
of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others
and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring
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this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions
taken by the police.

If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories
about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely, Veronica 

Ps.. sent via mobile; please excuse the brevity and typos.

1 / 4

From: 'Софья Шевченко' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:06 AM

Hi, My name is (Sofia Perez) and I am a resident of (Houston/ Texas). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Sofia Perez
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From: 'Christina Harris' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:17 AM

Hi, my name is Christina Harris and I am a resident of Cleveland, OH. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Christina Harris
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From: 'Emma Keegan' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:21 AM

Hi,

My name is Emma and I am a resident of Ireland. 
I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. 
Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention.

 This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a
position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a
group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Be the change. 

Sincerely, 
Emma Keegan
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Toni Salas <toni33t@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:21 AM

Hi,My name is Toni Lomas and I am a resident of Montclair, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Toni
Lomas
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Mandee Williams <imtheamericanunicorn@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:21 AM

Hi, 

My name is Mandee Taylor and I am a resident of Clovis CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Mandee Taylor

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Marcella Albuquerque <marcella.albuquerque10448@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:21 AM

Hi, My name is Marcella Albuquerque and I am a resident of Chicago, Illinois. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Marcella Albuquerque
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Melissa Solis <melissasr14@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:20 AM

Hi, 

My name is Melissa Solis and I am a resident of Burbank, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Melissa Solis

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Victoria Duarte <victoria_duarte96@hotmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:18 AM

Hello, 

My name is Victoria Duarte and I am a resident of Milwaukee Wisconsin. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Victoria 

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Krista Cohen <kristacohen94@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:17 AM

Hi,My name is Krista Cohen and I am a resident of Dacula, GA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,

Krista Cohen
972-746-9880
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Austin Meros <austinm@rwest.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:17 AM

Hi,

My name is Austin and I am a resident of Portland, Oregon. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Someone who actually cares about people.
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Regina Gray <regina.gray@smail.astate.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:15 AM

Hi,My name is Gina and I am a resident of Arkansas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Gina 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Katie Mockridge <ksm4455@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:14 AM

Hi,My name is Katie Mockridge and I am a resident of Somerset, England. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Katie
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Fizzy Rizvi <rizvifizzy@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:13 AM

Hi, My name is Faiza Rizvi and I am a resident of Oakville, Ontario. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. 

p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just
one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to
make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that
is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Faiza Rizvi 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: C Talia <chaunceyturiccki@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:12 AM

Hi,My name is (insert your name) and I am a resident of (insert your city/state). I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Chauncey Turiccki
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Rose Toner <rose.toner@hotmail.co.uk>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:12 AM

Hi,My name is Rose Toner and I am a resident of Chicago. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Natasha Panks <natashapanks@hotmail.co.uk>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:11 AM

Hi,My name is Natasha Panks and I am a resident of the UK who is HORRIFIED BY YOUR POLICE ACTIONS!!!!!! WE SEE
YOU!. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a
recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was
unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and
emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story
below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people
tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) &
police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that
cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful,
getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next
was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and
without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were
so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later
I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even
pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was
ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of
her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get
medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were
too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and
threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even
wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Natasha 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Clara Vara de Rey Gonzalo <claravdrg@gmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 3:08 AM

Hi ,my name is Clara Vara de Rey and I am a resident of Madrid, Spain. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Clara.

Enviado desde mi teléfono Huawei
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lauren Strick <lstrick94@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:44 PM

Hi, My name is Lauren Strick and I am a resident of Irvine, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Lauren 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Q. N.' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:09 AM

 I am a resident of PA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. It’s
disgusting. LAPD’s behavior was cruel and unusual beyond words.

 Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram.

 The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA.
When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from
6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and
national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood
& hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,

Quin
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From: 'Patrick Glover' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:11 AM

Hi,
My name is Patrick Glover and I am a resident of Belfast, Northern Ireland. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Patrick Glover
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Timur Celebi <tc5081@bard.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:11 AM

Hi,

My name is Timur Çelebi and I am a resident of İstanbul, Turkey. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,

Timur Çelebi

Have a nice day! 

Timur Çelebi
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Cyerah Zoeller <cgzoeller@mix.wvu.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:10 AM

Hi,My name is Cyerah Zoeller and I am a resident of Baltimore, Maryland. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: kateeleanorpeach <kateeleanorpeach@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:09 AM

Hi,My name is Kate Peach and I am a resident of the UK. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my Samsung Galaxy smartphone.
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lindsey <lynzo19@live.ca>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:09 AM

Hi,My name is Lindsey and I am a resident of Alberta,  Canada. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely, a concerned human being. 

Sent from my Bell Samsung device over Canada’s largest network.
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jennifer Koobie <jennifer@adclanconsulting.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:09 AM

Hi,My name is Jennifer and I am a resident of Irvine, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Jennifer 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: M Carey <kiyanacarey@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:08 AM

Hi,My name is Kiyana Carey and I am a resident of Asheville North Carolina. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Kiyana Carey
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Justin Hamlet <jhamlet320@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:08 AM

Hi,My name is Justin Hamlet and I am a resident of New York City. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,

Justin Hamlet

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Melisa Guerra <melisaguerra5915@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:07 AM

Hi,

My name is Melisa Guerra and I am a resident of Bradenton, Florida. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. 

Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Melisa Guerra 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
3 messages

From: 'Karla Witte' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:59 AM

Hi,
My name is Karla and I am a resident of Austin, Texas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Karla Farrar
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To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:00 AM

Hi,
My name is Emily Widra and I am a resident of Amherst, MA. 
I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. 

The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading:
“I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please acknowledge her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of
complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. 

You are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about
the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Be the change. 
Sincerely,

Emily Widra

Sent from my iPhone
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From: 'Hilary Hutchings' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:05 AM

Hi,My name is Hilary and I am a resident of Seattle, WA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Hilary

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Rachel Phillis <thetravelsofrachel@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:05 AM

Hi,My name is Rachel Phillis and I am a resident of Stuart, FL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Rachel Phillis
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lia Patty <ldpatty1@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:05 AM

Hi,My name is Lia Patty and I am a resident of Knoxville, Tennessee. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Lia Patty
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Heather Haag <heatherhaag1@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:04 AM

Hi,My name is Heather Haag and I am a resident of Queens, NY I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Heather 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Perri Connell <perriconnell@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:04 AM

Hi,My name is Perri Connell and I am a resident of Glenside, PA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Perri Connell
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Laura Fraser <laurahtfraser@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:04 AM

Hi,My name is Laura Fraser and I am a resident of Toronto. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,Laura
Fraser

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jazmin Elizabeth <jazminque57@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:03 AM

Hi,My name is Jazmin Quezada and I am a resident of Montclair, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 
Jazmin Quezada
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Mateasa Grant <mateasagrant@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:03 AM

Hi,

My name is Mateasa and I am a resident of The United Kingdom, England. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Mateasa Grant

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Katie Barnes <katie.barnes83@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:00 AM

Hi,My name is Katie Barnes and I am a resident of San Mate, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. 

The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA.
When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from
6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and
national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood
& hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Katie 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Amy Hopkinson <ahopkinson11@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 6:00 AM

Hi,My name is Amy and I am a resident of Boston, MA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Hopkinson
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jasmine Velasquez <jasminevelasquez@outlook.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:59 AM

Hi,My name is Jasmine Papagikos and I am a resident of Orlando, Florida. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,

Jasmine Papagikos 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lindsay Pinchot <lindsay.pinchot@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:59 AM

Hi, My name is Lindsay Pinchot and I am a resident of Columbus, OH, where I am also taking action against police brutality. I
recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-
for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the
protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension
increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for
blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on
their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not
only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without
telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight
that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still
have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even
pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was
ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of
her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get
medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were
too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and
threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even
wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Lindsay Pinchot
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Bobbie Rose Zerfas <bobbierose.zerfas@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:58 AM

Hi, my name is Bobbie Zerfas and I am a resident of Milwaukee, WI. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony...

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Bobbie
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Celisse Lee <celissedanielle@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:58 AM

Hi,
 My name is Celisse and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal actions of the LAPD and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading.

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a
position to make a change and help fix this broken system, please do so. I am saddened and disgusted to hear these
disturbing stories about the LAPD over and over again; it is the duty of these men and women to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way, not kidnap and torture. Be the change we ALL so desperately need.  

Sincerely,
Celisse Hecq
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Brianna <fgcubri@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:58 AM

Hi, 
My name is Brianna and I am a resident of Virginia. Although I am on the opposite side of the country, I recently became
aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the
University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while
peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical
abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word
testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest,
as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased,
we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks.
Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their
knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only
unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling
us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that
when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have
painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted
they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing
themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from
the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with
BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had
attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical
attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many
people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said
he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even
though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be
exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the
bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile
& I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY
LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a
girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by
laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. 

Sincerely, Brianna

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Luciana Contreras <luciana.florencia77@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:57 AM

Hello,

My name is Luciana Contreras and I am a resident of New York City. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. 

After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At
least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered
to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was
coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had
no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the
entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in
Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny
pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? 

When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and
phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call
someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully
find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones
dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope
you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. 

By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste
of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others
and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring
this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions
taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing
disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Luciana Contreras
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Rosie Yates' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:55 AM

Hi, 

My name is Rosie Yates and I am a resident of New York. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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Rosie Yates.
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From: 'Anne Lovell' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:57 AM

Hi,My name is Anne Marie and I am a resident of Birmingham, AL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 
Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Anne Marie Lovell

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Daniella MC <daniellamc17@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:57 AM

Hi,
My name is Daniella MC and I am a resident of Rhode Island. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. 

She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.
"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, ‘hope you find a way home safely,’ from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Daniella MC
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: michele cognetti <michelecogs@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:56 AM

Hi,My name is Michele and I am a resident of Clarks Green, PA.  I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Michele 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Nicole Renna <ncrenna114@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:56 AM

Hi, 

My name is Nicole Renna and I am a resident of Philadelphia, PA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Nicole Renna

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <dpirizarry@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:56 AM

Hi, 

My name is Deandra Irizarry and I am a resident of Miami, Florida. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Deandra Irizarry

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: maggie searle <mags.harn@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:56 AM

Hi,My name is Maggie and I am a resident of Overland Park, KS. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Maggie Searle

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Samantha Williams <srw4262@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:55 AM

Hi,

My name is Samantha Williams and I am a resident of Denver, CO. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by LAPD. The story
below is her word-for-word testimony. It makes me absolutely furious, as it should you. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Samantha Williams

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Rebecca Leone' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:55 AM

Hi, My name is Rebecca Leone and I am a resident of Hooksett, NH. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely, Rebecca Leone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: liliana medina <lilianamed97@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:55 AM

Hi,
My name is Liliana and I am a resident of Los Angeles.  I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. 
Be the change.

Sincerely,

Liliana Medina 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Rita Silvia <ritasilvia96@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:54 AM

Hi,

Before reading this, please find it in your heart to do the right thing. With so much bad in this world, let’s create some good. 

My name is Rita Silvia and I am a resident of Boston, Massachusetts. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Rita Silvia
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Yasmine Kotb <ykotb415@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:54 AM

Hi,
My name is Yasmine Kotb and I am a resident of Bethesda, MD. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. 
Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 
"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."
Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Yasmine
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Heather Copeland' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:53 AM

Hello,

My name is Heather Copeland and I am a resident of Center Line, MI. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading if you care
at all about the citizens you swore to protect.

“I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on
by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance.
Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied
and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery
parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my
arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights.
When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in
the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a
homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer
came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music
was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes
they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where
we were/how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Heather Copeland 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Eva Flanagan' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:52 AM

Hi,My name is Eva Flanagan and I am a resident of Pearl River, New York. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Eva
Flanagan 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Alyson Camber <alysonc101@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:52 AM

Hi,My name is Alyson Camber and I am a resident of Dallas, Texas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 
Sincerely,
Alyson Camber

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kelsey Blazaitis <kelsey.blazaitis@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:52 AM

Hi,My name is Kelsey and I am a resident of Chicago, Illinois. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Kelsey Blazaitis

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Chelsey Jordyn <chelseyjr2015@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:52 AM

Hi,My name is Chelsey Robinson and I am a resident of Atlanta,Ga. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Chelsey Robinson

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
2 messages

From: 'Kaylena Gonzalez' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:51 AM

Hi, 

My name is Kaylena Gonzalez and I am a resident of Millbury, MA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Kaylena Gonzalez
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From: 'Lauren Mercier' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:52 AM

Hi,My name is Lauren and I am a resident of San Diego, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Lauren Mercier

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Meredith Nolan <meredithannenolan@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:51 AM

Hi,My name is Meredith Nolan and I am a resident of Arlington, Virginia. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Meredith Nolan
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Skye Zentz <softsilverword@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:51 AM

Hi,My name is Skye and I am a resident of Norfolk, Virginia. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. 

If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories
about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Skye Zentz

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Dana Bornstein <bornsteindana@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:51 AM

Hi,My name is Dana Bornstein and I am a resident of Boston, MA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Dana Bornstein

> --
> Dana Bornstein 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Olivia Tornow <otornow18@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:51 AM

Hello,

My name is Olivia Tornow and I am a resident of Mokena, IL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Olivia Tornow
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Erika Umali <erkuml93@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:51 AM

Hi,

My name is Erika Umali and I am a resident of Brooklyn, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,

Erika Umali
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Tyasia Keith <j00684862@students.jsums.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:51 AM

Hi,My name is Tyasia Keith and I am a resident of Jackson, MS. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Tyasia Keith. 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Eunice <ekim1014@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:50 AM

Hi,My name is Eunice Kim and I am a resident of Chicago, Illinois. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Eunice 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Christina Bruening <chrissy_bruening@cox.net>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:48 AM

Hi,My name is Christina Bruening and I am a resident of Las Vegas, NV. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable.

 p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just
one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to
make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that
is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Christina B

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Summer Renee Smith <Summer.Smith@temple.edu>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:48 AM

Hello, 

My name is Summer Smith and I am a resident of Philadelphia Pennsylvania. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Summer R. Smith
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Stefi Cayenne <steficayenne@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:48 AM

Hi,My name is Stefi Cayenne and I am a resident of Elmont, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,

 Stefi Cayenne
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Paulla Taylor <paullataylor5@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:48 AM

Hi, 

My name is Paulla and I am a resident of Brooklyn New York. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Paulla

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Claire Bruns <clairebruns16@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:46 AM

Hi, my name is Claire Bruns and I am a resident of Milwaukee, WI. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. You are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system;
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Claire Bruns
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Jennifer Hennessey' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:46 AM

Hello,

My name is Jenny Hennessey and I am a resident of Brooklyn, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Jenny Hennessey 

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Kayla Villari' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:45 AM

Hi, My name is Kayla and I am a resident of Wantagh, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. 

The actions of the police officers representing the LAPD were horrific and disgusting. The LAPD should be ashamed of
themselves. 

In case you haven’t been flooded with enough of these outrages, the story below is her word-for-word testimony. Please
continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now
passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we
were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to
leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying
face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal,
but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going,
they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut
off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were
never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They
turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called
for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having
a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. 

Sincerely,
Kayla

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Samantha Bull <Samantha.Bull@usm.edu>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:45 AM

Hi,My name is Samantha Bull, and I am a resident of Austin, TX. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Samantha Bull
w908947
samantha.bull@usm.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Marielle Olentine <marielle.olentine@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:44 AM

Hi,

My name is Marielle and I am a resident of Princeton, NJ, a graduate of USC and an alumni of the Los Angeles area. I
recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-
for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the
protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension
increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for
blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on
their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not
only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without
telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight
that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still
have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even
pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was
ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of
her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get
medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were
too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and
threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even
wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Marielle Olentine

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Jennifer' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:44 AM

Hi,My name is Jennifer Barber and I am a resident of Hammond, IN. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, Jennifer Barber 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Paige Waldron <waldronp5873@gmail.com>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:43 AM

Hi, 

My name is Paige and I am a resident of Rochester NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Paige Waldron

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Tess Franz <tessfranz@comcast.net>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:41 AM

Hi,My name is Tess Franz and I am a resident of Nashville, TN. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Tess Franz

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Christina Passarella <christina.passarella@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:42 AM

Hi,My name is Christina Passarella and I am a resident of Brooklyn, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Hailee Nielsen <hniel15@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:42 AM

Hi,

My name is Hailee Nielsen and I am a resident of Studio City. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Hailee Nielsen

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
6 messages

From: 'Emily Denton' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:16 AM

To Whom It May Concern,

My name is Emily Denton and I am a resident of London, England. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below is her word-for-word testimony. 

Please continue reading. 

" I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. 

There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. 

Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their
knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. 

What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. 

We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to
a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. 

My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right
hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. 

We were never read our Miranda rights. 

When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in
the dark, cuffed. 

People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman
who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. 

An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. 

The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. 

After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At
least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. 

There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. 

As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up
to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. 

Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the
entire time with my possessions removed) 

We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). 
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We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is
mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY
TO SHOOT ME!!??? 

When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and
phone-less. 

My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. 

So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they
wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely,"
from someone whose job is to keep me safe.

I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. 

By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste
of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others
and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks. "

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. 

Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Emily Denton

1 / 6

From: 'Scott Alden' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:25 AM

Hi, 

My name is and I am a resident of a Brooklyn, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and
I think you should be too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
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woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Scott Alden

Sent from my iPhone

2 / 6

From: 'Sara Croninger' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:26 AM

Hi, 

My name is Sara Clemens and I am a resident of Durham, NC. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
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ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Sara Clemens 

Sent from my iPhone

3 / 6

From: 'Katie Hopper' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:29 AM

Hi,My name is Katie Hopper and I am a resident of Knoxville, TN. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
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turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Katie Hopper

Sent from my iPhone

4 / 6

From: 'Nicole Larsen' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:37 AM

Hi,My name is Nicole Larsen and I am a resident of Hoboken, New Jersey. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
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I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone

5 / 6

From: 'Jessica Jean Baptiste' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:41 AM

Hi,My name is Jessica and I am a resident of Dix Hills/NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
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could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Jessica 

6 / 6
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Gerardo Ruedas Castillo <grcastillo798@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:40 AM

Hi,My name is Gerardo and I am a resident of San Diego and an SDSU Alumnus. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Gerardo

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Emily Wall <emilykatewall@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:40 AM

Hi,My name is Emily Wall and I am a resident of York, Maine. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Emily
Wall 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Bronwyn Mandigo <bronwynmandigo@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:39 AM

Hi,My name is Bronwyn and I am a resident of Vermont. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Bronwyn

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Aja Becraft <aja.becraft@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:39 AM

Hi,My name is Aja Becraft and I am a resident of Portland, OR. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should, too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Aja Becraft
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Marisa Montoya <marisa.montoya14@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Fri, Jun 5, 2020 at 11:35 PM

Hello,

My name is Marisa and I am a resident of Riverside, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Marisa 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Leah Willmott <leahwillmottjones16@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:33 AM

Hi,My name is Leah Willmott-Jones  and I am a resident of Sydney, Australia. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Leah

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Madison Foster <madison.foster143@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:31 AM

Hi,My name is Madison and I am a resident of Detroit, MI. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."
Honestly, that was hard for me to read as it should have been for you. 
Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. 
Be the change.

Sincerely,
Madison
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <cmyung5@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:31 AM

Hi,

My name is Cynthia and I am a resident of Chicago, IL. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. 

She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. 

There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully
were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to
show compliance. Then each person was arrested. 

What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus
separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for
five hours. 

My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right
hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being
transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started
having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. 

We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street)
began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING
HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we
begged for them to turn it off. 

After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At
least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered
to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was
coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had
no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the
entire time with my possessions removed) 

We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? 

When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and
phone-less. 

My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. 
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I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did
we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery.
The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing
power. 

This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Cynthia

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Alison Cohen <alisoncohen94@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:30 AM

Hi,My name is Alison Cohen and I am a resident of New York, New York. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Alison Cohen 

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Eli Morrow <emorrow1111@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:30 AM

Hi,My name is Eli and I am a resident of Gilbert, AZ. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Eli

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Leah Izzett <leah.izzett@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:28 AM

Hi,

My name is Leah Izzett and I am a resident of Washington, D.C. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Leah

Leah Izzett
B.S. Environmental Science and Policy
University of Maryland, 2015
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Tyler Bomba <tylerjbomba@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:27 AM

Hi,My name is Tyler Bomba and I am a resident of Lancaster, PA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 
Tyler Bomba

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Benji Miller <bnuggett@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:27 AM

Hi,
My name is Benji Miller and I am a resident of Boston, MA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

Benjamin Miller

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Julia Hoagland Sorensen <hoagla_j1@denison.edu>
To: kaitlynr@usc.edu
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:27 AM

Hi, 

My name is Julie Hoagland and I am a resident of Brooklyn, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." 

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

If you would like more information about this story, please reach out to Katie Ross at kaitlynr@usc.edu. She can get you in
contact with Laura and can provide additional details. 

Sincerely, 
Julie Hoagland

mailto:kaitlynr@usc.edu
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Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Emma O'Mahony <emma.laura.omahony@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:27 AM

Hi,My name is Emma O’Mahony and I am a resident of Dublin, Ireland. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,

Emma O’Mahony
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Devika Diwan <devidiwan@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:27 AM

Hello,

My name is Devika and I am a resident of Pennsylvania. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Devika
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Rebecca Chalsen <rchalsen@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:25 AM

Hi,

My name is Becky Chalsen and I am a resident of New York, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. 

Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Becky Chalsen 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Annette Abreu <annette.abreu@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:23 AM

Hi,
My name is Annette Abreu  and I am a resident of Boston, MA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Annette Abreu 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Yess <sanyessenia@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:23 AM

Hi,

My name is Yessenia Mercedes and I am a resident of Kearny, NJ. 

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. 

The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA.
When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from
6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and
national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood
& hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks."Please share her story. 

Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal
actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of
hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the
change. 

Sincerely,

Yessenia Mercedes
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Alexis McLaughlin <alexismclaughlin1234@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:22 AM

Hi,My name is Alexis McLaughlin and I am a resident of Warrenton, VA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Alexis
McLaughlin 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Rita Naxakis <rnaxakis@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:21 AM

Hi,My name is Rita and I am a resident of Toronto, Ontario. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter
your name)

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Elisa Duguay <elisaduguay@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:21 AM

Hi,My name is Elisa Duguay and I am a resident of Boston, MA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

 "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. 
         By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a
taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling
others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please
bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions
taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing
disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Elisa Duguay
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Nicola <nicolajeffery85@hotmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:20 AM

Hi, my name is Nicola Jeffery and I am a resident of Liverpool, England. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and found it disgusting, I think you should be aware of it too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of
the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested
while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and
physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below is her word-
for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the
protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension
increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for
blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on
their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not
only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without
telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight
that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still
have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even
pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was
ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of
her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get
medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were
too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and
threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even
wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. It terrifies me to think of the stories other
people will have that will be similar or even worse. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

I appreciate you taking the time to read this and hope that you will help!

Sincerely,

Nicola Jeffery
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Klapko Kim <ksklapko@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:18 AM

Hi,My name is Kim Klapko and I am a resident of Owosso, Michigan. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Kim
Klapko

Sent from my iPad
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Taylor Gedeon <taygedeon@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:17 AM

Hi,
My name is Taylor Gedeon and I am a resident of Washington, DC. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.
 Sincerely,
Taylor Gedeon
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Shelby Singer' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:12 AM

Hi,My name is Shelby Singer and I am a resident of Orange Ca. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Shelby Singer

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Julian Meyer <private.julian.tec@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:12 AM

Hi,My name is Julian Meyer and I am a resident of Mettmann/Germany. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Julian
Meyer
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Skylar Smith' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:12 AM

Hi,My name is  Skylar Smith and I am a resident of Austin, Texas. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely, 
Skylar Smith

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Sarah Valle <sarahmvalle@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:11 AM

Hi,My name is Sarah Valle and I am a resident of Orlando, Florida. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Sarah Valle
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URGENT: Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <kraabe22@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:11 AM

Hi Mayor Garcetti,

My name is Katie Raabe and I am a resident of Boston, MA. I’m glad to hear of your announcement about not increasing the
LAPD budget for this year. However I also want to know what specific actions you’ll take to address the evil brutality and
inhumane treatment outlined in Laura Montilla’s account below. This is NOT OKAY and I’m disgusted to read about it. Please
investigate and hold these officers responsible. These officers were not keeping their communities safe or treating these
people as humans.

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-
for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the
protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension
increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for
blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on
their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not
only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without
telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight
that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still
have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even
pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was
ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of
her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get
medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were
too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and
threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even
wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Katie Raabe 
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Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: 'Jennifer Quevedo' via Clerk - CityClerk <cityclerk@lacity.org>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:11 AM

Hi,My name is Jennifer Berry and I am a resident of Topeka, KS. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way.

 Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Jennifer Berry 

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kat Henning <katrosehenning@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:10 AM

Hi,
My name is Kat Henning and I am a resident of Los Angeles, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too.

 Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. 

Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane.

 We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to
a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. 

They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. 

As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up
to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they
checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions
removed) We received no clear answers.

 When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was
ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point
my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were
finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the
cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it
went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her
to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. 

My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. 

I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did
we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery.
The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing
power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks.

Please  share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
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please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Kat Henning 

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Rose Mary Viera <rviera0505@outlook.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:09 AM

Hi,My name is Rosemary Viera and I am a resident of Naples, Florida I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,
Rosemary Viera

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jodi Clarke <choccy_orange@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:09 AM

Hi,My name is Jodi and I am a resident of London Uk. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,Jodi

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Carolina Chavez <carolinacl94@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 5:08 AM

Hi,My name is Carolina and I am a resident of San Jose, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Carolina Chavez 

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jessica Haines <jesschaines@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:11 AM

Hi, 
My name is Jessica Haines. I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,

Jessica Haines

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Kelly Mack <kmackmail@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:11 AM

Hi,

My name is Kelly Mack and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading.

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. 

Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied
and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery
parking lot and left us there for five hours.

My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right
hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being
transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. 

They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. 

After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At
least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered
to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was
coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had
no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the
entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers.

When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was
ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point
my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? 

When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was
too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until
another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open &
left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and
phone-less. 

My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. 

I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did
we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery.
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The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing
power. This is unacceptable. 

p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks.

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. 

Be the change. 

Sincerely, 
Kelly Mack

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Daniel Ramos <ramos.danf@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:10 AM

Hi,

My name is Daniel and I am a resident of Glendora, CA. 

I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. 

The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA.
When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from
6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and
national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased.
Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was
arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a
bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there
for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation
or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we
were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People
started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who
wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help"
by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and
triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so
again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long
we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled
together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he
reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked
my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed)
We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We
had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine
& I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO
SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She
expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she
cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice
her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed,
bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their
phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood
& hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight,
phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of,
"hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully
proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black
community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No
desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't
even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. 

Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Daniel

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Clare French <c_french@hotmail.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:07 AM

Hi, 
My name is Clare and I am a citizen of the Republic of Ireland. 
I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent
graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly
arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional
and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-
for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the
protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension
increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for
blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on
their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not
only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without
telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight
that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still
have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops
admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even
pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was
ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of
her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the
bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get
medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were
too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up
because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and
threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my
pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear
answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what
bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I
just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When
we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too
tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another
officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the
cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less.
My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An
officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe
option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But
don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a
way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be
friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community
has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to
protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even
wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the
thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and
fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep
people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Clare

Sent from my iPhone

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Lauren Bautista <laurennicolebautista@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Fri, Jun 5, 2020 at 11:08 PM

Hi,My name is Lauren Bautista and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,

Lauren Bautista

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile LAPD Experience
1 message

From: Navleen Naru <n_naru@sbcglobal.net>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:06 AM

Hello,

My name is Navleen Naru and I am a resident of San Jose, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Navleen Naru 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jessica Bebel <jbebel97@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:06 AM

Hi, My name is Jess and I am a resident of Los Angeles and I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the
LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Jess

1 / 1
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Nancy Anteby <nancteby@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:06 AM

Hi,My name is Nancy Anteby and I am a resident of BrooKlyn, NY. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."
Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Nancy Anteby 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Bryan Medina <bam2011@msn.com>
To: "mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:06 AM

Hi,
My name is Bryan Medina and I am a resident of Ontario, California. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,
Bryan Medina

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: <louisrlin@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:06 AM

Hi, 

My name is Louis and I am a resident of San Jose. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

Sincerely,
Louis
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Claire Cheng <clairecheng02@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:04 AM

Hi,
My name is Claire Cheng and I am a resident of Palo Alto, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely but not silently,
Claire Cheng
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Emma Taylor <emmactaylor98@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:03 AM

Hi,My name is Emma Taylor and I am a resident of Boston, Massachusetts. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's
experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern
California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in
Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the
LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue
reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the
updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were
cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave
peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face
down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but
inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they
took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I
couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never
read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned
the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help
as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the LA police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing
disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

This is an absolutely disgusting display of power. Do better. Be better. People are dying. 

 Sincerely,
Emma Taylor 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Ana <someforthesoul@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:03 AM

Hi,My name is Ana Berst and I am a resident of Corvallis, Oregon. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Ana
Berst
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: "Adé T.W. Jackson" <adetwjackson@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:02 AM

Hi, My name is AJ and I am a resident of Los Angeles. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. 

Sincerely,

AJ

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Joette Carini <joettecarini@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:02 AM

Hello, 

My name is Joette Carini and I am a resident of Woodland Hills. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. 

Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. 

Be the change. 

Sincerely,
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Joette Carini 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Nabila Comstock <ncom233@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:02 AM

Hi,
My name is Nabila Comstock and I am a resident of Tacoma, WA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
Nabila Comstock 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Jasmine Rundall <jasminemrundall@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:02 AM

Hi,My name is Jasmine Rundall and I am a resident of Mesa, AZ. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with
the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been
living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change.

 Sincerely,

Jasmine Rundall 

Sent from my iPhone
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Marija Jurić <meri.juric9@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:01 AM

Hi,My name is Marija Jurić and I am not a resident of USA BUT became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in
Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June
1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed
experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was arrested for
peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21
they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were hundreds
HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were jumped on by
multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show compliance. Then
each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and
put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a cemetery parking
lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up
to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our Miranda rights. When I
asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark,
cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless
woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major panic attack. An officer came on
board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so
deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they
finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it and 2. At least know where we
were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for
us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the voice was coming from. When I
stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust
me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was cuffed the entire time with my
possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour
away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black fanny pack way at the end.
They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB
THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a
cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face & making it even tighter
to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but
only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in
the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a
charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a
nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young women into an unknown
neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was very reassuring to be sent
off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride
with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience
the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity.
The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and abusing power. This is
unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s
attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you
are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the
police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely, Marija.
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Cassidy Clack <cassidyclack@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:00 AM

Hi, My name is Cassidy Clack and I am a resident of North Wilkesboro, North Carolina. I recently became aware of Laura
Montilla's experience with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of
Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully
protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse
committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony.
Please continue reading. "I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had
now passed the updated curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized
we were cornered. There were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried
to leave peacefully were jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even
laying face down to show compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and
illegal, but inhumane. We were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were
going, they took us to a cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally
were cut off, I couldn't even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We
were never read our Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea.
They turned the lights off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We
called for help as a mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began
having a major panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY
METAL & ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for
them to turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who
needed it and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at
once, so I volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see
where the voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was
clearly still cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact
although I was cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an
officer told me I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had
a small black fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN
SLOWLY & MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl
slipped out of one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing
in her face & making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They
attempted to cut the cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how
to remove it herself. She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for
hours at this point, so I asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had
to figure it out, but I could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned
a bunch of young women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best!
No really, it was very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone
whose job is to keep me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was
kidnapped that night. By no means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to
witness even a taste of the mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment
from belittling others and abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."Please share her
story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and
illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am
tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be
the change. Sincerely, Cassidy Clack
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Megan Farina <megefarina@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:00 AM

Hello,

My name is Megan and I am a resident of Irvine, CA. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience with the LAPD
and I think you should too. 

Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has been living in Los Angeles for the past
four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear
illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted her detailed experience on her
Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. 

"I was arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated
curfew (at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There
were hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks."

Please share her story. Please bring this to other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints,
wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system,
please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of
harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,(enter your name)

Please bring accountability to law enforcement. Please promote deescalation and communication. Please invest more in
police trainings; it is ludicrous that they are trained more on fire arms than deescalations and unconscious biases. 

Please MAKE CHANGE. NOW. 
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Regards,
Megan 
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URGENT: Laura Montilla's Vile Experience with the LAPD
1 message

From: Heather Hagen <heatherhagen74@gmail.com>
To: mayor.garcetti@lacity.org
At: Sat, Jun 6, 2020 at 12:00 AM

Hi,My name is Heather Hagen and I am a resident of Santa Barbara. I recently became aware of Laura Montilla's experience
with the LAPD and I think you should too. Laura Montilla is a recent graduate of the University of Southern California and has
been living in Los Angeles for the past four years. She was unjustly arrested while peacefully protesting in Downtown LA on
Monday, June 1st. Her story shows clear illegal action and emotional and physical abuse committed by the LAPD. She posted
her detailed experience on her Instagram. The story below her word-for-word testimony. Please continue reading. "I was
arrested for peacefully protesting in DTLA. When people tried to leave the protest, as we had now passed the updated curfew
(at 4:21 they changed the curfew from 6pm to 5pm) & police tension increased, we realized we were cornered. There were
hundreds HUNDREDS of cops and national guards that cut us off for blocks. Those who tried to leave peacefully were
jumped on by multiple men and tased. Everyone was peaceful, getting on their knees and even laying face down to show
compliance. Then each person was arrested. What happened next was not only unnecessary and illegal, but inhumane. We
were zip-tied and put in cages on a bus separated by gender, and without telling us where we were going, they took us to a
cemetery parking lot and left us there for five hours. My zip-ties were so tight that when they finally were cut off, I couldn't
even hold my arm up to sign my citation or feel my right hand. Days later I still have painful bruises. We were never read our
Miranda rights. When I asked where we were being transported, the cops admitted they had no idea. They turned the lights
off, leaving us in the dark, cuffed. People started having panic attacks, even pissing themselves. We called for help as a
mentally-ill woman (a homeless woman who wasn't even protesting but was ripped from the street) began having a major
panic attack. An officer came on board to "help" by drowning out the sound of her cries with BLARING HEAVY METAL &
ROCK MUSIC. The music was so deafening and triggering that more girls on the bus had attacks, so we begged for them to
turn it off. After 20 minutes they finally did, so again, we asked if we could 1. Get medical attention for those who needed it
and 2. At least know where we were/ how long we'd maybe be there. There were too many people speaking at once, so I
volunteered to ask the officer for us. As we piled together in cages, I stood up because he said he couldn't see where the
voice was coming from. When I stood up to ask, he reached for his gun and threatened me. Even though I was clearly still
cuffed. Had no possessions. (Trust me they checked my vagina more than my pockets) (4 times to be exact although I was
cuffed the entire time with my possessions removed) We received no clear answers. When I got off the bus, an officer told me
I was in Westwood (an hour away from home). We had to point out what bag was ours from a giant pile & I had a small black
fanny pack way at the end. They ask which is mine & I'm still cuffed, so I just point my head. I SLIGHTLY LEAN SLOWLY &
MULTIPLE MEN GRAB THEIR GUNS READY TO SHOOT ME!!??? When we were finally let off the bus, a girl slipped out of
one of her cuffs, so a cop pulled it tighter. She expressed that it was too tight, so the cop responded by laughing in her face &
making it even tighter to the point where she cried in pain until another officer said it went too far. They attempted to cut the
cuff with bolt cutters but only managed to slice her hand open & left the cuff on for her to figure out how to remove it herself.
She was sent up the hill in the dark, still cuffed, bleeding and phone-less. My phone has been dead for hours at this point, so I
asked if I could borrow a charger or use their phone to call someone. An officer told me no, that I had to figure it out, but I
could walk up the hill into a nearby neighborhood & hopefully find a safe option there. So they abandoned a bunch of young
women into an unknown neighborhood at midnight, phones dead. But don't worry, they wished us the best! No really, it was
very reassuring to be sent off with the final wishes of, "hope you find a way home safely," from someone whose job is to keep
me safe. I caught a ride with a stranger who thankfully proved to be friendly. I pray no one was kidnapped that night. By no
means did we experience the level of brutality the black community has faced & faces daily. But to witness even a taste of the
mockery. The inhumanity. The EVIL of the LAPD. No desire to protect. No conscience. A fulfillment from belittling others and
abusing power. This is unacceptable. p.s. they weren't even wearing face masks." Please share her story. Please bring this to
other people’s attention. This is just one example of the thousands of complaints, wrongdoings, and illegal actions taken by
the police. If you are in a position to make a change and fix this broken system, please do so. I am tired of hearing disturbing
stories about the police; a group that is supposed to keep people safe and out of harm’s way. Be the change. Sincerely,
 Heather Hagen

Sent from my iPhone
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